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In the last four years, we started out our forecasts with a quick look at Black Swans, based on the bestseller
The Black Swan by Nassim Taleb. In this book Taleb talks about a ‘Black Swan’ as being a highly improbable
event with three principal characteristics: It is unpredictable; it carries massive impact; and after the fact we
concoct an explanation that makes it appear as less random and more predictable than it was. Google,
he says, was a Black Swan; so was 9/11. Well, dear Reader, in 2013 we said that our real estate market in
major Canadian cities had a Black Swan:

23% range (Vancouver)… BLACK

Government was contemplating a tax or

The “entry of Chinese speculators in the

SWANS all.

ban on immigration.)

Westside, Richmond and West Vancouver

But then in fairness to us at Jurock’s Real

Then Donald Trump was elected. In the

driving prices 20 to 30 percent higher”.

Estate Insider (JREI) we did identify all of

eyes of many a Black Swan. Not in YOUR

Little did we think that the Chinese

the above Black Swans and rated them

EYES dear Reader, as it was JREI’s No.

speculator was joined by the Iranian,

as such well ahead of the madding crowd.

1 Astounding Predictions in last January’s

German, French, Italian and other

So, did we have a Black Swan in 2016?

issue. Wait until you read this year’s

Europeans driving up our prices into the

Actually, yes, all of the Black Swans from

Astounding Predictions. Then there was

stratosphere. Not only here, but also in

the last year are still flying around to

the new British Swan: Brexit … which pre-

Toronto. The following year we talked

influence our real estate markets. Although

told of our total dissatisfaction with all

more about the same Black Swan

where they will land is not clear. Also,

things government. More under Europe

investors piling even more than they

since they are now predictable, they are

section, page 15.

already are into Montreal. We then rated

no longer the classic unpredictable Black

One of the Black Swans still flying from

the collapse of oil and currencies as Black

Swans. But were there and are there new

the previous years is oil prices. We said

Swans in the last three years. Boy, were

ones? Yes. Several, new clearly visible

last year: “Our call? It will continue – for a

they ever unpredictable and highly

Black Swans:

bit but then become one of the biggest

improbable. I mean in December 2015 a

First, of course, last year’s Foreign Buyer

buying opportunities of a lifetime.” Boy,

$29 price for oil, a .68 cent dollar and

Tax brought in by the BC Government.

was that ever a fabulous call (actually, we

single-family home price increases in 2016

(Although we predicted that the Federal

quoted oil ace Josef Schachter, who

(driven entirely by foreign buyers) in the
!
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him in to give us his latest pearls on oil for
2017 later in this issue.) Another Swan still
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Well I – once again – have included the

Will Americans pile into Whistler; Chinese
investors into all ‘non-foreign tax’ cities;
will all the cash that all governments are
creating out of thin air settle into hard
assets (our 24-year forecast!)?
As last year, I am asking… Scared?

antidote. It may help you to re-read my
first newsletter story from March 1993 –
included as Addendum I, page 56.
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Read it slowly! Close your eyes after you
read it. If you did not know it was written

This Outlook issue is written primarily

While a lot of this issue applies also to

24 years ago, would it not seem as if you

for the Real Estate investor. If you

the homeowner … I found over the

heard it just yesterday? Amazing, isn’t it?

want a long term capital gain you

years that my prime decision is: Do I

Whatever the dire news, in the end we did

should own rental property. You can

like the area, do I like the

just muddle though. Mind you with always

write off expenses against income –

neighbourhood, and do I like the

larger and larger hard asset prices. And

and if you have a bigger loss, against

house? And when I stand in my living

that is my point.

other income too. You can depreciate

room with one arm on the fireplace,

Inflation of hard assets like real estate

your investment if you need to, you

and the other with a fine glass of

has been and is real. It has been real

can remortgage it. And – in this

Merlot (I know, I know you wine nuts

since the Roman Empire. Every emperor

‘lifetime low’ interest rate environment

don’t like it and prefer your Pinot with

and every government has printed money

– almost 50% or more of your payment

nose raised) … and I feel real good –

and/or debased its currency to cheat the

goes to principal – a fabulous forced

REAL GOOD – happy to come home

population and debtors (in Rome, they

savings account!

to … that’s my criteria for buying my

inserted lead into gold coins). There was

Not just price appreciation but ongoing

own home first – investment second. ◊

always an inevitable outcome … inflation!

debt reduction by your tenants for you.

As we said last year and in the 2013 issue:
“In fact, inflation has been relentless. You
don’t have to go back 2,000 years. Anyone
that bought a house in 1965 and paid 5%
down saw the return on that investment
your subscriber website for the details – or
listen to my Gold versus Real Estate
debate from 2013 on Michael Campbell’s
World Outlook Conference site for 2012.
That debate, which my real estate
argument clearly won – was founded on
my view that we live in the world’s most
underreported inflation of hard assets

point out flipping opportunities.

understood. Basic principles apply to all

Ok, how did we do with our 2016

real estate markets and help you come up

Outlook forecasts:

with properties that have a good return or

JREI had a fabulous year (again). The

a great cash flowing investment.

areas we picked in Canada and the US

So first … who are you? Are you a

did marvellously … particularly when we

FLIPPER? SHARK? INVESTOR? I have

consider to have bought for cash flow.

to tell you this one again (ok, ok – last

Further, our long-standing forecasts that:

time):

• Canada’s real estate markets in major
cities would be stronger
• United States real estate markets would
be strong than expected, sales and

Trump: The Best Real Estate Advice I Ever

$400,000 since then in Vancouver.
matter what, ownership of real estate all
over the world – including China – has
been the foundation of all wealth. Yes,
some people have lost money in real
estate too (last year in South America and
elsewhere – look at our World Price
Chart) by misunderstanding the basic
principles and buying on emotion.
That is why – as in the last few years – we
must understand first of all our own
personal true objectives and then second
the basic principles that are prevalent in all
markets. Yes, these following basic

!

prices higher

Received. To my surprise, the one he

And so, here we are dear Reader. No

3!

Ok, we talk about it in every Outlook

possible inclusion in his real estate book:

price of a house has risen by over

!

investor in mind, but we also try to

editors six chapters (to choose from) for

time $1,600 an ounce, and the average

!

used to guide you.

Seven years ago, I sent Donald Trump’s

of all time. By the way, gold was at that

!

Outlook issue is written with the

issue, but I think the basics must be

soar by over 100,000 percent.” Look on

!
!

principles should be understood, then

!

picked (and yes, I have my own chapter in

• European and Chinese investors would
keep coming

his book!) was the one that outlined this

• Interest rates would stay low

most important aspect: “Before you invest

We said to stay, as an investor, out of

in ANY real estate, understand who you

Edmonton, Calgary, Saskatchewan and

are and your objectives. A shark is

Houston for our Black Swan reason: OIL.

interested in foreclosures (and in the US –

(Or buy only the ‘deal of a lifetime’ and/or

short sales, repossessions) or any tough

make stink bids.)

deals – he is a grave dancer. A flipper

Our top cities had spectacular returns

looks for short term profit and the investor

and had you bought carefully based on

looks for income. For example, if you buy

the basic principles and away from certain

a condo in downtown Vancouver for

areas and products we suggested you not

$1,000,000 and rent it out at $2,500 you

buy, you would have been well served.

are a flipper – NOT an investor. By no

Also, our recommendation to stay in the

measure is that an investment. Our

US and Canada for your real estate
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investments is proven out every week,

Pleasant, White Rock – Rocking and

We also recommended San Francisco,

when yet another disillusioned Canadian

rolling increases.

which followed its 2015 21% increase

gets rooked further down – way down

with another 16%.

South.

Best retirement towns in BC

We told you how to buy tax liens and

So, a quick look at last year’s

Summerland, Kelowna, Sidney, Sechelt,

deeds at auction in the US, how to

recommendations:

Qualicum Beach/Parksville, Comox – Did

structure a proper joint-venture and our

For the actual percent increase go to

very well and are all still great places to

experts did some eyebrow raising

the Numbers section, pg. 61. You will

retire to… I add Kimberley (cheap real

forecasts.

be blown away on all double digit

estate – look it up under ski resorts, p. 29).

We talked about the new money making

increases EVERYWHERE.

trends of student housing, movie industry
Top markets for industrial speculation

warehouses, environmental land and pot –

Top 5 Canadian cities

Mount Pleasant (up-zoned industrial), New

made money, plus my Astounding

Vancouver, Toronto, Lower Mainland,

Westminster, Port Metro Vancouver (did

Predictions and we did … well, astound!

Hamilton, Whistler – All dramatically higher

you buy? You’re now rich, rich!)

“Trump will win; inflation will be visibly

16-24%!

returning in 2016; foreign money will keep
Ski Resorts

coming; LNG plants will be built (first one

Best places in the world to retire

We urged you to buy Whistler. Urged you!

now in Squamish approved); Federal

Spain (get a passport), Portugal (get a

We also said to buy Sun Peaks, Silver

Government will bring investment

passport), Malta, Barbados, Thailand.

Star, Big White, Kimberley.

restrictions (hmm it did not, but BC did).

All of them were picked for their large

Credit will be tougher to get; people are

expat community, cheap living costs – and

In the USA, we recommended (since

moving back in the city… more. But: Oil

(some) the possible passport with a real

2010):

will stay down until the spring but will

estate purchase.

Additionally, in 2011/12 all properties were

become a buying opportunity of a lifetime.”

bought with a Canadian dollar at par!

Again … not too shabby a forecast, eh?

Best cities in Ontario

You could have bought ANYTHING,

Toronto and its suburbs, Mississauga,

Purchases in 2013/14/15 have also seen

ANYWHERE we recommended and you

Hamilton, Guelph, Kitchener – All up

substantial US dollar appreciation.

would have made A LOT of money!

9-20%!

Phoenix median prices – a relentless 6year climb (2011 - $129,000 = 2016 -

OK, A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE BASICS!

Toronto – Best neighbourhoods

$298,000)

I know some of you will say again: I know,

Etobicoke, The Junction, Canary Distract,

Mesa (2011 - $140,100 = 2016 -

I know Ozzie we must understand the

Liberty Village, Leslieville – All up

$278,000)

basics… and you have read similar

18-20%!

Surprise (2011 - $137,600 = 2016 -

remarks from me before, but principles

$262,000)

are principles and need to be stated and

Alberta

Laveen, Glendale, Goodyear – All up

restated.

Sell losers fast, do not buy for investment.

between 62-90% in value!

On the whole, I am of the firm view as a

Only for homeowners living there

We also mentioned between 2011 – 2016:

forecaster that I have to concern myself

anyways. We told you NOT to buy in

Chandler, Arcadia, Gilbert and Scottsdale

not only with fairly predictable principles

Alberta as an investor or to make stink

and analyses, but also keeping one eye

bids only.

Las Vegas median prices – All

always peeled towards the unexpected.

recommended suburbs are up over

So, every year we start out by looking

Best small towns in BC

60-80%

around the world and hopefully come up

Kelowna, Abbotsford, Terrace, Squamish,

2011 - $123,000 = 2016 $269,000

with a forecast that will assist you – dear

Victoria – spectacular increases – except

Reader – in making intelligent real estate

in Terrace – but up nicely.

San Diego median prices

investment decisions. We have been at

2011 - $350,000 = 2016 - $699,000

this for some 24 years… and every year it

Best Vancouver condo markets

has been more difficult to stick to our

Central Coquitlam, Lower Lonsdale,

Seattle and Portland are up over 15%

forecasting guns. Yes, ahem, forecasting

Brighouse South, Richmond, Mount
!
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about the future… and this January of

A crab is now $21 and prawns are $24 per

So, when people argue with me … “What

2017 is no different… as in ‘not easy’.

pound – up 40% as well.

about commodities? Aren’t they in a

Markets become the stories people tell

People living in northern and remote

deflation/depression?” Well again –

about them. So, just like for the last 24

communities are paying even more. Food

Both.

years, let’s tell some of those stories from

prices in fact have been rising for 3 years.

It is economics that drive commodity

the experts and then we’ll give you our

It is crazy to say they are up only 3%.

prices, not the other way around.

opinion.

But if we believe our government, inflation

Commodity prices are falling because of

First, let’s review the basics of what makes

is still below 2%, which anyone who goes

our economy’s weakness. Something is

a viable real estate market and a

shopping knows is utter nonsense. We

wrong here GLOBALLY, it is not a supply

thoughtful investment.

have health care inflation, drug price

issue. We have to ask ourselves, how long

So here goes – Principles that you need

inflation, personal expenditures of all sorts

can the US drive the world economy by

to evaluate – they do not change!

are rising dramatically, as are government

itself?

Macro: Inflation or deflation, timing, trend,

services – all of it inflation!

An economy that has poor productivity

cycles

Inflation is here and has always been

and too much reliance on what’s in the

Local: Inward migration, job creation,

here.

ground has problems that do not

affordability, interest rates, supply and

JREI has argued this since 1993.

depend on China buying its

demand

The only question that is at issue is “what

commodities. So what about

Truths:

kind of inflation?” Governments talk core,

commodity deflation?

• Before you invest, analyze who you are:

headline and other esoteric types of

I agree it is here, but at the same time we

inflation. Some say price inflation is not

are in an inflation/boom in real estate.

real inflation (until you pay higher and

Here is the key: AT THE SAME TIME!

higher prices). JREI talks primarily of hard

We can go a lot further with a hundred

Investor, Flipper, or Shark
• You do not buy the market, you buy an
individual property in a specific suburb,
with specific features

asset price inflation. Add to this the

examples. Get used to it – faster cycles

• You make the most money on the day
you buy

argument that deflation (bust) and

produce lower priced TVs (but not the

inflation (boom) will be the outcome –

very best ones), computers have lower

• Markets become the stories people tell

you could get ulcers. And some have

prices (but not the best ones – a Mac

because – fact is – we have both!

Pro is still $3,000, about the same price

• People go where jobs grow, values grow
where people go

I argued at an appraisal conference in

as in 2010). Faster, better production

2004 or 2005 that we have an industry by

brings about lower prices faster. But

• Preserve and protect what you have first!

industry deflation/depression and an

hard assets… real estate, art works –

industry by industry inflation/boom …

things that keep their value with a

Inflation or deflation? If you read this last

AT THE SAME TIME! Also – we argued –

depreciating money (overprinting)

year feel free to skip it. But if anything – I

it keeps going as technology cycles go

rise. At the same time!

could name dozens of examples of

faster and faster, our ability to produce

So maybe an industry by industry

constantly rising prices. When people tell

things faster and cheaper increases and

deflation/inflation, maybe a core headline

you about core, headline, etc. inflation…

so you have both.

inflation.

just forget that and look only at price, cost

Let me explain: If Jack was a vinyl record

But, no matter what, it remains my view

and hard asset inflation.

producer 20 years ago, he was part of an

that we will have a predictable outlook

$11 billion-dollar industry and he was in

eventually: Inflation in hard assets. We

A slightly different take – but the same

a boom. Along came Joe who opened a

have done so for 50 years! Since 1993,

conclusion?

CD company and 5 years later he grew

we at JREI (and myself personally for

Have $8? Go get a cauliflower for that.

into a boom. Jack went bust. Fast forward

44 years of real estate investing) have

Yep, that’s up almost 60%. In fact, all

another 5 years and Jackie has opened a

stayed the course, believing in the

fresh fruit and vegetables have soared –

DVD shop, grew it into a boom and now

inherent value of real estate, believing

and not by the 3% the government

Joe has gone into a bust at the same time.

in inflation being the eventual victor

agencies report. I think it is more between

Video stores? Online downloading. Boom

and real estate remaining a great

10-20%! And meat? Soared! Pork was up

– Bust. Industry by industry depression

wealth builder in the long run… and

more than 60% in the last year and

and boom… often – at least for awhile – at

often (timing!) in the short run as well.

have you bought any filets lately? Up 50%.

the same time.

about them

!
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In our JREI newsletter we have covered

was $1,800, repeated it in 2012 when it

Our multi-year position is that excessive

currency/stock/real estate/country/political/

was priced at $1,650. Today? $1,200).

money creation always results in

business/interest problems galore. You

The doomers that preach depression and

higher inflation of asset prices after a

name it … we experience it, we talked

want you to sell your home to buy a pile of

period of wringing out the excesses

about it. It wasn’t just the year 2016 and

gold may think that it will help them

created through easy money. Period.

the coming year of 2017 that began with

survive. They do not consider that the

We have seen the latter scenario unfold

an astounding lack of clarity. If you look

trucks with your food may not run to the

for some 40 years… ever higher money

back … in fact, downright scary

supermarket, that there will be no gas

supplies, ever higher government deficits

uncertainty permeated everywhere. And

at the pump and people with guns will

resulting in ever higher prices.

yet, through all of those previous dark

come and hit you over the head for your

Eventually (2 years – 5 years?) inflation

years of ‘eyebrow raising’ bad news, the

gold. A depression in such an advanced

won out – every time! However, while we

continuous overprinting of money

information society is not something

go through the excesses (created years

saw us muddle through – albeit with ever

anyone should wish for. No docile

before) it feels worse.

higher prices of hard assets.

masses of the thirties standing in

Whether it was 1974, 1981, 1987, 1992,

AS LAST YEAR – NOW THIS IS

breadlines would be in this ‘depression

1998, 2001 or 2008, each time the

IMPORTANT:

scenario’.

specter of deflation is raised, collapses

While we at JREI believe firmly in higher

and depression is talked about and fear

inflation in asset prices, we also see our

“Inflation is the result of an increase in the

grabs us by the throat.

job as having to look at all eventualities. In

quantity of money and debt within an

Every time!

fact, my job and yours is to guard against

economy. Inflation is primarily a monetary

Well, it actually IS worse! It is more money,

all…

phenomenon.”

more zeroes, it feels worse. Usually there

“LOW PROBABLITY BUT HIGH IMPACT

is wealth destruction in development, in

(BLACK SWAN) RISKS”.

seen – no matter the dark forecasts, no

outcome of printing money and that it will

Deflation and a resulting depression (low,

matter the 67 books that espoused

always be – however – together with

low probability) would indeed be a Black

the collapse, deflations and

dips, valleys and peaks. There are of

Swan on unimaginable magnitude and as

depressions since 1974 … inflation came

course many definitions of inflation.

we write this there are clear signs in

out the winner. I wrote my book Forget

Government economists will tell you that

Europe of falling prices, negative

About Location, Location, Location in 1998

inflation is an increase in the general price

interest rates and currencies

in the middle of a sharp downturn of real

level within an economy. However, we are

worldwide.

estate values. In it I forecast that if we

with Milton Friedman who argued the

This is why we recommended in 2016 to

printed money for the next 35 years (and

opposite: “Inflation is the result of an

keep some powder dry (30-50%). Some

we are printing more than ever!), as we

increase in the quantity of money and

cash waiting for the outcome may be a

had for the 35 years preceding 1998,

debt within an economy. Inflation is

good thing in 2017. Previous high

every house in Vancouver would be $6

primarily a monetary phenomenon.”

recommendation cities (Edmonton,

million or so. (The average price at the

Quantity of money and debt!

Calgary and Houston) are now moved to

time was $278,000!) We also wrote then

Of course, dear Reader, you know where

the sidelines.

that every house would be over $1 million

we stand.

Good time to wait it out.

(at its high) at $4.3 million!

far more palatable for a government to

depression you must get out of all real

Still doubting?

repay its debts with a depreciating

estate, pay off your debts and go

Major Point: Governments – and anyone

currency than making the tough decision

hide somewhere – with your gold bar

badly in debt – benefit much more from

of raising rates, reigning in expenditures

between your teeth and dried food on your

inflation then deflation, so every effort will

and paying down debt.

back. (I first wrote this in 2009 when gold
!

average price on the Westside clocked in

possible, we do not believe it is likely. It is

believe that we are going into a deep dark

!

in 10 years. It took 12 years! This year the

While the deflationary scenario is

Clearly – and this is important – if you

6!

other in our 24 years, because we have

believe that this has always been the

impact?

!

written more on this subject than in any

has been for 40+ years). We at JREI

occurred) would have a very large

!

Nothing unusual about that. We have

would be the preferred scenario (as it

and low risk, but what if a low risk (if it

!
!

the stock market.

Clearly, inflation – while not perfect –

It is easy to distinguish between high risk

!

!

!

be made to avert the latter. In 2016, the
!

!

!

!
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trouble may be that governments (around

the other major principles – in this case

trend in the general area I want to invest

the world, yes, Europe too) have set in

timing!

in? What is the major employer doing,

motion an inflationary campaign of

Had buyers looked for what cycle we were

expanding? Are people moving out of

such magnitude to avoid deflation that it

in and what our timing should be

town or back into the city? Also,

can so easily lead to a fiasco of super or

accordingly, they would have taken

IMPORTANT. Look at the new trends:

hyperinflation.

different actions.

What are millennials buying, where are

Like in 2009, we have to be very vigilant in

But for some reason some people like to

older people retiring? The trend of

2017 and indeed the next few years. As

buy high and sell low. I can’t tell you how

moving back into the city, etc. Look at

we stated for 2016 … the no. 1 thing to

much razzing I took when I – talk after talk,

our recommendation – maybe the new

do in 2016 – we must preserve what we

said the US will not only survive but thrive.

trend of buying/rezoning

have. We still believe that higher hard

Closer to home, the average price of a

accommodation for foreign students or

asset prices will be the outcome

Vancouver home went from $13,500 in

warehouses for movie producers suit

eventually.

1960 to $1.7 million in 2016 ... but not in

your profile?

But – maybe taking some (real estate)

a straight line. Throughout that time we

chips off the table may be prudent. (For

had periods of rising prices, falling prices

Study the Building CYCLE

the detail oriented: Look up John Williams

and stagnating prices.

There is a piece of land, a developer

Shadow Statistics – shadowstats.com –

For the average person, it would have

builds a high-rise, makes a lot of money.

that show what, in his and our view, the

been far mort important to understand

He wants to taste that money again – so

real inflation rate is like.)

the influences that created those up

do all of his friends, they all buy lots and

and downturns and what time the cycle

build more high-rises. They outbid the

It is TIMING

was at, that where the house was

price of the land, they build too many

Ask any person on the street about the

located.

and slowly buyers have fatigue and back

secret of making money in real estate

Major Point: We believe that Vancouver

off. Some developers can’t stop building –

investing and you will hear an eager

has peaked and will not see further price

they are in the ground and so they add

“location, location, location”. Makes one

increases until the end of 2017. Toronto

more product.

almost throw up. For the average investor

will continue to rise until it brings in a

Buyers vanish, so we create cheap

it was far more important to understand

foreign buyer tax (it will).

interest rates, create programs to make it

the principles of inflation or deflation,

Timing? We are getting close to an end of

easier to buy (low down, no money down,

timing, trend, cycles and the local

this cycle – if it wasn’t for the foreign

40-year mortgages) we drag buyers from

influences of interest rates, inward

buyer.

the future into today… but eventually the

migration, job creation, supply and

Buy cash flow only.

future is where there is a lot of product but

demand, over/under building and (in

no buyers. That was the up cycle.

smaller markets) affordability…

It is the TREND

Then developers worried about losing

all guided by the principle of “you make

The next item – the trend – is just as

money to sell at lower prices and a race to

the most money on the day you

important.

the bottom (often) occurs. Building

More people moved into Surrey (1,200 a

incentives, free furniture, free parking

buy.”!

!

!

!

!

month now in 2017) in the 90s than all of

spots … you name it … still buyers hold

“You make the most money on the day you

the people moving into Eastern Canada

back. The stories are negative and even

buy.”

(sans Ontario) … thus building lots went

people with money stay out. Developers

from $60,000 to $120,000 in Surrey at the

stop building, some go broke. A few years’

same time as the finely located waterfront

pass … then there is a piece of land… that

condos in False Creek crashed.

is the down cycle.

Timing matters. Bought a property in the
US in 2004 – any location, sold it in 2006,

Major Point: We entered one in 2015…

made money – kept it and you lost money.
Bought it back in 2011, same house, same
location you made money – ANYWHERE
also in the US!
Location did not matter as much as any of

!
!

7!

!

!

!

!

!

Major Point: In 2017, people will be

we continue to see oversupply. Yet, we

leaving Alberta and Saskatchewan

also think that some of the new condos

because of a loss of jobs and head back to

may represent the best buying

BC, reversing a trend that started 4 years

opportunities (from a stressed

ago (look at our truths!). Ask, what is the

developer in tough areas or high end

!

!

!

!

!

!
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condos aiming at rich foreigners).

What does this all mean for BC housing

Particularly in Calgary and Edmonton our

In 1987, the provincial government

sales?

Black Swan Oil changed the playing field

implemented what was advertised as

In 2017, expect to see immigration levels

and dramatically so.

a “wealth tax”. It was supposed to

start to ramp up as regulations ease under

I predicted many times in the past that we

apply to the sale of the most

the Trudeau Liberals.

would see ‘the market’ be affected by this

expensive five per cent of homes

Among the changes expected to boost

or that event, even where I told people that

sold in BC. It's been 28 years since

immigration numbers are:

needed to sell to do it now, or to get 30%

that tax was introduced and the

into cash. That had the effect of having

thresholds have never been adjusted

• Bring in more refugees from Syria
• Double the number of entry applications

turned negative and saw me in the

for inflation. Today, that tax is known

for parents/grandparents of immigrants

‘collapse camp’. Nothing could be further

as the Property Transfer Tax (PTT).

to 10,000 a year.

from the truth.

It’s applied to 95 per cent of all

• Fully restore Canadian health benefit

Because of my views of long-term

residential property sales in the

to refugees and refugee claimants

inflation, I firmly believe that all hard asset

province. This tax makes housing

prices will be higher in 5-10 years. But

less affordable. We think it possible,

• Reduce application processing times for
sponsorship, citizenship and other visas

within the long-term view, we have

even likely, that the foreign tax will

• Modify the temporary foreign workers

cycles so that does not stop me from look

also be applied to all owners rather

program to eliminate the $1,000 Labour

at 2017 darkly for some Canadian and US

than revoked. ◊

Market Impact Assessment fee

markets.

• Lift the visa requirement for Mexico

Major Point: Of course, it is just as

persons to population growth while net

• Eliminate regulations that require new
citizens to sign a declaration that they

important to realize that real estate values

international in-migration added 14,798

– unlike other hard asset classes – are

persons. Finally, a natural increase (birth

intend to reside in Canada (yes,

primarily local in nature.

minus death) of 3,356 had a positive

unbelievable)

That is why the ‘Numbers’, the supply

impact on population growth in the third

and demand statistics are important.

quarter.

Many business-class immigrants to

Affordability also plays a role (although in

BC’s total population grew by 54,584

Canada land in other provinces, most

big cities it does not matter, in small cities

persons (+1.3%) over the twelve

notably Quebec which has easier entry

it is vital).

months ending September 30th, 2016,

regulations, but then move to BC.

Interest rates also need watching and

largely due to international and inter-

Major Point: As last year, we think it

finally job creation/inward migration are

provincial migration. On an annual

would be fair to argue that a) most of the

vital to assess as well – locally. (Values

basis, births (+44,787) and inter-provincial

population growth will be coming in the

grow where people go.)

arrivals (+66,330) were the largest sources

Lower Mainland and that the rest of the

of population growth for the province. Net

province will not participate. However, as

Inward Migration/Job Creation

inter-provincial migration accounted for

we said last years’ investments by Korean,

We predicted last year that many more

a gain of 20,503 and net international

Chinese, Indian and Japanese investors in

people from Alberta and Saskatchewan

migration added 29,924 persons from

small town BC businesses (hotels, motels,

would come to BC… Well, they were not

October 1st, 2015 to September 30th,

restaurants, etc.) are strong and will

the only ones… BC Stats: The population

2016. Consequently, more than four in

continue to grow.

of BC was estimated at 4,773,345 as of

every five persons added since October

October 1st, 2016, growing by 21,733

1st, 2015 could be attributed to net

SUPPLY AND DEMAND

persons in the third quarter of 2016.

migration from all sources (+50,427). The

Look at all The Numbers, p. 61. Analyze

This is the largest third quarter growth

remainder was due to natural increase

the Blast from the Past, p. 57 – a 25-year

recorded since 2009.

(+9,157).

history of the Okanagan, Vancouver

Combined net in-migration from all

WOW! The best growth EVER: 60,000

Island, Vancouver, Calgary, Edmonton and

sources (inter-provincial and international)

people need at least 30,000 units to rent

Toronto. You can clearly see that in

totaled 18,377 persons during the third

or own!

Canada the momentum (and momentum

quarter of 2016. Broken down, net inter-

is vital, as markets become the stories

provincial in-migration contributed to 3,579

people tell about them) has been for

!
!
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smaller markets to decline (so lower and

increase in down payments, shortening

Last year we talked about the

lower they went) and for a few selected

amortization periods and more – to slow

‘TRUDEAU EFFECT ON REAL ESTATE

markets in Canada to rise (and higher and

down the boom he helped to create.

INVESTORS’ in which we forecast a new

higher they went).

They now have done so. We predicted it –

era of higher government stimulus

Major Point: We said last year: “For 2016

it is here … no surprise. The surprise

spending, higher deficits and both a more

we expect smaller markets to stop

Black Swan came in October, when new

liberalized financing arena and a more

declining and larger markets to stop rising

mortgage rules make it almost

restrictive environmental regime. We were

– in general. In fact, the Sunshine Coast,

impossible for first time buyers to qualify,

very low in our estimates. The $10 billion-

Whistler and Victoria are seeing a sharp

driving most small lenders out of the

dollar deficit is already at $28 billion in the

increase in volume.” They have and this

mortgage markets. I called it “the big six

first year.

year we direct your attention back to

banks get an early Christmas present”

This will mean eventually: Higher bond

Kelowna and Vancouver Island.

because they have no more competition

yields and long-term financing:

and can set the rates anyway they want. I

Increased federal funding for

AFFORDABILITY

urge you to read Kyle Green and Dustan

infrastructure, pledged at around $35

For the last 25 years, Vancouver has

Woodhouse – two of Canada’s leading

billion over 3-4 years, will require more

never been affordable. It takes an average

mortgage brokers – pieces under “Crystal

federal bonds to be issued. Five and ten-

of 60%-plus of a Vancouverite’s annual

Ball Gazing” p. 45, to get a professional,

year bond yields (10-year bond yields

income to buy the average Vancouver

well thought out take on interest rates and

could go over 3%!) should increase to

home. That will not change. If you wish

tougher qualification environment in 2017.

attract international investors, which

to live here (or London, Hong Kong, New

Overall: The US will raise rates (look

would mean higher fixed-rate, long-

York, San Francisco) you must pay the

under the “Trump Effect” piece, p. 13)

term mortgage rates. We do not expect

price – more foreign buying will see to

three times this year. We are already

short term rates to rise, but all first-time

that. Affordability is and will continue to be

seeing higher rates on investment and

buyers must qualify at the 5 years fixed

an issue however in smaller towns –

high ratio mortgages … We will have rates

rate, even if they get a lower rate.

particularly those depending on tourism.

go higher. Time to lock in!

Also, watch for an expansion of ‘green

Be sure that the small town you buy in has

bonds’ (which were used to partially fund

more than one employer, low vacancy

“War does not determine who is right. War

the new Telus headquarter tower in

rates or some great investment ahead (like

determines who is left.” – Unknown

Vancouver) that are also part of the Liberal

possibly Squamish’s new LNG plant for

election platform. A federally backed green

instance, or watch for the Petronas

lands; and the development of the 50-acre

our ‘peace of mind’ waters. BUT, no

Jericho Lands in Vancouver’s Point Grey.

worries, we will help lift the fog, we will get

several Facts by Email issues that

Promised easier first-time buyer loans as

you into ‘real estate investor’ clarity!

followed, we mused “what is Poloz
thinking?” – I mean, he called us “the most

well as ‘flexible programs’ for them DID
NOT HAPPEN. In fact, every action by the

Why are we so sure? Well, as our 24-year

indebted nation with house prices that are

government has been to make it hard for

long subscriber wrote before Christmas:

up to 30% overvalued.” Then he followed

the first-time buyer to buy! Harder! The

“Your forecasts have made me a lot of

up that statement with the action of

government is blaming the first-time buyer

geld… Staying the course ‘durch dick und

lowering interest rates – making it even

for the rising house prices – which is

duenn!” (Geld is money and ‘durch dick

easier to borrow! Huh, what gives? What

ludicrous!

und duenn’ is through thick and thin). Well,

is Poloz worried about, we asked. We also

We forecast the Death of the Northern

(blush), once you understand the basics,

forecast that this would mean that he,

Gateway Pipeline, but are happy to see

there isn’t much need to change your point

together with CMHC HAD to make some

the approval of the Kinder Morgan pipeline

of view… particularly when it is proven

other mortgage related changes –

9!

the former Edmonton City Centre airport

us, that the whole world is out to muddy

LANDRUSH conference last April, and in

!

million Blatchford, the redevelopment of

wonder who is going to be left. It seems to

At the JUROCK REAL ESTATE INSIDER

!

as sustainable. Examples include the $650

elections in Europe, OPEC, and more, you

CHANGES

!

large civic redevelopments that are cited

crashing commodities, Brexit, Trump,

INTEREST RATES/MORTGAGE RULE

!
!

bond could open finance options for

When we look at crashing currencies,

announcement for LNG up north).

expansion.

right over and over.
!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!
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Our forecasts of expanded transit and

competitive Poloz lowers the currency

fall. Mr. Poloz, how long is it going to take

more government office space will

value by 10%. You are happy – you are

for low dollar benefits to arrive? They

definitely come to pass as well as

now being more competitive – without

haven’t yet! And won’t!

government induced spending (cast

needing to be more productive or having

Major Point: What is worse is that when

spending) will bring about higher inflation.

better quality, Then Poloz brings the

you see the dollar decline like that, there is

Legalized marijuana is a Liberal pledge –

currency down another 30%(!). In his view

a huge impact on confidence and

coming about in 2017 (look under

now exports should be soaring. But you –

sentiments. What CEO is going to hire in

investment ideas, p. 43).

the CEO – are already more competitive

this environment, or expand and invest in

Major Point: We said we don’t expect the

on price (maybe not quality). And you – as

new equipment or sign on for more office

new Federal Government to keep all its

a good CEO – just pocket the increase for

space?

promises but that trend line was clear.

your shareholders! The whole devaluation

We at JREI see little benefit from the low

Bigger government. More spending.

– brought about on the back of seniors

dollar – only higher house prices and

Higher taxes on the successful.

who now have no return and may be

massive increases in household debt.

Government stimulus. Real estate

charged for depositing their money – is

Of course, we are ‘enjoying’ much higher

investors must be nimble take advantage

primarily benefitting Canadian

import prices, restricted travel

of the consequences as this new strategy

corporations that with a soaring US dollar

opportunities, and sinking confidence. So,

rolls out.

(our main trading partner) have been

the retiree is carrying the low interest rate

Last year we accused POLOZ to be

competitive on price all along. When

on his back and we consumers pay for

(MOSTLY) GUILTY of single-handedly

Margaret Thatcher became Prime

everything else – all of us are punished for

being responsible for soaring real estate

Minister the pound was in free fall,

what? The joke is that ‘Mr. Core Inflation’

prices. We stand by that accusation.

productivity and quality were in disarray

Poloz says that Canadians should get

First, he talked down the dollar from the

(why insist on quality and productivity if

used to both a cheap dollar and more

moment he was appointed. At every

you can cream your competitor on price) –

inflation as the country continues to

opportunity. He says that we are

it was ‘disgusting’ she said. She put her

grapple with the shock of falling

overvalued and then reduced interest

foot down – the pound soared and with it

commodity prices. He’s fully prepared to

rates dramatically. He blames us for being

manufacturing became (had to) more

live with a ‘bit more’ inflation, which he

over-indebted and then administers a

competitive, economy soared –

insisted is mainly temporary. “Core

huge buildup of household debt. Why? So,

unemployment fell. Sounds familiar? The

inflation is overstating the underlying trend

our Canadian economy (speak Ontario

USA was a basket case in 2009.

of inflation in the economy.”

manufacturing) would be more

Now with a much higher dollar it has

More inflation too, eh? ◊

competitive. Hasn’t worked out so far and

the best – most productive economy

won’t in the future either. His premise is

and 50% lower unemployment. Mr.

faulty – bring the dollar down and the

Poloz, the low dollar is not working! In fact,

Canadian company will be more

it is hurting us. House prices are soaring,

competitive in the USA. Let’s look at that:

indebtedness (don’t blame the consumer –

You are a CEO of Widget Company and

you want us to consume), food prices are

sell $100 widgets to the US. To be more

going nuts … and our economy is in free

!
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THE WORLD
GlobalPropertyGuide reports that some of the world's housing markets
seem poised to slow, though the boom continues vigorously in most of
Europe, China, and Canada.
The world's housing markets show that

the money we earn … hard assets will

most of Asia, Middle East, Latin America,

rise – particularly in real estate – and that

Africa, and New Zealand are experiencing

is worldwide. I saw it first hand in

either house price falls or a deceleration of

England, Ireland and Germany three

house price rises. The five strongest

years ago and ever since. The wealthy

housing markets in our global survey

cash-rich of the world need a place to put

during the year to Q3 2016 were China

their excess money. So they have piled

(+24.32%), Iceland (+10.85%), Canada

into major cities around the world for

(+10.18%), Romania (+9.02%), and

safety and now get more and more return.

Germany (+8.64%).

We expect that to continue and forecast

The biggest y-o-y house-price declines

that Canada is on the radar screen of

in Q3 2016 were in Qatar (-13.32%),

EVERY WEALTHY INVESTOR in the

Russia (-11.34%), Brazil (-7.71%),

world. The numbers bear us out.

Mongolia (-6.66%), and Hong Kong
(-5.9%).

COMMERCIAL WORLD: SEVENTH-

However, says the report, it is too early to

INNING IN A LONG GAME

call an end to the boom. During the year to

We agree with Mr. Rose (below) where he

third quarter of 2016, house prices rose

speaks about “investors flush with cash.”

in 28 out of the 46 world's housing

They will keep looking for returns, and

markets. The more upbeat nominal

safety. Canada will be right up there.

figures, more familiar to the public,
showed house price rises in 32

SEVENTH-INNING IN A LONG GAME

countries, and declines in 14 countries.

By Mark Rose, CEO, Avison Young,

During Q3 2016, 24 housing markets

Toronto

showed stronger upward momentum,

“The widely held opinion is that

while 22 housing markets showed weaker

commercial real estate is in the seventh

momentum. Momentum is a measure of

inning. At Avison Young, we disagree. We

the "change in the change"; simply put,

see something very different. We might

momentum has increased if a property

be in the seventh or eighth inning from a

market has risen faster this year than last

pricing perspective, but given the market

(or fallen less).

forces and attributes that currently exist,

industrialized countries, real estate will

Major Point: Europe's house price

we could be in the seventh inning of a very

remain a preferred option for pension

boom continues unabated. Seven of the

long extra-innings game for our industry.

funds and other global investors.

ten strongest housing markets in the

Real estate is a legitimate investment

Geopolitical events, such as Brexit, are

above global survey are in Europe. House

alternative and is currently producing

mainly playing out in the currency markets

prices rose in 17 of the 23 European

higher current yields than stocks and

with the British pound and the euro taking

housing markets for which figures were

bonds. In fairness, interest rates are

significant hits against the U.S. dollar.

available during the year to Q3 2016. The

providing support, if not stimulating over-

Energy and commodity volatility are also

key to the JREI forecasts for the last 25

performance, due to the capital intensity of

repricing countries like Canada, whose

years was that – if you print more money

property investments. As long as rates

currency lost ground against the U.S.

and then have that money compete with

hover near zero in most advanced

dollar. But in each case, the change in

!
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currency has made these countries more

Top Emerging Countries

at home.

competitive for exports and, effectively, put

1. China (#2 last year)

Major Point: Alas, it is your decision.

hard assets "on sale" to investors flush

2. Mexico (#3 last year)

Below our ace Crystal Ball Gazers take a

with cash and benefiting from a stronger

3. Brazil (#1 last year)

crack at it … the beauty is they were

currency. The U.K., Germany and Western

4. India (#5 last year)

(mostly) right in the last 4 years! Yeah!

Europe, Canada and Mexico boast some

5. Chile (#3 last year)

Myself? Well, I listened to the advice of

of the largest GDP markets in the world

AFIRE members have a common interest

Michael Campbell, Michael Levy and

and global trade has not seized up - nor

in preserving and promoting investment in

Victor Adair (you gotta listen to Moneytalks

will it.

cross-border real estate.

at cknw.com – every Saturday morning),

The U.S. and Canada, in particular, are

we put 60% of our assets into the US

blessed with resources, technology hubs

dollar. We are with this year’s forecasters

CANADIAN DOLLAR

and growing workforces. As a result of

again and see the Canadian Dollar
Simply: The Bank of Canada will cut

these factors, along with safe-haven status
and low interest rates, North America has

interest rates by a quarter percent, the US

been the preferred destination for global

may raise interest three times a quarter

capital, and will continue to be in 2017.”

percent in 2017. Result: Canada dollar

dancing lower in tune with the price of oil.

OIL

lower. But what a ride: The Canadian

Crude oil is now over $53, with OPEC

dollar stood at $84.54 in January 2015,

having voted to cut back production.

ended at $71.67 at year end 2015, down

Expectations and forecasts abound. JREI

15%. It dropped to .68 cents in January

did report all for the last two years the

From Afire, Association of Foreign

2016 (which prompted us to say, you may

illustrious and RIGHT Josef Schachter,

Investors in Real Estate

wish to bring half of your US dollar

who foretold first the collapse then the

Survey Snapshot – Global

holdings back to Canada) and then soared

“incredible buying opportunity of last

Top Five Global Cities

back to.80 plus cents only to fall back by

January and now sees oil heading

1. New York (#1 last year)

January 2017 to about .76 cents.

lower into the $40 range in the first

2. Berlin (#4 last year)

What a ride! Why do we care? Only for the

quarter.”

3. London (#2 last year)

Canadian investor that looks for buying

Last January, Morgan Stanley said oil

4. Los Angeles (#3 last year)

opportunities in the USA. When we started

could fall to $20 a barrel, while Standard

5. San Francisco (#5 last year)

investing in the US in 2011 we did so at a

Chartered predicted an even bigger slide,

TOP CITIES IN THE WORLD
FOR FOREIGN INVESTORS

dollar that stood at par. Today it is 25%

to as low as $10! Nope, we are staying

Most Stable and Secure Countries for

lower and we must ask the question:

with Josef. His call is featured below.

Real Estate Investment

“wither the Canadian dollar versus the US

Major Point: Stay out of all oil producing

1. US (#1 last year)

one”. Macquarie Group Ltd.’s David

states and provinces until a clear winner

2. Germany (#2 last year)

Doyle, the top-ranked forecaster for the

emerges. We are not here to tell you which

3. Canada (#4 last year)

‘U.S. versus Canadian dollar exchange

way you should vote with your dollars in

4. Australia (#5 last year)

rate’ in 2015 was clearly wrong when he

oil. We are only interested as to what the

5. UK (#3 last year)

predicted a .59 cent dollar by end of 2016.

price of oil does to our still – petro –

Others, see the Canadian dollar rising in

currency. It looks like the US dollar will go

Countries Providing the Best

2017 – crediting Trump policies for

higher (more inflation, higher rates) and

Opportunity for Capital Appreciation

stronger Canadian economy and thus the

ours will go lower. But, YOU make de

1. US (#1 last year)

dollar. For us as investors it is vital to

money, you place de bets.

2. Brazil (#2 last year)

understand the importance of where and

3. Germany (tied with the UK this year; #7

when the dollar comes to rest. You invest

JOSEF SCHACHTER

in US real estate and the Canadian dollar

President, Schachter Asset Management

rises … you lose, if it goes down

Inc.

further from the now .75 cents you win.

The bounce from mid-November to

So, again, with that much uncertainty you

December 12th clearly was very robust.

just must have a compelling reason to buy

However, the fundamentals that we will go

US real estate, otherwise stay and invest

over in the latter sections of this Maison

last year)
4. UK (tied with Germany this year; #4
last year)
5. Australia (unranked last year)
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Energy Monthly strongly support the

months. Caveat Emptor! We have only

looser monetary policy and higher interest

bearish side of the equation not-

one stock that currently holds a 4 rating

policy! Yet, today, President Reagan is

withstanding the run-up by the OPEC

(SDX) and there are no 5 rated stocks as

mentioned reverently as a unique

rhetoric.

this time. SELL if over-invested and hold

president … much admired. Is Trump

While the price of oil has gone up

cash for another great buying opportunity

qualified to be president? The truth is

minimally since our bearish call in May, the

during the major price bottom expected for

nothing qualifies anyone for that job. But

S&P/TSX Energy Index has gone up from

crude in Q1/17.

he deserves a chance. He may be flawed

the 190 level when we said well, to the

We expect to upgrade more stocks to 4s

– but he is not Satan. Donald Trump

230 level recently.

and 5s as this decline unfolds and move

captured the support of people who are

We admit we missed this latest gain, but

these stocks back onto the

tired of elite political decisions – people

our fear is the downside risk to the 130

Recommendation BUY List. In addition, we

who are not stupid, but who are called

level. We were and are concerned about

plan on adding new names to our

stupid by the establishment. President-

significant losses that appear more and

Coverage and Recommendation BUY

elect Trump will have a long road to go, he

more likely given the bearish

Lists as the next decline phase gets to a

will have much opposition, but he reflects

fundamentals, which in our view are

panic liquidation mode.

a worldwide view of the middle class no

worsening.

longer believing in government officials

Bottom line: Does one follow the

(we mused on the fact after Brexit and the

Trump Wins – Good or Bad
for Real Estate?

rhetoric or the facts?

latest elections in Poland, Belgium

We expect a material decline in crude

support that view). France and Italy as

prices once it becomes clear that the

You, dear subscriber, knew that he would.

well as Germany will kick out their

OPEC deal isn’t working. Between OPEC

After all it was my No. 1 prediction this

governments. People are tired of promises

cheating, demand weakness, rising US

year, I repeated it at many speeches and

and featherbedding. Trump’s victory

in this publication. Ok, ok, I was hoping for

production and storage filling up

speech was encouraging. He made it

worldwide, the decline should be

private reasons that he would win. Private

clear, that, while he might build a wall with

precipitous as the bullish consensus and

reasons? Well, as the only Canadian that

Mexico, he’s not opposed to positive

speculative holdings of paper crude are at

has a real estate chapter in Donald

relations with the international community.

record levels.

Trump’s book: “Real Estate: The best

He also said he likes Canada. (Trump

Our downside target for crude in Q1/17

advice I ever received!” I now can (and

impact on US Real Estate – see US

remains in the low US$30s. If we

will) say: ‘The prez and I’ or ‘US President

section, p. 37.)

concede anything it is that we may see

Trump and I have this book together…’

this decline dragged out into Q2/17 if

Ahem…

For Canada: Good for Real Estate

OPEC sings its cutback song again. As the

So, first – a bit more bragging. Here are

• Keystone Pipeline – terms may be

my major 2016 “Trump Will Win”

rout ensues, the Bullish Percentage

negotiated – but it will be approved. Not

Index should fall to the low single digits

forecasts:

only Trump but all Republicans already

and we expect to return to the bull camp

Jan. 5, 2016 – Outlook issue, FBE #1

voted for it. That means access for our

again.

“Long shot prediction: Donald Trump will

oil to ports. HUGE benefit. The project

Due to our bearish view and downside risk

win the election! I want him to…” I then

promises Canadian oil companies a

to the energy sector of >35% we have

followed it up on January 26 at the World

better price on their output with more

downgraded most stocks to holds and

Outlook conference and several speeches

direct access to international markets.

have removed them from our recommend

after that and in the FBE #21 – May 23rd,

BUY list. We now have only one

2016 – my headline read: “President

• Benefits all oil producing provinces –
some more than others.

recommendation that has significant

Trump? Get Used to It!”

• Americans will buy our real estate in

So, no matter the handwringing, or the

activity which if successful could drive the

larger numbers. Not because of Trump

stock up materially at a time when the

second guessing … Trump will be

but because of our falling Canadian

energy market will be under significant

president and while many don’t like him, it

dollar. Where? Anywhere w/o the foreign

pressure.

behooves (yes) us to remember that

tax. Toronto preferred but also Montreal

Maison covered securities should face

Americans and the World did not like

meaningful downside over the next 3-4

President Reagan either! (An actor, a

and Whistler, Victoria, Kelowna.
• Low rates for Canadians will continue

Hollywood nut, etc.). Note: Reagan had
!
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For Canada: Bad for Real Estate

to like trade and private enterprise more

we at JREI subscribe to the BBC and

• In general, Canada is directly vulnerable

than protectionist Democratic

Deutsche Welle and Squawk Box Asia

governments).

and Europe to get a more balanced view.)

to border and market closing
measures and indirectly vulnerable to
actions that dissolve the trade, security,

• Trump is pro-business and strong
trade relations with Canada make good

and environmental agreements to which

business sense. Canada is the largest

Canada is a party.

buyer of U.S. exports in the world – more

• NAFTA agreement (He wants to cancel
it. Americans are skeptical of the

For more US impact of Trump, go to US
section, p. 37.

STOCK MARKETS

than all the states of the European Union
Harry Dent Turns Bullish!!! Harry Dent is

combined. Trade with Canada supports

promised benefits of free trade. He

nearly 5 per cent of U.S. employment

pointed to thousands of factories closed,

and 6.5 per cent of U.S. GDP.

some because of the push to move jobs

bullish? Well, at least on the stock market.
This – dear Reader – worries us. He has
forecast massive collapses for 8 years

• While Trump has threatened to build a

(DOW at 6,000, etc.) but now he says “…I

offshore, others because of technological

wall against Mexico and impose punitive

innovation.) Canada’s international trade

tariffs against China, he has limited his

no longer believe a crash is imminent for

minister, said roughly 2.5 million

remarks about the Canadian border and

the market”.

Canadian jobs are dependent on trade

trade to “not our biggest problem.”

What changed Harry’s mind? I mean he

with the U.S., while 23 per cent (or

DID say the DOW would be “cut in half” in

• Climate change: (this depends on your
view on whether it is good or bad for us).

$449.9 billion) of our GDP is derived

2011, called for a “year and a half” long
crash in 2013, and said the Dow could fall

from exports of goods and services to

Trump has vowed to back out of the

the U.S. alone. An astounding 72 per

Paris accord of 2015. “The climate

cent of Canada’s exports of goods and

change deal is ‘bad for U.S. business,’ it

10? Says Harry now in a blog: “All of my

services go to the U.S. All industries in

allows ‘foreign bureaucrats control over

research pointed to signs that the end was

export towns need to evaluate their real

how much energy we use’.” (He is also a

estate holdings and make a decision.

climate change skeptic who branded

of points in short order.”

However, while cancelling NAFTA is

global warming a “Chinese hoax,” (!!??)

He adds that the market shift is due to (the

easy (just withdraw with 6 months’

and has said the entire Environmental

market participants) seeing Trump as an

notice), Canada’s free trade with the

Protection Agency (EPA) could be done

economic positive instead of a

United States is locked in through World

away with, including its “job-killing”

destabilizing force. He also said that this

Trade Organization rules and would be

regulations. This may force Canada to

‘was stunning’.

hard to untangle. Also, if he cancels it,

go it alone or cancel it. Your real estate

Canada’s – USA preferential trade

located in areas that benefit from climate

Trump as an impulsive wrecking ball to

access remains, albeit at circa 1989

change measures may be affected

some kind of Messiah, and it’s doing so on

levels.

negatively.

17,000 points as recently as December

near. The Dow was set to shed thousands

“The market has flipped from seeing

high volume since the election,” wrote
Dent. “It’s totally buying his promise to

• Softwood lumber dispute. He will want
to score an early win (January), step into

Major Point: The election points out

grow the economy 3% to 4% sustainably

the messy debate and protect US

(again) that all polling should be banned.

again.”

producers. May affect lumber export

Exit interviews are a joke, CNN talking

This doesn’t mean that Dent has gotten

towns.

heads, NY Times’s and others total bias

bullish on the long-term outlook for the US

should be analyzed. Ted Koppel believes

economy. He wrote that the aging

• Trump threatened to withhold American

demographics in the US will keep

military support from NATO if its

that the media no longer has a

partner countries don’t meet their

commitment to reporting. Most of the world

economic growth stagnant going

targeted defense spending. Canada is

is no longer covered, it is all about creating

forward: “There will be near-zero

not paying its fair share. A potential

soundbites to be regurgitated ad infinitum.

conflict with the U.S.

I believe that is why we are so polarized.

mildly negative growth” wrote Dent. He

Our view is supported and trumpeted as

also still cited aging demographics as the

Finally:

the only right view by our favorite news

reason for slow productivity growth and

• In the past Canada, did better with a
Republican government (generally used

channel and we have become totally

other economic maladies.

intolerant to all other views. (That is why

Despite this, the stock market has

workforce growth after several years of

continued to hit fresh highs and its
!
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resiliency has finally shifted his bearish

Europe still has a huge immigration

EUROPE

view. “No matter how irrational this market

problem … and EU countries cannot make
We mentioned elsewhere that the IMF

is, I admit I’ve gotten the timing wrong.

decisions on their own immigration,

The markets have defied all my research,

preaches vigilance and cautions against

markets. Russia will benefit from a weaker

and all of the indicators I follow closely.

panic of rising home prices worldwide. We

Europe – a fractured Europe will not be

They’ve even defied dozens of other

are not surprised at that, having reported

able to keep up sanctions.

indicators that have proved accurate

the rises in our newsletter continuously.

So, why do we care? A lot of European

before, that I looked to when it became

Over the years, we have also taken the

money will flee here. Canada is already

clear that my tools were failing.” Now he

position the EU would collapse (can’t have

the world’s third largest ‘most stable and

different school systems, different

says that the Dow Jones Industrial

secure’ real estate investment haven …

average will likely get as high as 21,500

languages, different tax systems, etc. with

after the US and Germany. And while our

and the S&P 500 will jump to 2,500

only the currency in common!) and with it

cities are not in the top five they rank in

the euro. We heard from my banker friend

“between late February and early March or

the top ten. So, get ready: MORE

into mid-May, at the latest.” He does not

in Frankfurt that a) Germany might leave

European Investors will find us and their

discuss real estate in this particular blog,

the EU, b) there will be two markets –

money will drive prices higher. Did your

but clearly, he was wrong there too…

North and South, c) there will be a strong

eyebrows fly to the back of the head when

Dent bullish? Now I feel like running for

fight to get away from the political power in

you read our inward migration stats!?

the hills! Caveat emptor!

Brussels (dictating immigration policies

Iranians already buy more real estate in

The point about the stock market is clear:

etc.). The euro – we predicted would be at

West Vancouver than Chinese investors!

par and even break through it. EUR/USD

No one really knows what millions of
investors are going to do at any time with

reached an all-time high of 1.87 in July of

certainty – except our crystal ball gazers

1973 and a record low of 0.70 in February

ECONOMY

of 1985. In early January, it stands at

"The reward of a thing well done is to have

again opinions abound – both up and

$1.06. We still see it below par with an

done it." – Ralph Waldo Emerson

down and YOU, dear reader must make

outside chance of it collapsing this year

the call. That goes for stocks, oil and the

altogether. First, there was Brexit, which

Canadian dollar as well.

proved tow things 1. Polls don’t work, 2.

Review the Trump piece. A strong USD

People are fed up with the establishment.

makes it more difficult for commodities to

That vote may be repeated when the

below of course! We do know that once

I wrote in my newsletter of 1999 a treatise
on forecasters, our propensity to
exaggerate the negative and the fact that
most economists are wrong. Yes, all
economists know a hundred ways to

elections in Europe are held. Looking at

rise.

seduce a woman, but they don’t know any

Europe, we are of the conclusion that

women!

Europe is a political correctness left wing

CHINA

Amongst other things I mused then about

basket case, with the rightwing parties

China and the US will be fighting. Trump

rising in power. There are key elections:

said so and China responded “We have

• March – Netherlands
• May – France

beautiful gardens in Beijing around our
buildings but inside we have strong sticks”.

how lucky we were to live here and why on
earth would we ever want to leave? I then
quoted the “Club of Rome”. In 1972, the
study 'Limits to Growth' was issued by the

• August/September – Germany
• Not decided when, but will definitely

Hmm, this means war! China is the only
country that could cut interest rates but

Club of Rome. The club, a collection of
distinguished industrialists, scientists,

have an election in 2017 – Italy.

they don’t. China concluded a weak yuan

Add to this that the Brexit negotiations

is desirable. We could write about China’s

start in March (but may not be finished this

economy, what is and what is not real, but

year) and we have a worrisome outlook for

what really matters is whether or not the

Europe overall. Ironically, in this crazy

Chinese buyer/immigrant and speculator

world, a Brexit delay could make the

will keep coming to Canada. That is why

pound stronger. The ECB in Europe will

the new Chinese rules on converting yuan

bow to populism and inflate (stocks in

to US dollars are very important to us.

Europe go higher?), which may mean that

See “Foreign Buyers” piece, p. 31.

the risk is for higher rates, 10 year bonds

economists, sociologists and government
officials from 25 countries was widely
regarded as the top forecasting agency in
the world. The study – in the making for
some three years – produced a 197-page
report that shocked and rocked the globe.
The world would run out of gold by 1981,
mercury by 1985, tin by 1987, petroleum
by 1992 and copper, lead and natural gas
by 1993. The study had a phenomenal

to rise to above 3%.
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impact. This esteemed group KNEW

Sachs) should do well, but look to buy

lower corporate taxes. Although Canadian

WHAT THEY KNEW and when prices of oil

pullbacks here as they have gone too far

stocks will finish higher, Prime Minister

rose dramatically and other soaring energy

too fast.

Trudeau, will continue down the road he

prices followed, they were more and more

I was correct on my projection on gold

started on, which is to find ways to tax us

listened to.

pushing to the 1350-1400 area (touching

more. The big threat is for a total country

However, growth came back bigger than

1372) but was surprised by the sharp sell-

wide recession, instead of keeping it

ever. All forecasts were totally wrong – so

off afterwards. Still, I think we should be

localized as it is now, in Alberta as an

wrong, that it is unbelievable, how much

headed back up to the 1350-1400 level

example. His carbon emission taxes and

they were revered. (It’s a darn good read –

again this year.

the new real estate mortgage rules have

read it!) So, beware your own personal

Don't forget about Cannabis. Still very

the potential to devastate the economy.

Gurus. Anyone wanting to project a future

much in play and we have an extensive

This is particularly true in BC where you

of doom, a future of less growth, better

portfolio at the VR Vice Letter to monitor.

have the BC government and Vancouver

remember this fine Club, because they

Happy New Year.

City jumping the added tax wagon.

didn't know that they didn't know.

VRtrader.com

Precious metals are likely to find their base

So, for Canada, we have also dire

this year finishing similar to where they are

predictions again. Take a deep breath. We

VICTOR ADAIR

today, but there is likely going to be a small

will muddle through.

Senior Vice President and

early rally. I’m looking for 2018 to be the

Major Point: Review our piece on having

Senior Derivatives Portfolio Manager

real start of the rally. I’m also looking for

the two inflation aspects in our new world

PI Financial Corp.

the Canadian dollar to weaken which could

… hard asset inflation and commodity

My forecast for 2017: For the markets I

be the main support for the real estate

price deflation. If we are right, the note that

trade (currencies, interest rates, stock

market. Time will tell, but the time is

the world is still printing like crazy …

indices, commodities) I’m expecting much

always right to be building your Perpetual

whether we agree with it or not – it will be

greater volatility (wicked price swings) than

Wealth portfolio. Find out more at

beneficial on real estate values. Just study

we’ve seen the past couple of years.

www.tonyneumeyer.com

the basics and guard yourself.

These price swings will derive from a
combination of “flighty” hot money ...

MICHAEL LEVY

Here are our last four year’s top

escalated “fear and greed” emotional

Border Gold Corp

forecaster’s views of 2017:

swings ... and greater geo-political stress.

www.bordergold.com

Yikes!

The Canadian dollar may show some

MARK LEIBOVIT

2017 could well be a year when winners

short-term strength during the early to mid-

Market Timer of the year, Editor of the VR

will be people who, “Know when to

part of the year, however interest rates are

Vice letter, VR Gold Letter

hold’em ... and know when to fold’em!”

going up in the US, even with bumps in the

mark.vrtrader@gmail.com

If I had one word of advice for traders for

road along the way, and with rates going

Forecast:

2017 I’d say, “Don’t be short volatility!”

higher, so will the USD, and that will push

Dow Industrials has 5% potential to the

Best wishes for 2017

the Canadian dollar back down. High end

upside, i.e, 21,000 and 10% downside, i.e.,

www.PolarFuturesGroup.com

… maybe touch 80 cents but that would be

18,000 looking at the year as a whole.

surprising so load up on US dollars if we

Pullback in mid-January to mid-February

TONY NEUMEYER

get the expected bump higher. On the low

likely along with the normal 'Sell May and

Founder of ‘Perpetual Wealth’ and author

end, I will say about 72 cents, but there is

Go Away' phenomenon.

of the ‘7 Minute Millionaire’

one caveat and that is the Trudeau

Overall, I was correct in anticipating a

I expect 2017 will be a year of transition,

government and the handling of our debt

Trump victory and see him achieving great

volatility and opportunity. The stock

situation. Any more surprises there

success in 2017 and beyond.

market in the US will do better than that in

beyond what’s on the table that could

Infrastructure plays including cement,

Canada, but both will finish higher.

trigger a rating downgrade could weigh

steel, copper, etc. should remain in play in

(moderately in Canada).

heavily on the CAD. At this juncture,

2017. Cybersecurity shares should shine

I think the biggest threat is another 2008,

anything the Trudeau government does will

along with defense stocks.

financial crunch scenario; however, with

not surprise. Look at this year; forecast

With interest rates creeping higher,

Trump as the President of the US, the

$10 billion in deficit and it sprung to $28

financial shares (banks such as Goldman

coming year will likely be positive due to

billion, with more to come until 2050.
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Equity markets in Canada will continue to

so that ship could become directionless for

Catalonia, historic Unesco-protected areas

rely on commodities, particularly the

the early part of his presidency. They say

like Toledo and islands including Tenerife,

energy sector. I believe that the current

it takes a year for a new president to get

Ibiza and Menorca, there's plenty of choice

early rally in oil will fizzle out…OPEC is

his footing, so it may be a year afloat until

– but also plenty of places to avoid; such

renowned for cheating on production

the ship of Trump has set a course, and

as half-empty coastal developments which

quotas and nothing has changed in that

then who knows.

may never sell. You also can invest

regard. So, short term firming in the

500,000 euros in a piece of real estate

energy markets which is good for

TOP 5 PLACES IN THE
WORLD TO RETIRE

and get a citizenship! (Look at last July’s

flood of production and no place to store it.

Same places as last year but we prefer

3. Malta

The banks had a banner year last year and

only No. 1 and 2 for European pizzazz,

Malta is one of the smallest and most

Canadian equities … but longer term into

Jurock Insider.)

the 2nd quarter and summer will see a

large expats, great wines, lots of choices,

I expect that although they may not have

densely populated countries on earth – for

the same home run results in 2017,

cheap real estate and a passport! In the

good reason. With more than 3,100 hours

exposure in the US and solid business in

meantime many countries are offering

of sunshine a year, an average

Canada will keep the banks as one of the

passports like Portugal and Spain, each

temperature of 19C and English as a first

places to be in one’s portfolio.

with their own twists. Cyprus and Ireland

language for most people, it's no surprise

Gold is a conundrum; it has to trade over

are late comers….

that many retirees flock to the

$1235 per ounce to set a low in place…the

For fun we added also the 5 sexiest

Mediterranean archipelago. An interest in

low … and then can build from there.

cities… not sure how it relates to

history would help residents here, but its

Early in the year indications have gold

retirement …but hey… Just because we

small size could become a problem over

running up and maybe even testing

are slightly (talking about me) older …

the longer term. I was there 2 years ago …

does not mean we are not sexy!

resistance on the upside, but my thought it

it is paradise.

We also added the 5 cheapest!

will fail to break out so I am still looking for
one final push lower, maybe even under

4. Barbados

$1,000, (I said that last year and although I

1. Portugal

This island member of the Commonwealth

got the direction right I was a bit too

I spent 10 days in Albufeira last June.

has all you would expect from the

pessimistic), but 2017 may see the drop to

Loved it. Forming one quarter of the

Caribbean: sun, sea, sand and

lower lows unfold.

Iberian Peninsula, Portugal is famed for its

friendliness. The English language is a

Interest rates in Canada will not be

rich history, good health care and

huge bonus, although its main selling

lowered again by the Central Bank, but nor

wonderful weather. Pensioners will also

points include virtually free health care, low

are they going to rise anytime soon. I see

find it remarkably cheap to live here. For

property tax, an average temperature of

example, it's around three times cheaper

us locked in to the current rate all of this

26C and magnificent beaches.

year, and maybe even most of 2018.

to buy property in Portugal than in France.

Again, the big deal for Canada will be the

It also has the third largest European expat

5. Thailand

bump up in US rates on a regular basis in

community after Spain and France. You

Ok, there are some political issues, but

2017. Back to premise one; if we do see

also can invest 350,000 euros in a piece of

pensioners seeking a new way of life may

short term strength in the CAD, use it as a

real estate and get a citizenship! (Look at

find it in Thailand, whether it's from the

buying opportunity to load up on US

last July’s Jurock Insider.)

bustling cities, grand temples, stunning

dollars.

cuisine or friendly locals. Cheap property

Short and sweet: Equities are probably

2. Spain

and petrol costs can be enjoyed by the

the place to be once again in 2017, and

We spend a few days in Barcelona each of

41,000 expats currently living there, which

the last 2 years. Also loved it. Despite

financials are once again my favourite

is just one of the bonuses of living in this

sector, but would add a smattering of

falling house prices and currency

beautiful, culture-rich nation in Southeast

bonds as yields trend higher, but stagger

fluctuations, this country has the largest

Asia. I know of a Whistler Realtor that

maturities.

expat community in Europe as well as the

spends a lot of his time there and loves it.

The biggest unknown; you guessed it. The

lowest crime rate of all countries surveyed.

Major Point: Now imagine you sold your

‘Trump’ effect. The problem is that not

With beautiful cities such as Madrid and

wartime bungalow in Vancouver’s

only he doesn’t know where he is heading,

Barcelona, the rolling countryside of

Westside for $1.8 million (lot value!) – take

!
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$300,000, buy a palace in Thailand/Malta/
(yes) on the ski hill in Kimberley and put

THE NAUGHTY LIST: MONTREAL AMONG WORLD’S
FIVE SEXIST CITIES

the rest in the bank … why hustle? Write

Many of the world’s sexiest cities aren’t at

But for my money, it’s much sexier to stay

your book … search your ancestry registry

all what you’d expect. Instead of miles of

in the city, where you can stumble upon

… walk on the beach … play volley ball …

white sand beaches and bikini-clad

red light districts that pop up in the most

take a cooking lesson with olive oil …

supermodels, these electric towns pulse

unexpected places.

understand that having a siesta is normal

with sexual energy because of

… and most of all thank your parents for

completely different reasons: style,

3. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

buying that house in the first place. Need

amazing walkability, or the genetic

The world’s best beaches, the world’s

other reasons? Forget North American

makeup of the good-looking locals.

best bodies, the world’s best nightlife.

nonsense: eating after 7 PM is criminal –

Here are the worlds’ top 5 sexiest cities,

Throw in some of the best music and

Dinner at 10 PM is normal in Spain. Must

according to Rebecca Anne Nguyen,

food in the world as well, and you’ve got

be in office by 9 – not if you had dinner at

founder of TheHappyPassport.com, an

one sexy cocktail set to explode beneath

ten! Could not close my business for lunch

inspirational site for solo female

the watchful, slightly judge-y gaze of the

– not if everyone does it – siestas are

travellers.

Christ the Redeemer statue.

heart – not for the French who have less

1. Rome, Italy

4. Kiev, Ukraine

than half of North American’s heart attacks.

In her wildly popular best-selling book

I’ll never forget conversing with a friend

Eat, Pray, Love, author Elizabeth Gilbert

who’d just returned from a trip to Kiev.

5 CHEAPEST PLACES TO
RETIRE IN THE WORLD

says every city on earth has “its own

Baffled and seriously blissed out, he said

word” – a single, solitary word that

“How can everyone in a city be so damn

defines everything about that city, its

good-looking?” If you’re looking for

Low pension income? Canada’s living

people, and its attitude.

blonde hair, blues eyes, and willowy

costs too high? These are among the five

The word she ascribed to the city of

model-esque physiques around every

least-expensive places to retire, safely and

Rome? Sex.

corner, look no further than Ukraine’s

warm, on the planet in 2017.

Looking good, feeling good, and flirting

capital.

Portugal then a $150,000 luxury condo

good. Wine, cheese and fat is bad for your

with everyone you meet isn’t optional in
1. CHANG MAI, THAILAND

Italy’s capital – it’s a requirement.

5. Montreal, Canada

Chiang Mai is cheap, even by Thai

High fashion and haute couture draw

standards. For under $2,000 a month, a

2. Bangkok, Thailand

gorgeous models to Montreal like flies on

Canadian can live very well. A 1,200-

The neighboring beachtown of Pattaya is

flypaper. Then you have one of the

square-foot condo rents for around $400

perhaps a bigger draw for those looking

worlds most celebrated bars scene cities

per month; food and restaurants are very

to indulge in shameless sex tourism than

for singles. Add that they speak French

inexpensive, the weather is great and

boring old Bangkok.

and what is there more to say? ◊

medical services are a fraction of the cost
in Canada.

services are professional and quick and

$700.Three-bedroom houses start at US

very inexpensive compared to Canada.

$75,000. (Groceries are expensive,

2. NHA TRANG, VIETNAM

though.) All major medical services are

Nha Trang has expansive beaches, a

3. GUAM

available at Guam Memorial Hospital,

stable and agreeable climate and a large

Guam is an often-overlooked alternative

which is U.S. certified.

expat community. Average monthly rent is

for retirees, despite its many benefits.

$300 Canadian, but you can find places for

Because it's a U.S. territory, English is

4. VALENCIA, SPAIN

less. Total utilities are often less than $50

spoken everywhere and its currency is the

The subprime mortgage crisis caused

per month. Vietnam offers an abundance

U.S. dollar. Situated 3,700 miles southwest

Spanish property values to plummet

of inexpensive locally grown food. A

of Honolulu, Guam is a lower-cost

According to Expatistan's, you can get a

restaurant meal will cost you less than $5

alternative to Hawaii, while sharing the

furnished Valencia studio apartment – in

and a Vietnamese beer is only $1. Medical

same climate. An average studio

an expensive part of town – for US$480,

apartment in Guam rents for less than
!
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and US$330 for the same-sized studio in a
normal part of town.

RICK’S TRICKS

Spain offers free public health coverage

Rictoria Tips

years, make sure you take pictures (or

and prescription medication is often a

(rick.hoogendoorn@shaw.ca)

get pictures taken) in the spring and

FOR BUYERS

summer. If you happen to end up listing

If you are fighting to buy something in a

in the winter time, you'll be glad you

hot, hot market like Victoria, and you

have these photos on hand and you'll

are ready to buy, make sure the search

stand out against the dreary, rainy, or

fraction of what it would be in Canada.
Valencia’s airport offers direct return flights
to the rest of Europe for less than US$200.
5. BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA

your REALTOR has established for you

snow-covered photos of the

Buenos Aires is pricier than most of South

is set up to provide listings immediately.

competition.

America, but it is still a bargain compared

There are settings on our system that

A great many Victoria properties were

to Canadian cites. According to

determine the frequency emails get

sold in 2016 to buyers who had no

Numbeo.com, for less than $500 per

sent out to our buyer clients.

conditions, not even an inspection. To

month, you can rent a nice one-bedroom

Notices can be received monthly,

encourage such craziness, you might

weekly, only on certain days, or ASAP.

consider getting a pre-inspection done,

apartment. Internet, cable and electricity
combined costs less than $150 per month.

This means as soon as the listing

address the issues that arise from it,

The city's comprehensive subway system

realtor lists a new property that matches

and then provide the inspection and

and buses make transportation cheap: a

your search parameters you get an

improvements list to prospective buyers

monthly pass costs less than $l6.

email. Unfortunately, some buyers are

when you list. It could increase the

Health care in Argentina is a bargain,

missing out on perfect homes because

chances of you getting one or more

thanks to the country's public health care

their search results aren't optimized.

unconditional offers.

system and surplus of doctors.

Rarely does a personal letter make any

Warning: The city has a higher crime rate

difference in a multiple offer situation,

FOR NON-SELLERS

than others on this list.

but occasionally it can mean the

Chances are your property taxes have

difference between getting the home of

gone up substantially thanks to the

your dreams or not. We know of a

crazy real estate market, but none of

couple of situations this year in Victoria

your newfound equity is liquid. If you

where sellers took less money because

are 55+, a surviving spouse of any age,

they liked something about the other

or disabled, you may qualify to defer

(lower bid) buyer. Sounds crazy, but it's

your property taxes. This can make a

true. Not everybody's bottom line is the

substantial difference to your annual

bottom line.

expenses. Look up the BC

(Hey, and in Valencia you can get that
GOLDEN VISA!) ◊

Government's property tax deferment

!
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FOR SELLERS

program. The interest rate charged is a

If you have an inkling that you might sell

very reasonable 0.70% (simple

your home sometime in the next few

interest). ◊
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and salaries that there had to be a

CANADA

correction… And it’ll happen in 2017."
Royal LePage is preparing a formal

The Canadian Real Estate Association (CREA) says that tightened
mortgage regulations and lending guidelines are expected to increase
capital costs for lenders, resulting in modest increases in mortgage
interest rates in the New Year.

forecast – not released as yet at this
writing. It is based on data from
Brookfield, which also runs the nation’s
biggest property valuation company,
whose appraisals are used by banks,

It also says that sales activity in British

December 2012 that made all the rounds

insurance companies and mortgage

Columbia is showing signs of returning to,

forecasting dire happenings in Toronto,

underwriters.

and stabilizing at, more normal levels (!?),

Vancouver and particularly Richmond.

He adds that Vancouver is now the no. 1

while Ontario sales continue to set new

Well, dire forecasts abound this year too. I

on a global ranking of cities most at risk

records despite an unprecedented supply

won’t bore you with quotes, we have our

of a housing bubble by UBS Group AG.

shortage in the Greater Toronto Area

own cautious thoughts to share with you …

“A series of policy moves aimed at cooling

(GTA) and throughout the surrounding

but this one from Royal Lepage is

the market – including a 15 percent tax on

region (Greater Golden Horseshoe).

interesting:

foreign buyers and tighter mortgage rules

Among provinces where housing market

(Vancouver) prices are headed for a

– has ‘hammered’ sentiment, accelerating

prospects are closely tied to the outlook

double-digit decline in 2017 as buyers drop

a slowdown that had already begun,”

for natural resource prices, Alberta is

out of the market, according to Lepage’s

Soper said. “The regional market is

still expected to record the largest

Phil Soper. Normally very bullish, he says

especially susceptible because such a

annual decline in activity (-8.1 percent),

now: “Home prices had gotten so out of

large share of households’ disposable

followed by Saskatchewan (-4.6%). The

whack with the growth in underlying wages

income goes to housing”.

national average price is now projected to
rise by 10.5% to $489,500 in 2016, with a

MORE ON OUR CANADA SELECTIONS

slightly smaller gain in British Columbia
($688,300; 8.1%) and a larger gain in

This was a mad year and the one to

detached houses always appreciate the

Ontario ($535,700; 15.1%). Elsewhere,

come is no different. We still – as every

most, followed by townhouses (we need

average prices are forecast to rise by 2.4%

year – list the background information

a place to put that Canadian barbeque)

in Manitoba, 2.5% in Quebec and 1.9% in

for each major market in Canada. Again

and condos last. We said last year: “In

New Brunswick. Annual average prices in

– with the “Black Swans” of falling oil

the last 10 years or so condo sales

Alberta, Saskatchewan and Nova Scotia

prices and the general decline in

represented over 50% of sales in most

are projected to remain largely stable.

commodity prices (exports), we will stay

markets and also achieved good gains.

In 2017, national sales are forecast to

away from certain areas, even though

However, we believe that is about to

number 518,900 units, representing a

we love the lifestyle and upside in

change.” Looking at the numbers tells a

decline of 3.3%. Transactions in B.C. and

general. Thus, if you live in Calgary,

story – particularly seeing the monthly

Ontario are anticipated to remain strong,

Edmonton or Houston, all areas

numbers (December was outstanding)

British Columbia home sales are forecast

we recommended to investors in the last

and the y-t-d numbers. The winner last

to decline by 12.2%, while annual sales in

three years, we say today – as a

year was single family houses. In

Ontario are forecast to retreat by 2.7%.

HOMEOWNER still buy the best home

Toronto they still are. In Vancouver the

While the average sale price in British

you can afford (after haggling hard) –

loser this year was single family houses

Columbia is expected to decline by 7.8% in

but as an INVESTOR stay on the

with a crash in sales. So, study the

2017, this largely reflects an anticipated

sidelines for now.

market you are interested in and armed

decline in single family home sales

We look however for ourselves for a

with the 24-year history of the Blast of

activity at the higher end of the market –

multifamily building in Edmonton and/or

the Past you will have a clearer picture

particularly in the Lower Mainland.

Calgary – if a major opportunity

as to what is happening in all markets in

What about other opinions for next

represents itself – at about mid-year

Canada – even though we may not be

year? There again are a number of

and/or oil price recovery. Actually for 15

necessarily recommending you buy

differing opinions:

years we have held our view that

there. ◊

I remember the Garth Turner Blog of
!
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INDEED. JREI agrees with the cause if

Lower Mainland (Look under specific sub

mortgages and this has resulted in a much

not the total outcome projected. Still,

sections Industrial, Retiree, Condo, Pre-

tighter rental market for quality rentals and

those expecting Vancouver to become

sale)

higher rents. Areas outside the GTA like

affordable again may be in for a

Hamilton (Look under Ontario section)

Hamilton, Oshawa are seeing much higher

disappointment.

Victoria (!Look under BC)

home prices as well as new construction

“The typical single-family house has

We still love Whistler (No. 1

as first time buyers move to areas within a

surged past $1.51 million, about 20 times

recommendation last year), but it has

couple of hours of the GTA.

the median household income in the

soared with foreign investors piling on.

I think that 2017 will continue hot for the

region. Those types of homes are likely to

Read elsewhere in this issue. Also, look at

first few months of 2017, especially the

see the biggest declines because they had

the other cities recommended for BC and

usually hot spring market, and then the

run up so fast,” Soper said. Still, a 10

Ontario all great upside for the ‘not so well-

fact that first time buyers have been

percent decrease would only bring prices

heeled’ investor.

impacted by the new mortgage

back to about where they were in March.

qualification rules will, in my opinion, begin

“It’s a beautiful part of the country, it’s a

to affect the overall market from summer to

ONTARIO

vibrant city with a strong, diverse economy

winter 2017. If Donald Trump does affect

– it makes sense it’s more expensive,"

We enlisted the help of Al Dharsee, from

the auto and other manufacturing sectors

Soper said. “It just shouldn’t be rising at

Right At Home Realty Inc.

here in Ontario with new tariffs on imports

30 percent a year. That’s where you

(aldharsee@rogers.com), who helped us

to the USA, then I think the real estate

cross the line into insanity."

identify/research some of our Ontario

market here will slow down faster by late

recommendations in 2015 and 2016 as

Major Point: Indeed. Where we disagree
is the ‘across the board double digit

well.

declines he forecasts’. I think our condo

Of interest to note is that Toronto in our

2017.”
Indeed. Agreed! Thanks Al.

Top 5, is also experiencing the foreign

market has decoupled from the single

TOP 5 CITIES IN ONTARIO

family home market and the SF market is

investors and their money.

decoupling at the upper end from the

According to Dharsee: “The Real Estate

TORONTO IN 2017

average SF market. Then there is the

market here in the Greater Toronto Area

This year it is our No.1 city in Canada (and

affordable value and an often-mad

is still hot with a low number of detached

thus of course – Ontario) recommended

Vancouver to assess. As you can see,

home listings in the demand areas like

for investment. No foreign buyer tax, huge

forecasters can be all over the place. We

downtown Toronto, North York

inflow of foreigners, strong base of first

(Willowdale, Bayview Village, etc.),

time buyers… A huge market … more

the crash” crowd every year since 1993!!!

Richmond Hill, Markham. Asian Buyers

sales (113,000) than all cities in Canada

Although – once again – their voices are

prefer Richmond Hill, Markham,

together.

Willowdale and Bayview Village areas (I

Study our new ‘Best, Better and Good’

what we see. (Following). Clearly, you

owned a house there in mid-eighties) and

suburbs: As homeowner, buy the best you

must be careful. As investors – cash flow is

Iranian Buyers prefer Richmond Hill,

can afford. As an investor, take it more

king – sell your losers now! And some

Aurora, Bayview Village and Willowdale.

easy, get a quality realtor – understand

cash is a good thing too (last year we said

The Ontario Government has not as yet

your objectives. Cashflow is harder to

as much as 40% – as investors. You want

implemented a Foreign Buyer tax, but the

come by … but this is still a flippers

to ‘taste’ the profit, the money – and you

calls for it are getting louder by the day

market! It is the tail end of a massive rise.

because of the lack of listings resulting in

You can ride it with the foreign buyer in the

multiple offers and sales well above asking

best areas … but exit before the inevitable

price.

downturn. All booms, are followed by

(JREI: We believe some form of tax will be

busts. ALL!

have stayed away from “This is the year of

rising. We have given you a snapshot of

may not be able to call the absolute top or
bottom.)

CANADA TOP CITIES –
2017

implemented, but not across the board as
in Vancouver. Perhaps on condos only, or

TORONTO THE GOOD, THE
BETTER AND THE BEST

Toronto (Look under Ontario section) –

above a certain price range etc.)

Also look at new suburbs

The changes in mortgage financing by the

Vancouver (Look under Vancouver

federal government have made it harder

Forecast: Don’t let Hogtown scare you:

section)

for first time buyers to qualify for

city condos are more affordable than

!
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Vancouver; rentals will stay strong and

TORONTO CONDO SNAPSHOT AND OUTLOOK

there is no foreign buyer tax.

Urbanation Inc. provided the following

unsold units, which dropped in number

TORONTO AND ITS SUBURBS

snapshot and outlook of the Toronto

by 48% to an all-time low, increased by

Best sales result on record for December.

condo market as of Q3 2016.

12% from a year ago to $759

Our financial capital of Canada, it is

A total of 6,677 new condominium

For city of Toronto resale condos,

attracting a lot of foreign buyers – the

apartments were sold across the

average prices grew 12% from last year

hide your money crowd – from all over the

Greater Toronto Area (GTA) in Q3- 2016,

to $667 psf.

world. We also still like last year’s

soaring 73% year-over-year to reach the

“The pace of new condo development

recommended suburbs in Toronto –

highest level of third quarter activity on

has fallen well below the level of

Etobicoke, The Junction, Canary

record. Sales were 12% higher than the

demand this year. Given the low

District, Liberty Village and Leslieville.

previous record in Q3-2007. Total unsold

prevailing amount of available supply

Toronto competes with Vancouver as the

inventory in development plunged by

and diverse range of buyers, the recent

No. 1 market for condominium investors,

33% from a year ago, to 11,485 – a

mortgage insurance rule changes are

with the Ontario capital taking the lead

record low 5.2 months of supply.

anticipated to have a somewhat limited

lately as the West Coast city cools. Prices

The average selling price for new condo

effect on market conditions for condos in

in Toronto are generally lower and the

apartments edged higher, rising 2% from

the near term” said Shaun Hildebrand,

vacancy rate for rental condos is around

a year ago, to $590 per square foot.

Urbanation’s senior vice president.

0.7%, similar to Vancouver, and the rental

Within the City of Toronto, average

Other 4 (or so) cities in Ontario remain

rates, at an average of $1,460, are also on

selling prices grew by 5% year-over-year

the same as last year (for top 5 in

par. But Toronto is still seeing multiple

to $674 psf, while asking prices for

Ontario). ◊

offers, no foreign-buyer tax and fast sales,
and the rental pool is roughly four times

deals on the many older condo buildings in

1-bedroom condos for investors:

deeper than Vancouver. This is a good

the area.

$400,000-$485,000

year to consider Toronto. (It was in our top

A more expensive neighbourhood, but

5 picks for Canada for the last 3 years.)

No. 2: Corktown

worth it, Beaconsfield Village has a rich

Our team picked through every Toronto city

Average condo price: $484,700

Portuguese and Italian heritage and is

neighbourhood for our selection of the best

1-bedroom condos for investors:

characterized by streets of beautiful

– and potentially worst – areas to buy an

$280,000-$305,000

Victorian-era houses and row homes. It

investment condo in 2017.

Affordable, and shedding its rough Irish

has become very popular with upscale

roots, Corktown has seen a proliferation of

artists, young professionals and families

THE BEST

trendy new retail outlet and conversions of

and, more recently, condo developers.

No. 1: Church-Yonge Corridor.

brickwork buildings into live-work suites

Framed by Dundas Street West, Dufferin

Average condo price: $564,077

and lofts. It has fairly relaxed zoning that

Street, Queen Street West and Ossington

1-bedroom condos for investors:

have inspired some creative condo spaces

Avenue, it is also borders the vast green

$275,000-$375,000

that in turn have drawn a lot of young

space of Trinity Bellwoods Park and hosts

The Church-Yonge Corridor was and

professionals. New condos have been

a lively art and design district. Rents are

remains known for its gay history – it is

sprouting up in the past four years and the

on the higher end, averaging $2.60 per

ground zero for the annual Pride Parade –

2013 opening of an 18-acre park in the

square foot for one-bedrooms, but there

but today this super-up trending downtown

West Don Lands has helped revitalize the

appears no lack of tenant demand. It is a

zone attracts a wide variety of residents

neighbourhood. It borders Queen Street

10-minute drive from downtown and has

and a startling amount of new condo

East and King Street East and Jarvis, so

good transit access.

construction. Rental demand is among the

there is plenty of modern entertainment

best in the city, drawing student tenants

and retail action in this historical area.

THE GOOD

from Ryerson University as well as local

No. 4 Downtown Core / South Core

professionals and soft-collar workers. The

THE BETTER

Average condo price: $464,000

neighbourhood is ideal for short-term

No. 3 Beaconsfield Village

1-bedroom condos for investors:

Airbnb-type income as well as month-to-

Average condo price: $588,000

$275,000-$375,000

month rentals and you can find some good
!
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When people speak of Toronto’s condo

along the lakeshore. This is where high-

cent compared to December of last year;

boom, this is the area most think of. A wall

rise pedways link towers, perhaps unique

the average sale price in the condominium

of high-rise towers front Lake Ontario right

to Toronto. Recent negative press on

market decreased by 5.6 per cent when

in the heart of downtown. This offers the

mould and power outages in the towers,

compared to the same period. The

best of Toronto shopping, theatres and

however, make one suspect the building

Conference Board of Canada forecast

concerts, and sport venues, including the

quality in what, for some, remains a

good things for Hamilton last year and they

Skydome, and the new Queens Key on the

soulless, concrete neighbourhood.

were proven right.

lakefront, a popular event venue. While

However, rental incomes are higher than

there have been some loft conversions of

average, running at an average of $3.15

4/5. GUELPH & KITCHENER

older commercial properties, this is an

per square foot, and there is a large

Will benefit with higher rents as well as

area to buy a modern new condo in an

selection of studio and one-bedroom units

demand because of the Go Train line

amenity-rich building. Recently, likely due

for investors close to downtown.

recently built to connect these cities to

to high supply, condo rental rates in the

downtown Toronto.

area have eased but remain among the

2. MISSISSAUGA

Again … OSHAWA AND PICKERING to

highest in the city, especially for lake view

We still like Mississauga – which will

the East as public transport extends

units.

benefit from the new LRT to be built on

eastward.

Hurontario Rd going North-South. It is the

Again … SCARBOROUGH (Eastern part

No. 5 Chinatown-Alexandra Park

37th largest suburb in the world by

of the GTA) as new LRT will be built to

Average condo price: $484,000

population, and the 4th largest in North

connect to downtown Toronto.

1-bedroom condos for investors:

America. Residents of the city are called

$275,000-$325,000

Mississaugans. The city was placed fourth

This neigbhourhood could be a target for

in 'large cities of the future' by financial

condo investors seeking a lower-cost entry

publication fDi Magazine for North and

to Toronto. As the name implies, 30 per

South American cities in 2012.

Forecast: Oil prices and real estate will

cent of residents are of Asian heritage and

Mississauga was also rated as Canada's

recover, but not this year.

the area is known for its enclaves of older

11th best city to live in terms of prosperity

In our sales stats section (The Numbers, p.

social housing projects. Crime is a

according to MoneySense magazine.

65) we have shown that Calgary and

problem. Located near the famous

Canada's busiest airport is located in the

Edmonton are actually hanging in there.

Kensington Market and the lower end of

city, and it is also the location of several

Sales are way down, but listings are not

Queens Street, the average condo price at

major corporate headquarters for Canada

$418 per square foot is among the lowest

such as Walmart Canada, Microsoft and

Smaller towns are not. Note: there are

in central Toronto. Resale condo prices are

General Electric.

1500 new condos empty in December in

up 15% from a year ago. An ongoing

Major Point: Some 20 years ago I bought

revitalization is opening the area up to

over 20 condos here. It is the

the homeowner to make stink bids … but

traffic. Rental incomes are a concern: the

manufacturing capital; lots of work here –

tell the investor to still stay out.

average one-bedroom apartment rents for

ergo good tenants. I used to like the area

Thus, we have not included much on

$1,100, about 25% below the Toronto

around Square 1 or Erin Mills.

Alberta in Outlook 2017, because frankly,

ALBERTA
A brutal winter in Alberta

outlandishly higher and prices are ok.

Calgary. Like last year we recommend to

this brutal winter in the province does not

average.

appear to have a happy ending this year.

3. HAMILTON

The price of oil, even after a December

THE (KINDA) GOOD

One of our top five recommendation for the

City Place

last three years – still stands tall. Overall

rally to top US$54 per barrel, will likely

Average condo price: $473,000

residential sales of 849 units were 13.4 per

slide further in 2017 (look under OIL, p. 12)

1-bedroom condos for investors:

cent higher than the same month last year.

$310,000-$350,000

Residential freehold sales were 7.9 per

continues to hit high production levels

The largest master-planned community in

cent higher than December of 2015 while

under the Trump administration and the oil

Toronto, City Place is a massive multi-

sales in the condominium market were

producing nations (OPEC) all pump like

tower, 45-acre enclave of condominiums

36.9 per cent higher than the same month

mad – regardless of what they promise to

developed on former railway land between

last year. The average price of freehold

do. The price of oil could slide to US$30

Bathurst and Rees St south of Front Street

properties showed an increase of 15.5 per

within six months.
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We do see a recovery in oil prices as

progressing and selling well in downtown

month) due to the fire (we usually have 0

global demand increases, but that will not

Edmonton. The industrial market is

inventory), but very few are selling (2 a

be seen in 2017.

recovering nicely up 116% in the 3rd

month) and prices for those will start to

quarter of 2016 from the previous year.

adjust [downward] in due course.

Robert F. McLeod

What does all this mean to you, if you want

Right now, the sheer number of motivated

(robert@mcleodprojectmarketing.com)

to put money in Edmonton? Markets

sellers (many in the form of distressed

gave us his thoughts last year. He was

always look worse at the bottom, look at

sales) is likely to continue to overwhelm

right on. This year he says: “2016 … a

what the major players are doing, they’re

the number of motivated buyers (at least

year that ended with no end of people

betting the end is over. A slow recovery will

over the winter months). Not only is there

banging their fists wishing it would end

see vacancy rates drop by 1.5% in 2017,

no confidence (there won't be until there is

sooner than later. This fresh optimism for a

although make sure to still offer up that

hiring), but there seems to be very little

positive 2017 in Alberta is not based on

precious first month of rent. Condo values

ability for people to buy, and no one wants

just being glad 2016 is over but based on

in good areas, with major transit, will fare

more than one property at this time.”

cracks and glimmer of glittery light poking

fine. Some early deals in the first quarter

through the veil of clouds that have hung

will spill over from distressed 2016 sellers

Grande Prairie: “Over the last month we

over our once seemly sunny province.

which will affect the market to the negative.

have seen a number of bank foreclosures

Following from my almost flawless

The turn around to the positive will come

on the market. [This] is resulting in the sale

prediction of 2016, my outlook for 2017 will

later in the year. If you do a deal in 2017 in

prices pulling the market down faster than

be described as ‘Balanced & Refreshing’.

Alberta, expect friends not that long after

normal. We are seeing offers being made

The political climate by our Provincial

to call you a genius!

at $40-$50,000 below list price. This is

gaggle of misfits is now predictable and

Some real deals:

happening on the houses that are in the

obvious. They can pat each other on the

Downtown: New 2 bedroom + 2 bathroom

$300,000 price range, which means initial

backs for the pipelines announced and

in a steel building 796 sq. ft. was

offers are being made in excess of 15%

rebate back our carbon tax in the hopes to

$295,000, now $259,900 (4 left).

below list price. (One of my listings priced

buy back votes. Alberta’s real estate

Or Northwest Brand New 2 + Media + 2

at $269,000 we received an offer last week

market? Balance. 2016 ended with many

bathroom 929 sq. ft. pre-leased, $20K

$55,000 below list price.) The condo

investors sitting on their hands, investors

instant ‘Jurock savings’ from $238,753. All

market in the city of Grande Prairie is very

trying to time the bottom and sellers

our investment units come with

slow with about 18 months’ supply. CMHC

throwing their hands in the air. As 2017 is

management options.”

has the vacancy rate on apartments at

now underway, the major blood letting is

19.5%, which is the highest I have ever

out of the market. Those who needed to

Add to that is Alberta NDP’s $20 per tonne

seen.”

move did, downsized or left. Tenants

carbon tax on January 1; provincial debt

looking for a smoking deal for the most

soaring to $11.9 billion; a 20-year high 9%

part got them, and now things are

unemployment rate; and a glut of inventory

tightening up. Landlords will still offer

in the residential and commercial real

The British Columbia Real Estate

incentives but tenants are seeing things

estate sectors, all of which preclude a

Association (BCREA) notes that housing

tighten up and will commit.

2017 recovery.

demand throughout 2016 was driven by a

We’re already seeing major BC investors &

We have all heard the numbers, but how

provincial economy that outperformed the

developers pouring into Calgary. RioCan,

bad is the housing market in the major oil

rest of the country. However, BCREA does

Hungerford, Beedie, Embassy Bosa, and

towns? The following are direct comments

others are circling the market and going

from real estate agents on the ground in

somewhat this year. Although BCREA

deep in the ground with some massive

Fort McMurray and Grande Prairie (a city

anticipates that less robust economic

projects. Lots of money has been sitting on

we like). We have been asked to not use

the sidelines in Edmonton as well for the

their names.

BRITISH COLUMBIA

expect the housing market to weaken

conditions combined with government
policy constraints will slow housing
demand by more than 15 per cent in 2017,

last 18 months, and now investors &
developers locally here are writing some

Fort McMurray: “We have 776 listings in

unit sales should remain well above the

big cheques. Several massive projects still

town here and 58 are Court-ordered sales

10-year average of 85,000, says BCREA.

continue to pump billions into the capital

or foreclosures (up from 47 thirty days

Major Point: Across all BC, boards small

region with no end of massive projects

ago). Many lots are coming on (20 a

and large are reporting sales increases. A
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very fine year. Look in the Numbers

purchasers were based on long-term

be the bedrock of an investment strategy –

section to get details from Ft. St. John to

rezoning speculation.

and it does not have to be in big cities. In

Campbell River, p. 66.

The 15% tax on foreign residential buyers

fact, development sites outside of the

in Metro Vancouver in August 2016 pushed

Lower Mainland may provide the best

some foreign investors into the commercial

returns, in particular Vancouver Island and

sector. Land for development is not subject

the Okanagan – the prime outlier housing

to the foreign buyer tax.

markets. In some cases, the land had

LAND: DIGGING INTO THE
BASIC INVESTMENT OF
2017

As of the third quarter of last year, after the

been staked out for development as far

Forecast: Ongoing residential demand

foreign tax was introduced, Metro

back as 2008 but was never built on.

outside of the Lower Mainland will increase

Vancouver land sales reached a dollar

Some sites are still in receivership. Others

prices for development sites.

volume of $1.7 billion, up from $1.6 billion

are greenfield sites that represent fresh

Over the past two years in Metro

in the pre-tax first quarter. In all, residential

opportunity,

Vancouver land transactions have

land sales accounted for 45% of all

Here are some examples of land offerings

dominated the commercial real estate

commercial deals in Q3. The biggest land

that deep-pocket or syndicate investors

industry, accounting for 53% of the total

sale in 3Q of 2016 was to a foreign buyer:

could consider for 2017.

dollar volume. In 2016, nearly $5 billion in

the $440 million purchase of the Oakridge

Sunshine Valley, B.C. $4.95 million for

residential land alone was sold through

Transit Station lands on West 41st Avenue

1,029 acres. A Court-ordered sale, the

more than 800 transactions. This was up

by Beijing-based Modern Green

land is two hours from Vancouver and 15

200% from a year earlier, and most of the

Development. The 13.8-acre site,

minutes from Hope and close to Manning

proposed for

Park. Listing agent Colliers Unique

high-density

Properties Group recently reduced the

residential

asking price.

development,

Kamloops: 90 acres sold in parcels

sold for more than

under a bid process. Thompson Rivers

$30 million per

University has opened a 250-acre site

acre.

surrounding its campus as the largest land

Such prices –

mixed-use development site in the

one-acre

Thompson region. The Reach project has

multifamily site in

90 acres for sale to developers, including

Kerrisdale is

sites for three million square feet of

listed at $40

residential over a long-term build out. The

million and a 3.8-

first phase – 90,000 square feet – was sold

acre site in

under a bid process in October with

downtown

construction to start this spring.

Richmond is on

Thompson Rivers University

the market for

Community Trust is handling the sale of

close to $16

the land.

million an acre –

West Kelowna: 6.25 acres for $8.8

precludes most

million. Zoned for 38 bare land strata lots

investors from

the freehold land includes a canal. This is

playing in the

currently a manufactured home park and

Metro land

would require rezoning for conventional

market.

detached houses, which could be subject
to setbacks from the water. Listed by
Macdonald Commercial Realty, Kelowna.

OUTLIER
MARKETS

Vernon: 543 acres with 290 acres prezoned for development. We don’t have

But for B.C.

an asking price on this parcel that is

investors in 2017,

affiliated with the Rise golf course and

land is and should
!
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approved for 1,210 homes plus
the listing.

HOW GOVERNMENT CRASHED CANADA’S HOTTEST
MARKET

Youbou, Vancouver Island: 680 acres

Unprecedented government intervention

The City of Vancouver then banned

for $9.59 million. On the Cowichan Lake

crashed the Metro Vancouver housing in

short-term rentals for investors and

waterfront, the site is approved for 1,950

2016, dropping Canada’s top residential

introduced a 1% tax on vacant homes.

residential units, plus commercial and

market from No. 1 to near the bottom

In October, the federal government

recreational use under a phased

within seven months.

slapped tough new restrictions on first-

development agreement. The freehold site

Here is how it happened:

time buyers with less than a 20% down

was acquired in 2006 from TimberWest.

In May, the BC Liberals banned

payment and outlawed access to CMHC

Listing agent Colliers Unique Properties

assignment sales on existing homes to

mortgage insurance for residential

recently reduced the price.

curb speculation. Detached house sales

investors. Those seeking mortgage

Bottom line: Look for development sites in

in Metro Vancouver immediately plunged

insurance could only buy a principal

areas with strong population growth,

16% and, within weeks, the average

residence, the price must be less than

especially retirees or young tech workers

price of a house on Vancouver’s west

$1 million, buyers must have a credit

and government employment. Look for

side had fallen by $400,000.

score of 600 and must qualify at the

Court-ordered sales and reduced prices.

On August 2, the province introduced a

Bank of Canada five-year mortgage rate

15% tax on foreigners buying Metro

which is about twice as high as variable

Vancouver housing and added a 2%

rates.

property tax on expensive homes.

In December, the B.C. government

Housing sales collapsed in Canada’s

introduced a first-time buyer incentive,

hottest markets. Detached sales in West

offering to match down payments to a

Vancouver, Richmond and the City of

maximum of $37,500, which will have

Vancouver dropped 72% within a month.

more effect on lower-priced areas of the

By October, only 652 detached houses

province than in Metro Vancouver. ◊

commercial use. Colliers International has

FARMLAND: WARNINGS
AND POTENTIAL IN B.C.
Forecast: B.C. will enact farmland
legislation restricting the sale to domestic
buyers.
Western Canadian farmland has proven a
popular investment vehicle over the past

sold in the entire Metro region, down

decade for syndicates and Canada’s

from a monthly average of 1,610 in May.

largest pension funds. One of the prime
targets has been Saskatchewan but the

The Canada Pension Plan Investment

houses on the land, especially in

biggest returns have been seen in British

Board touched off the debate in 2014

Richmond and Surrey,

Columbia, the only western province that

when it purchased 115,000 acres of

As well, Asian investors have been buying

has no restrictions on farmland purchases

Saskatchewan farmland for $128 million. It

hay-producing farmland in northern B.C,

by foreign investors. Yet.

will be allowed to retain that land because

and exporting crops to China and Mongolia

A year ago, Saskatchewan moved to

the purchase was deemed legal at the

where feedstock is in high demand due to

tighten restrictions on farmland

time.

an ongoing drought. Judd Wu, a Chinese

investments by non-Canadians and, we

“Entities (corporations or membership-

national bought 10,000 acres of farmland

believe British Columbia will move to

based organizations) which are 100%

near Vanderhoof in 2012 and is exporting

introduce similar legislation, likely this year,

Canadian-owned and are not publicly

30,000 tonnes a hay year, just a fraction of

In January 2016, Saskatchewan passed

traded” are exempt from the act, but non-

Asia’s annual demand for forage.

amendments to its Farm Security Act to

Canadian citizens can only own up to 10

Meanwhile, the U.S. Drought Monitor

clarify who can own – and not own –

acres of Saskatchewan farmland.

reports that more than 15% of the

farmland. The amendments make pension

British Columbia has the highest farmland

continental U.S. is facing drought

plans, administrators of pension fund

prices in Canada. An acre in the Fraser

conditions. California is in the sixth year of

assets and trusts ineligible to buy farmland

Valley can sell for $40,000 to $50,000 – 10

a prolonged drought. Ranchers and

in the province. Also, all financing must be

times the price on the Prairies – and a

farmers in the Midwest, from the Alberta

through a financial institution registered to

controversy has erupted because of

border to Texas, have battled drought

do business in Canada, or a Canadian

investors buying small farms and then

since 2000.

resident.

building short-term rentals and private

So, it is not only China that is looking at
B.C. farmland. New Westminster-based
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LandQuest, the largest raw land agent in

challenge is to find areas where the

Seniors now make up 20.6% of Kelowna's

B.C., has dealt with buyers from 190

average rental apartment building has

population. That’s well above the national

countries and 7,000 cities in the past 12

suite prices that are half the price of local

average, and represents a steady and

months, including Americans.

condominiums, while rental demand is

stable rental population.

With the low Canadian dollar, B.C rural

strong and expanding.

farmland is cheap by international

New mortgage rules are very restrictive to

East Vancouver

standards, though the highest in Canada.

condominium rental investors. This will

LandQuest, for instance, has a 264-acre

reduce one of the major competitors for

• Rental vacancy rate: 0.8 per cent through
2017

hay farm just outside of Vanderhoof on the

multi-family landlords who can access

• Average two-bedroom rental in 2017:

market for $758,000, or less than $2,800

insured commercial mortgages at low

per acre. The near 5,000-acre Heart Lake

lending rates.

$1,460
• Average per-door cost for a multi-family
rental: $280,000

Ranch in the Nechako River Valley, the
second largest forage crop-producing area

HERE ARE FIVE PICKS FOR THE BEST

in B.C., is listed off market at a reported

APARTMENT RENTAL INVESTMENTS

East Vancouver is a prime landlord

$1,000 per acre.

IN BRITISH COLUMBIA OVER THE

destination, despite the high cost of entry.

But rising controversy about foreign

NEXT 12 MONTHS.

Government intervention has driven

ownership of Fraser Valley farmland may

Kelowna

condominium sales down 40% from the

spur the B.C. government to extend

• Rental vacancy rate: 1.5 per cent through
2017

spring 2016 peak, which is keeping a lot of
shift will see a new Emily Car College, a

extremely sensitive to media and this could

• Average two-bedroom rental in 2017:
$1,050

blow into a major political issue before the

• Average per-door cost for a multi-family

expanding tech sector creating higher

foreign ownership restrictions to farmland
in this election year. The government is

May election.

tenants as renters. Meanwhile, an eastern
new St. Paul’s hospital and a rapidly

rental: $87,000

rental demand. While new rental projects

Bottom line: If you an investor holding

are being built, they are not enough to

B.C, farmland right now, consider selling it

The Okanagan’s biggest city has emerged

meet demand in a market with the tightest

at what are the highest prices ever seen.

as a top centre for what is known as the

vacancy rate in Canada.

Once a provincial ban on non-resident

TAMI sector – technology, advertising,

Even old rental apartments in East

buyers comes in, prices will fall.

media and information, and the hundreds

Vancouver are selling for $280,000 per

of millennials it employs. There are now

door, but that price is skewed by sites

140 TAMI firms in Kelowna, driving a

bought for development and is offset by

forecast of employment growth of 2.2%

the availability of Canada Mortgage and

into 2017. The rental vacancy, at 0.5%, is

Housing Corp.-insured mortgages at 2.1%

FIVE BEST B.C.
LANDLORD MARKETS FOR
2017

expected to inch up this year but remain

– the cheapest money available. Average

Forecast: B.C. rental demand will remain

among the lowest in Canada. Restrictive

capitalization rates are a skinny 2.5%, but

strong but best opportunity is where rental

new mortgage rules combined with rising

that is partially offset by potential price

apartments are half the price of condo

home prices will keep many young people

appreciation. Average per-door prices are

apartments – and cash flow

renting in Kelowna, despite the new B.C.

up 45% from 2015.

The British Columbia rental market is solid

government first-time buyer assistance

and sustainable, characterized by the

program. The median Kelowna detached

Victoria:

lowest vacancy rates in the country and

house price is $580,000 and condos sell

buoyed by high in-migration and low

for $275,000.

• Rental vacancy rate: 0.8 per cent through
2017

borrowing costs and fueled by the inability

Investors can find older rental apartment

• Average two-bedroom rental in 2017:

of 40% of the population to purchase a

buildings in the $85,000-$90,000 per-door

home in the most expensive housing

range with capitalization rates of 6%, but

environment in the country.

inventory remains low.

Some areas are a challenge for nascent

Kelowna’s Rental Housing Grants program

apartment landlords, such as most of

provides up to $320,000 in annual grants

British Columbia’s capital represents one

Metro Vancouver where land speculation

to offset development cost charges for

of the best landlord markets in the

has driven per-door prices too high. The

purpose-built rental housing projects.

province, if not in Canada. Unlike
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Vancouver, there is no foreign-buyer tax on

Fraser River. We picked New

apartment buildings. The rental vacancy

Westminster for 2012 and

rate is a tight 0.7% and expected to remain

2013… It is now back in play

below 1% for the next two years, according

and majorly.

to a CMHC forecast.
Rental demand is fed from a trio of tenant

Abbotsford

pools: students, employees in the hightech sector and seniors. Net migration for

• Rental vacancy rate: 1 per
cent through 2017

people aged 16 to 25 has added 18,000

• Average two-bedroom

since 2006, the largest single cohort of

rental rate in 2017: $895

migrants to the capital region. Many of

• Average per-door cost for a
multi-family rental: $90,000

these are university and college students
or are working in the city’s burgeoning high
technology sector, which now employs

Abbotsford is the best mid-

23,000 people. Layered on that is demand

range rental market in B.C’s

from seniors seeking rentals in Canada’s

Lower Mainland, according to

most popular retirement market. There is a

Bob Dhillon, founder and

very active short-term rental market. The

president of Calgary-based

downside is the high cost for rental

Mainstreet Equities Inc.,

apartment buildings, currently in the

who claims to own a third of

$185,000 per-door range and trending

Abbotsford’s mid-level rental

upwards. Also, capitalization rates for

buildings. CMHC forecast

multi-family properties are around 4%,

that Abbotsford’s rental

among the lowest outside of the Lower

market will remain tight

Mainland.

because the population of
those aged 25 to 44 and above the age of

Employment growth in the Lower Mainland

New Westminster

60 are both growing by 2.8% annually.

last year was 4.9%. It was 2.7% on

• Rental vacancy rate: 1 per cent through
2017

Abbotsford has a strong manufacturing

Vancouver Island. The rest of the province

base and industrial employment, balanced

saw negative employment growth,

• Average two-bedroom rental rate in
2017: $1,300

by public sector employees, students and

according to a recent analysis by Central

downsizing retirees. There is a low

1 Credit Union and Statistics Canada.

• Average per-door cost for a multi-family

inventory of apartment buildings for sale,

In 2017, it is projected that Vancouver

but older properties often sell for around

Island will lead the entire province in job

$90,000 per door, with capitalization rates

creation, just ahead of the Lower

in the 5% range.

Mainland.

rental: $154,000
With three SkyTrain stations and new rapid
transit link into Coquitlam, the Royal City is

But the Lower Mainland has the highest

a hub for rental demand in the

housing prices in Canada, so we believe

VANCOUVER ISLAND
WILL THRIVE IN 2017

geographical heart of Metro Vancouver. It

that 2017 will mark the year that

also has a growing economy, fired by a $1

Vancouver Island is truly discovered. The

billion expansion of medical facilities and a

Forecast: B.C. needs an escape for those

Island, which has less than 790,000

citywide makeover that has created a new

seeking affordable homes, jobs and

people, has the potential to become the

waterfront park and other quality amenities

retirement – and Vancouver Island is it

escape hatch for Vancouverites and a

A two-sided economy has emerged in

over the past few years. New Westminster
has a history of providing low-cost rental

British Columbia: one has the jobs and the

apartments, mostly clustered in the uptown

opportunity. The other does not.

area. Older apartment buildings sell for an

The job stats show what is happening in

average of $154,000 per door, up 10%

stark detail, but it is also reflected in

from 2015, but the lowest price of any

housing values.

destination for others in B.C. seeking
coastal living, a mild climate, affordable
housing, a job or retirement.
The unemployment rate on Vancouver
Island is 5.8%, second lowest in B.C.
behind the Lower Mainland, and is forecast

major Metro municipality north of the
!
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And the kicker: the median MLS home

whammy of real estate appreciation: 1.

2017 TOP 5 SKI RESORTS

price on the Island is $385,000; condos

The American dollar is rising and will
In the last 4 years, we raised some

average $220,000. These are the second

rise further. 2. Vail skiers get an

highest prices in B.C., but far less than in

eyebrows and some comments about our

automatic ticket for Whistler – bringing

the Lower Mainland.

ski town picks. (Raised eyebrows were

more skiers (say potential buyers) and

Unlike Metro Vancouver, Island housing

found elsewhere too.) Most opinions about

then 3. No foreigner tax. The number of

sales are expected to increase this year

ski resorts come from skiers – not

unit sales again was the highest since

and into 2018.

investors. Those opinions differ. Do they

2007 and prices moved much higher.

The median condo price in Victoria is

ever! Where we had talked about fine

Whistler has developed a stronger summer

snow, we were told snow elsewhere was

about half that of Vancouver but both the

market as travelers recognize the

rental vacancy rate and the rental rates are

better and where we talked about ‘ratings

multitude of activities that are available at

nearly the same.

by world news magazine’ we were sent

the resort as well as additional summer

other magazines that rated yet another

We can envision, starting this year, an

events such as Ironman and Tough

exodus to Vancouver Island that will boost

resort better. There is no doubt that in BC

Mudder. As well Whistler is rated as one

population growth in Victoria, Nanaimo and

we are blessed with a multitude of

of the top five places in the world for

the Comox Valley, already the highest in

absolutely great ski resorts. No doubt then,

mountain biking. As mentioned, prices

B.C., into hyper-drive.

everybody is right … we’ve got great

started moving up in 2014 with

The movement will be partly led by the

skiing. In this issue, while we talk about the

approximately a 20% increase followed

tech sector, which has problems recruiting

skiing, we primarily are concerned with –

by another 15% increase in 2015. 2016

hopefully – to find the resort with the snow

Vancouver staff due to high house prices.

‘soaring’ is the only word to describe

Rather than locate to Fraser Valley

PLUS a great deal. In today’s unhappy

prices.

suburbs far from the ocean and mountains,

resort world, there are still a large number

In addition, listing inventory has been on

of foreclosures, there are owners willing to

tech firms are setting up in Victoria and

steady decline since 2010 and hit its

Nanaimo. Victoria’s tech industry already

reduce prices and developers that must

lowest level at the end of 2016... So, have

employs 23,000 people in hundreds of

reduce them.

we missed the boat? Yes! You missed the

companies. Nanaimo has the fourth-fastest

JREI takes the view that ALL real estate is

bottom, but given the above factors … you

growing tech sector in B.C.

cyclical and if bought at the right time (as

ain’t seen nothing yet! Prices will continue

As well, the low Canadian dollar is

in prices are real low) you will make

to rise.

boosting Vancouver Island tourism and

money. This year’s prices are still some of
the best in the last five years. (Except at

foreign buying of Island real estate (there

SUN PEAKS

is no foreign-buyer tax).

Whistler, where prices have soared.

This second-largest B.C. ski resort (even

Tech, tourism and millennials are sexy, but

Remember, you always want to have a 2-

in 2016 Canada's 2nd biggest ski resort)

legged resort … skiing, plus golf – for

seniors are also driving the Vancouver

offers real estate at 50% of the price that

Island economy. Victoria is the No. 1

summer rentals.)

you would have to pay at Whistler. But the

destination for Canadian retirees and

So, Whistler is our number 1 pick this year

super deals we featured here last year

Island seashore centres such as

again, although your entry point is about

(buying real estate on your credit card) are

Parksville, Qualicum Beach and Sidney

30% higher than last year! We have made

gone.

have the highest percentage of retirees in

no change in our other four resorts: Sun

Sun Peaks conventional condos start in

the country. Many of these are affluent

Peaks, Fernie, Kimberley, Silver Star and

the $250,000 range, which may also be a

Big White.

newcomers.

good buy in this top-rated ski resort with a

Real estate investors would be wise to

challenging 18-hole golf course, a lively
WHISTLER

consider Vancouver Island, especially

village and a central location near

Whistler has been in our top 5 resorts

Greater Victoria, Nanaimo and the Comox

Kamloops in B.C.’s Thompson-Okanagan.

Valley in 2017. You will be part of a wave

for 5 years but last year we rated it as

Sun Peaks Resort has added two new

into the next big residential opportunity in

the No. 1 buy! Again, this year.

alpine zones and has 4,270 skiable acres,

B.C.

The US buyer is back and buyers

second only to Whistler.

Remember: people and investments go

worldwide who do their business in US

where the jobs are.

dollars are coming too. With the Vail
resort buying Whistler we have a triple

!
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SILVER STAR

gladed terrain. Kimberley has a

largest solar project, Canada's largest

Silver Star Mountain Resort is nestled in

‘wannabe’ Bavarian downtown (with Happy

solar tracking facility, and the first solar

the Okanagan valley next to Vernon and

Hans in the Platzl) and was named

project in B.C. to sell power to the BC

only one hour from Kelowna (by bus).

“Favourite Resort” by OntheSnow.com.

Hydro grid!!!

Themed after an early 1900s mining town,

It sports a ski run that is 2.5 km long, and

The Canadian Rockies International Airport

the bars, restaurants and shops make

one continuous run that goes for 6.5 km. It

allows residents easy access to domestic

up a charming main street. Here, the lift

has the longest lit Night ski run in North

and international destinations and is only

ticket also includes access to Nordic and

America. Summit elevation: 1,981 m

18 km away.

snowshoe trails, skating and a spectacular

(6500ft.), Vertical drop: 751 (2, 465.ft),

Kimberley's unique property affordability is

tube park. Silver Star was recently named

Total size: 1,800 acres (incl. 500 acres of

allowing families to prosper and take

“Best Ski Resort” and “Best Family Resort”

gladed terrain), Number of runs: 80, Avg.

advantage of the region. Besides the

in the Reader’s Choice, Best of the

snow fall: 500 cm (200 inches). Prices

pristine beauty of being nestled in the

Okanagan awards from Okanagan Life

have come off some 20% on average but

Purcell mountain range, resident have: the

magazine. Village 1,609 m (5,280 ft.).

are on the move back up. Older ski condos

renovated East Kootenay Regional

Major Point: Award winning and only a

can be had as low as $65,000 (fully

Hospital, 7 golf courses within 30

few hours from Vancouver.

furnished), a full duplex with a dbl garage,

minutes, the Kimberley Alpine Resort,

FP, 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, and hot tub, fully

nature paths for hiking and biking,

BIG WHITE

furnished is for sale at $449,000 – a

post-secondary opportunities, and

Is located near Kelowna. Big White Ski

smoking deal.

access to a regional market of 45,000.

Resort is in the B.C. southern interior and

Mike Guarnery, General Manager,

The secret is out that Kimberley is a Good

third largest ski hill in the province. The

Kimberley & District Chamber of

Place to Be ... Investing, Living, Learning,

mountain summit is at 2,319 m with a

Commerce

and…

vertical drop of 777 m serviced by 16 lifts.

(manager@kimberleychamber.com) is a

Major Point: I have bought and sold over

It has 2,765 acres of overall skiable terrain

great ambassador for Kimberley. (Also,

36 properties here. It is the best price real

and Canada's largest resort night skiing

plays and sings in a rock band. Actually,

mountain real estate anywhere. It is my

area. It has a lively village and strong

there are a lot of unique characters living

kind of mountain and not just because of

visitor numbers. And prices are lower now

here. Artists, Beekeepers and candle

the fine Schnitzels at the 350-year old

than they have been in years. Older

makers.) Mike gave me this update:

Bauernhaus (although…very important!).

studios are available from $89,000 (no

“Kimberley has seen a business

rental pool) and there is a selection of

renaissance that reflects the population

We also still like Fernie and Rossland.

condos sub $250,000. Of course, you can

growth due to its amenities of outdoor

Known for its five alpine bowls, Fernie

also find dream, five bedroom chalets in

sports, as well as its established arts

Alpine Resort had a new ski lift installed in

the $800,000 range and up, up, up. Only a

community, and affordability that is

2013 and is known for one of the largest

3-hour drive from Vancouver.

attractive to every demographic.

lift-accessed bike-trail networks in Western

Technology infrastructure supporting

Canada, with 37 trails. The Resort sits

KIMBERLEY

homes and business has brought fiber

above the legendary town of Fernie – a

My totally biased personal favourite. Well I

capabilities to each home and business.

historical mining community dubbed the

ski there and have had a residence on the

Infrastructure improvements to Mark Creek

“Coolest Town in North America” by Rolling

quad chair for 12 years. We bought a lot of

allow recreational summer enjoyment with

Stone magazine. Prices are still down from

real estate there in 2004 and fell in love

natural pools for summer enjoyment in the

the peak. Rossland is easily accessible

with it. Only 6,700 inhabitants, one traffic

downtown core.

through Trail and is a great ‘fall line skiing’

light, but a magnificent mountain. Northstar

Kimberley is planning increased light-

mountain for the advanced skier. Real

has it all. It is located in the Purcell

industrial zoning to support R&D,

estate and golf course deals abound.

Mountains and known for light, fluffy snow,

manufacturing, and continue long-term

short lift lines and an abundance of sunny

business sustainability. This reflects the

days. Skiers and riders of all abilities can

City’s attitude to develop the multiple

enjoy the rolling, groomed runs dispersed

award-winning Sun Mine, which used

throughout North America’s largest

brownfield land and became BC's

!
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reason for soaring housing prices.

Crime and Anti-Money Laundering

SkyView Suites, a rental development

Specialist.

company, calculated that most Toronto

“What is happening is an increase in the

Forecast: Foreign real estate investors will

residents could simply not afford to be

use of corporate vehicles (with beneficial

continue to affect prices and sales in major

paying the city’s average $1.4 million

ownership structures where shareholders

Canadian cities in 2017, but more will be

house price. The upfront costs for a 20%

are not publicly available) and trust

under the radar.

down payment, plus taxes and fees

arrangements (where the entire structure

When Kevin Li, president of China-backed

amounted to $329,700, Skyview noted,

is obfuscated) for expensive home

and Richmond-based Kunyuan

and it would require a household income of

purchases,” she said.

International Group finished a three-year

$250,000 annually, or more than $6,300

The use of nominees is also still used, she

buying spree of $740 million worth of

per month to qualify for the mortgage. Yet,

said, sometimes creatively.

Metro Vancouver real estate last year, he

according to Statistics Canada, only 0.3%

Dumaine said in one case, a Mainland

FOREIGN BUYERS: HIDING
IN PLAIN SIGHT

proudly published a catalogue listing

of the population makes above $250,000

China buyer registered two Vancouver

Kunyuan’s new assets, which included

annually. “What Canadians are affording

houses in the name of his mistress, who

everything from suburban shopping

these houses?” Skyview asked.

was a permanent resident of Canada. “All

centres and apartment buildings to a block

Good question and the answer, in many

three moved to Vancouver together

of detached houses in the Cambie

cases, is foreign buyers. And they are not

(investor, his wife and his girlfriend), as the

Corridor.

going away. “Do I believe the 15% tax will

girlfriend could act as the nominee.”

Three months after Beijing-based Modern

stop Asians, and particularly Chinese, from

Therefore, no foreign buyer, no 15% tax

Green Developments, with minor

investing in Metro Vancouver? Absolutely

and no exposure. Nor should there be,

partners, paid BC TransLink $430 million

not,” said Tina Mak, a Vancouver real

Mak contends.

for a 13.8-acre high-density residential

estate agent and founder and president of

“The desire of Chinese and other Asians to

development site in Vancouver, TransLink

the Vancouver chapter of the Asian Real

live and invest in Vancouver will persist. It’s

sent out a press release boasting of the

Estate Association of America. Mak said

a desire born of a deep respect for Canada

sale.

such taxes have been tried before, in Hong

and all it has to offer. This should be a

Two other commercial transactions to

Kong and Australia for instance, “and it has

source of pride and strength for all of us as

foreign buyers – one from Germany and

not slowed the inbound investment from

Canadians, not of anxiety and

one from China – accounted for 70% of

[mainland] China. Vancouver will be a

apprehension,” she said. Several Asian

the total dollar volume of Metro Vancouver

preferred destination for foreign investors

realtors have told us that many of their

office building sales in 2016. Both deals

for many, many years to come.”

clients feel that the tax simply maybe one

were front-page business news across

There are many ways for a foreign national

year’s worth of expected price increases (if

Canada.

to disguise their purchase of Canadian real

2016 is a guide it was perhaps only a 9

At the same time, foreign investors were

estate, a product that is prized by offshore

months’ increase depending when you

spending $250 million a week buying

investors.

bought).

Metro Vancouver homes, the B.C.

“There aren’t many jurisdictions where

Be that as it may, China added new

government found when they began

foreign nationals, especially with money,

restrictions on taking yuans out of the

tracking foreign buyers last June. Such

can move to with relative ease and speed

country in late December. Why? A flood of

high-profile exposure of foreign buyers will

with the combined ability to have financial

capital is/may be destabilizing the financial

likely become rare this year in Vancouver

services without impediments. And bearing

system. NEW: Officials won’t approve

and other major Canadian cities: the

in mind that it [the 15% tax] does not apply

requests to bring the yuan overseas for the

foreign money will still be coming, but it

to permanent residents and any foreign

purpose of converting into foreign

will be much less visible.

national who sets up a company in B.C. as

currencies unless applicants provide a

long as no more than 25% of the shares

valid business reason.

that the B.C. government rolled out in

are owned / held offshore. It also does not

The monetary authority is throwing up

August and negative press coverage that

apply to a trust,” explained Vancouver

fresh administrative roadblocks to contain

threatens to extend the tax, and the

lawyer Christine Dumaine. Dumaine has

capital outflows before a likely U.S.

criticism, across the country.

a specialized anti-money laundering law

interest-rate increase next month and the

In Toronto, for instance, a widely-circulated

practice and is a U.S. Certified Financial

reset of Chinese citizens’ $50,000

The reason is the 15% foreign-buyer tax

study is pointing to foreign buyer as the
!
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annual foreign-exchange quotas in

one from China that was investing in

gain from the new first-time buyer incentive

January. (It likely will be curbed further.)

Canada stuck to the $50,000 limits for 6

of matching down payments from the

WHY? Well, the equivalent of $275

years. So, much more likely…it will be

provincial government. There is now a

billion exited the country via yuan

another paper tiger set of regulations.

$350,000 gap in resale condo prices in the

payments this year through October,

Major Point 2: It bears watching!! Closely!

50 minutes it takes to ride from the

versus a $101.5 billion inflow in the

We will!

TriCities to Vancouver.

same period of 2015. This at the same

The TriCites are ripe for long-hold

time as the Chinese currency weakened to

investors. It is projected that 140,000 new

METRO VANCOUVER
HOMES: WHAT AND
WHERE TO BUY IN 2017

an eight-year low against the dollar. The
rumour that new restrictions are being

residents will move into the region by
2040, or about 6,000 people per year. The

imposed on capital flows accelerated the

best investment is not condominiums, but

outflow. China also will further standardize

Forecast: Eastward movement balanced

detached duplexes in central areas.

companies’ outbound direct investment,

by a surge in South Delta: investors should

Duplexes (detached houses with legal

strengthen inspections on whether related

focus on detached duplexes and resale

suites) provide dual rental income streams,

deals are real (!), and develop a system

condos

the appreciation factor is stronger than

for firms to report big cross-border fund

The Metro Vancouver housing market took

multi-family and all three municipalities are

movements for ODI in advance, the people

a huge government-induced hit in 2016

up-zoning to provide more density, which

said.

and will not see a dramatic recovery in

will increase developer demand for

Officials have also banned the use of

2017, but there are Metro areas that offer

detached lots close to transit hubs. Of

friends’ currency quotas, curbed the

the best chance for investors in a hostile

note, Coquitlam staff is recommending

cross-border activities of underground

environment.

higher-density zoning in the Burquitlam

banks and made it more difficult to buy

Our analysis is based on a number of

and Lougheeed neighbourhoods.

insurance policies in Hong Kong.

factors, including where builders and

South China Morning Post says the

developers are putting their money, the

South Delta

restrictions will be:

first-time buyer factor, and where transit

The small South Delta communities of

• Requiring approval for outbound

and infrastructure will add to demand.

Tsawwassen and Ladner offer big

Do not expect to see the double-digit price

opportunities in 2017. A new $3.5 million

• Affect/halt all private foreign investment
over 10 million

appreciation of 2016, but these areas have

crossing of the Fraser River to replace the

the most promise to hold their own and

aging Massey Tunnel by 2023 is a major

• Ban purchases by state run enterprises
worth more than 1 billion till Sept. 2017.

deliver returns in 2017 and beyond.

reason, but the other is that the median

China is boosting its defense of the Yuan

TriCities:

$300,000 from the spring peak to just over

against the dollar by using reserves. That

The arrival of the billion-dollar Evergreen

$1 million. The buy here is houses, getting

means they are more concerned about

SkyTrain extension in December 2016

in front of the retiree wave that will wash

money leaving China, rather than boosting

ushered in a new era for Coquitlam, Port

into South Delta over the next few years.

exports thru a lower Yuan! Attempts to

Coquitlam and Port Moody, but the

This combines with increased demand –

verify that yuan payments have a valid use

expected housing uplift was stunted by

and zoning – for higher density will make

will be hard for China to implement without

government measures (see sidebar) that

detached lots more valuable. The largest

disrupting the economy, said Michael

drove TriCities detached housing sales

new enclosed shopping mall in Canada

Every, head of financial markets research

down 60% from the spring peak just as the

opened in Tsawwassen in December and,

at Rabobank Group in Hong Kong.

trains started running. The resale condo

a lure to foreign buyers, current

Major Point 1: So, Black Swan? If they

market? In May 2016, 177 condos sold in

Tsawwassen First Nation new home

really clamp down on INDIVIDUALS

Coquitlam at a benchmark price of

construction is exempt from the 15%

exporting more than $50,000, really stop

$396,000. In November, 89 condos sold

foreign buyer tax, the only pocket of

people using friends, really stop

and the benchmark price in Central

exemption in Metro Vancouver.

companies and wealthy individuals from

Coquitlam was down to $174,200. Across

paying off officials…then yes…Black

the TriCities, 16 condo apartments sold for

Surrey

Swan. Less money coming Canada way.

$250,000 or less in November and more

We like both North Surrey for

That is not helping the already falling sales

than 30 buyers paid less than $300,000.

condominiums and older detached houses

and falling price environment. BAD! Yet, no

This is an area we expect will see a big

investment over 5 million

!
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Note that new zoning has been approved

• Fleetwood Town Centre, Surrey. A new
plan has been approved that will boost

ZONING CHANGES THAT
WILL DRIVE LOT PRICES
HIGHER

for the Fleetwood Town Centre that will
increase density for multi-family buildings,

density (up to six storeys) for current

in addition to increasing densities to 2.5

single-detached and lower-rise sites in

FSR. There is still strong developer

We have seen what happened along

an area around Fraser Highway and

appetite for Surrey development sites.

Vancouver’s Cambie Corridor and the

160th Street, in addition to increasing

Central Surrey well served by SkyTrain,

West End and Burnaby’s Metrotown in

Town Centre densities to 2.5 FSR.

has low-cost condominiums, where a lot of

2016 after zoning changes encouraged

new government and retail development is

higher density developments. Land prices

underway, plus SkyTrain service. You can

went through the roof. Upzoning drives

buy even new condos in Central Surrey for

detached lots value higher through lot

$250,000 or less.

assemblies and the price of older condos

South Surrey is attracting a lot of retirees

and townhouse increase because the

The BCREA Commercial Leading

and there are some relative bargain prices

strata can be “wound up” and the site sold

Indicator (CLI) increased 0.48 index

surfacing. In November 65% of the

for development.

points to 122.7 in the second quarter of

detached MLS sales were priced at $1.4

And don’t believe that new home builders

2016, despite a modest pull-back in

million or less and benchmark prices have

are bailing out. Every new home in B.C.

economic activity throughout the third

been falling since August. Buyers can now

must obtain a New Home Warranty and, as

quarter. The CLI index is up 2.4 per cent

find condominium apartments in South

of November 2016, such applications were

compared to the third quarter of 2015. "Job

Surrey for $250,000 or less and we don’t

up 28% from November 2015, a harbinger

growth in key commercial sectors and

expect prices to increase much until

of building activity in 2016.

robust consumer demand led the CLI

mid-2017.

• Joyce Collingwood: City of Vancouver

higher in the third quarter," said BCREA

VANCOUVER
COMMERCIAL REAL
ESTATE

has approved rezoning a two-block

Economist Brendon Ogmundson. "A rising

Vancouver West Side

radius around the SkyTrain station,

CLI points to continued strength in BC

Canada’s premier detached housing

allowing for four-storey apartment condo

commercial real estate activity in 2017."

market is a good bet for those with deep

buildings and townhomes.

The underlying CLI trend, which smooths

• Grandview-Woodlands: Bit more
complicated here, with sub-zones around

pockets in 2017. The foreign buyer tax and
ban on assignment sales has taken a lot of

often noisy economic data, continues to
push higher due to several quarters of

froth out of the market, but the west side

the Broadway/Commercial SkyTrain,

strong economic statistics. That uptrend

will continue to be the aspiring address this

some of which will be automatically

signals further growth in investment,

year. Detached sales are down 70% and

rezoned for higher-density; two others

leasing and other commercial real estate

the median price of a West Side detached

will be considered for rezone applications

activity over the next two to four quarters.

house was down $500,000 in November

but must go through the onerous

The table below shows the average

compared to June, at $3.3 million. A dozen

Commercial Drive community public

change for commercial properties with

West Side houses were listed at $2.5

hearing process.

Vancouver experiencing the largest

• Metrotown, Burnaby. Already fueled by

million or less in November for the first

increase year over year. (Altus Group)

time in nearly two years. In Dunbar, which

upzoning, the next stage will allow high-

Major Point: These assessments reflect

had been Vancouver’s hottest flipping

density (up to 12 storeys) residential on

the outlandish nature of Vancouver’s real

market early in 2016, detached prices are

the east side of Central Boulevard, with

estate market. In as much as assessments

down 11% to $2.9 million. When the

slightly lower density on the west side of

are set with values as of July 1, 2016,

Vancouver housing market starts to

Central. This on a fast track and

these reflect the high of Vancouver. Likely,

recover in the spring, the west side will

expected to be on place before year-end.

the residential values reversed during the

• Burquitlam/Lougheed, Coquitlam: More
public consultations will be held this fall,

lead the curve. Currently, less than 50
houses are selling each month and some

last half of the year and you wish to
dispute them. Commercially, we believe

2015 and early 2016 speculators are trying

but Coquitlam staff is recommending

that foreign investors enamored with

to get out. For you sharks out there, early

higher-density zoning in the area, which

Vancouver and loathe to go to Seattle will

2017 is the time to bite into the West Side

has already seen rapid development

try to avoid the tax and pile into the

detached market.

around the Evergreen SkyTrain station.

commercial investment sector of

!
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Vancouver/BC. Small towns are
experiencing Chinese/Indian and
other foreign investors buying
hotels, motels, golf courses.
Larger investors are buying the
big deals in Vancouver.

BIG BOYS CASH OUT
BUT SMALL
INVESTORS SHOULD
GET IN
Forecast: Nimble investors should
look at strata industrial and older
commercial sites for
redevelopment plays in 2017
Early 2017 will see the news that
Cadillac Fairview, the real estate
arm of the Ontario Teachers
Pension Plan, has sold of 49% of
its $5 billion Metro Vancouver
commercial real estate portfolio that

Vancouver assets in the past 12 months, a

could see $30 per square foot leases for

includes the 1.6 million-square-foot Pacific

signal of a commercial prices peaking.

its East Hastings property.

Centre Mall in downtown Vancouver.

But we believe there are still plenty of

A key trend is high demand from the B.C.

This will be just the latest big institutional

opportunities for smaller commercial real

film industry and the growth of light

investor to recently cash out of the Metro

estate investors in 2017 in what has

industrial users, such as video game

Vancouver market. In 2016, Ivanhoé

become a billion-dollar month markets.

makers, craft brewers and coffee grinders,

Cambridge, which represents Caisse De

After all, the big boys had one thing in

all of which are now defined as industrial

Dépôt Et Placement Du Québec (CDPQ)

common: they had no problem finding

users.

sold the Fairmont Hotel Vancouver for

buyers for their Metro Vancouver assets,

Despite significant new supply - both

$180 million, and its 66% stake in the

despite record high prices.

speculative and strata - set for delivery in

Bentall Centre was sold to China-based

Industrial strata:

the second half of 2017, pricing and lease

Anbang Insurance Group for $660 million,

Industrial assets remained highly prized as

rates will climb as vacancy hovers at

Great West Life Assurance Company,

vacancy rates are near record lows and

record lows. Watch for more industrial

Bentall Kennedy and Greystone Inc. all

deal flow is constrained because of the

strata-residential strata mixed-use projects

sold office assets in downtown Vancouver.

lack of inventory. Lease rates rose

in Metro Vancouver.

In addition, publicly traded Brookfield

throughout the region in 2016, and that

Retail

Office Properties sold its Royal Centre

trend will continue in 2017. For years,

With consumer sales averaging $6 billion

office tower and the UK Building, both

Vancouver had similar industrial lease

per month, B.C. retail is a hot market with

downtown.

rates to Regina or Saskatoon, in the $9 per

nearly all of the action in Metro Vancouver.

In Burnaby, CDPQ sold its Metrotower III

square foot range, but Metro lease rates

Retail leasing remains brisk and rents

complex for $205 million and Healthcare

nearly doubled in 2016.

stable along primarily urban corridors and

of Ontario Pension Plan is trying to

Strata prices are rising due to persistent

in centrally located enclosed shopping

unload nine office buildings for $400

demand and increasing construction and

centres. Investors should look at older strip

million, with a sale announcement

land costs. When Wall Financial began

malls with room for development,

expected shortly.

selling strata industrial in East Vancouver

particularly in Coquitlam and Burnaby near

In all, institutional owners will have cashed

last fall, it achieved per square foot values

transit stations. In Vancouver, the eastward

out more than $3 billion in Metro

of $450 to $700. Wall believes investors

shift along Robson Street of the downtown

!
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core's traditional high street shopping

80% from 100% for strata corporation

unit, compared to the selling price of an

district will continue in 2017.

members to vote to dissolve their entity

individual condo.

Nearby Alberni Street continued to host

and sell their buildings

There are also stratas that aren’t in high-

downtown's expanding array of luxury

Many strata corporations across Metro

value locations or underdeveloped, but

retailers with rental rates challenging the

Vancouver are investigating selling their

they are facing devastating repair bills.

top rates typically achieved on Robson

complexes to developers, according to top

Strata owners in older buildings are also

Street, which now has the second-most

multi-family real estate specialists. There

facing a softening condominium market in

expensive lease rates in Canada.

are at least two-dozen at some stage of

Metro Vancouver, with monthly MLS down

Office buildings

the process.

25% from the heady days of last summer

This year will not see the record-setting

One of these is the 37-unit Colonnade

when Bill 40 was introduced. The option to

sales and price action that characterized

complex at the corner of Robson and

band together and sell to a developer can

Metro Vancouver in 2016. Sales volume is

Nicola streets, which is being marketed by

a tempting option compared to listing an

expected to moderate substantially,

Cushman & Wakefield. Another is the

old condo into a competitive market.

primarily due to a lack of supply and

three Anchor Point Buildings, a 38-year-old

premium price expectations. With no

complex clustered on Burrard Street,

How to do it

further significant office sales anticipated,

Drake Street and Hornby Streets in

So far, the Bill 40 process is complex but is

dollar volume is forecasted to drop

downtown Vancouver. The Anchor complex

expected to get easier as more projects go

significantly in 2017. Leasing activity

has a total of 477 strata units.

through the process.

remained brisk in the downtown core in

Lance Coulson of CBRE Commercial,

Strata owners should first hold a meeting

2016 as vacancy tightened, but weakness

who closed on B.C. largest apartment

of all owners, together with a lawyer and

in suburban submarkets will remain a

building portfolio sale in 2015 – a 19-

the Condominium Home Owners

concern in 2017. Downtown lease rates

building sale to Canadian Apartment

Association of BC, which is conducting

held steady in 2016 and are expected to

Properties REIT for $170 million – said he

such meetings for free. The meeting

remain so in 2017. Suburban office lease

is working with eight separate strata

should also include an independent

rates fell in 2016 but will likely stabilize in

groups planning on selling their buildings.

appraiser.

2017.

“I am getting two or three calls a day,”

Even if a vote is successful, the process

Bottom line: Investment deal and dollar

Coulson said.

will take at least 18 months to completion,

volume in 2017 will not match 2016 due to

In many cases the strata buildings are 30

if there is no opposition.

an absence of trophy assets for sale, with

to 40 years old and owners are looking at

Make sure you get proper legal advice and

the ongoing lack of supply underscored by

depreciation reports detailing expensive

accurate assessments because any

heightened global uncertainty, according to

and extensive repairs and maintenance.

mistakes will delay the process even more.

Avison Young’s Vancouver outlook for

“This is something that is really building

Issues that strata corporations should

2017.

momentum,” said Coulson, who was on a

consider when assessing a property’s

recent Real Estate Institute panel that

value include whether the host municipality

looked at the process.

will require a percentage of any newly-built

Coulson said the first strata group to carry

units to be social housing and whether

through the process with CBRE concerns

view corridors, parking, setbacks or other

VANCOUVER:
DEVELOPING OLD
STRATA BUILDINGS

a 45-year old, 114-unit building on Mt.

city stipulations will limit a site’s future

Forecast: There will be big increase in

Seymour Parkway in North Vancouver that

density.

B.C. strata owners voting to disband and

closes January 17. The voting owners had

Needing to rezone the site to unlock extra

sell the entire building for development

to go to Court to get the process approved.

density is also something that can reduce

The first in what will become a major trend

But not all the deals can pencil out for the

a property’s value.

this year was seen in Vancouver late in

owners.

Another thing to clarify early in the process

2016 when more than 20 owners in a

It really comes down to potential land lift.

is how proceeds will be divided and this

strata condominium complex voted to

A well-situated building with a large land

can be complicated. All B.C. condominium

disband the strata and sell the entire

base in an area of high developer demand

buildings built between August 1974 and

building for development.

can see a 60% to 70% lift in value, per

July 2000 have a schedule of “interest

Bill 40, enacted under the BC Strata Act in

upon destruction” in their strata plans. That

July 2016, lowers the required threshold to
!
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schedule sets out the relative value of

“significant unfairness” on even one or

each strata unit based on a developer’s

more of the owners.

estimate of that unit’s value back when the

To ensure that there is a degree of fairness

building was built. This can be difficult to

to everyone, contracts may contain a term

assess to current market values.

that allows all owners to live rent-free in

Also, be advised that court approval of a

the building for a year after the sale closes

vote to dissolve a strata corporation is not

or something similar. This, along with a

a rubber stamp. Courts may reject a vote

share of profits, should help get all owners

to wind up a strata corporation if it inflicts a

onboard. ◊

NOTES

!
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For the US: Good for Real Estate

USA

• Cutting taxes and running up huge
deficits will mean more jobs and higher

OUTLOOK AND RECOMMENDATIONS
We do not wish to repeat ourselves (too often) but, we at JREI predicted
that the US would return and that the low prices in the US were at a
bottom – almost too early – in 2010 and by 2012 urged you to invest
there.

inflation (which will show in hard assets
– Real Estate first). People will have
more spending money.
• Investing heavily in infrastructure
means thousands of new jobs throughout
the US. It also means concrete, housing,
commodities companies will benefit.

We were involved in a good number of

OK, the main question is – will the strength

deals ourselves, either as General

in the real estate market continue? In the

Partners, Joint Venturers or as short sale

end, you can make a lousy deal

buyers. We did it because we believed

buying a Canadian property too. You have

that the then argument that the US debt

to buy the environment, the job, the

is like Greece’s was downright silly.

vacancy rates and the general future of an

• Real estate assets along the Keystone
pipeline construction

Greece has no income, the US had a

area.

• US dollar will rise.

SURVIVE we said … and it has! After all, it

“The great enemy of the truth is very often

• For pot … may nationalize use. Old
warehouses … study Denver. (Ask for

isn’t the amount you owe, it is your ability

not the lie, deliberate, contrived and

to pay that matters. Foreign investors,

dishonest, but the myth, persistent,

governments, corporations and funds alike

persuasive and unrealistic.” — John F.

• He likes coal. Will benefit coal producing
towns.

are lending the US treasury 10-year

Kennedy

• Benefit commodities and commodity

• Investment in the military … benefits all
real estate in the towns where the
factories are located.

$14.2 trillion economy and it would

report.)

producing areas.

money in the 1.7% range. JREI: Now
THEY have faith that they get their money

continuing as the locomotive for the world

investments also – we said. While

more than all the rest of the world together.

the private economy has been moving

not necessarily from higher input cost of

devaluations do not work – research it on

contractions in both US and Canada.

lumber, cement, and worker wages.

your password protected website.) Also, its

(Cycles!)

President Trump will likely try to move

consumer confidence is on the rise while

Well, you know the story, not only were

this issue – though jurisdictional issues of

the rest of the world is in total collapse as

we and our investors proven right, we

federal versus local will be contested.

a comparison

received an enormous bonus in most of

• Community colleges are likely to get

But, before we can discuss US Real

our own dealings. We were very

more help. Trump promises to create

Estate, the US dollar and the future we

positive, but we did not expect the US

workers with trade skills such as welders,

must discuss what impact President

dollar bonus. The biggest question we get

plumbers, bricklayers, electricians, etc.

Trump will have on the US economy,

weekly is about – the value of the

Some of these graduates will go into

employment, taxes and inflation – if any.

Canadian dollar versus the greenback. We

building homes and commercial real

We already discussed the election, our

at JREI do not

estate development. Buy around

view on the outcome and what impact his

profess to know which way it will end up.

colleges.

election may have on Canadian real estate

(read up on our outlook for the Canadian

(under the ‘TRUMP EFFECT’).

dollar.) Our expert crystal ball gazers are

For the US: Bad for Real Estate

Here are our thoughts on what impact

also of two minds (good read though). You

• Possible default on debt (he mentioned

president Trump’s policies may have on

must make the actual call yourself.

37!

due to all the extra cost of regulation and

(JREI has argued for years that

improving trends, as we have in past

!

construction, Homebuilders say that is

Export growth despite the higher dollar.

steadily toward some remarkable

!

• There could be less regulatory landuse and zoning burden for home

since 1999, 360,000 new jobs created –

government debt, deficit and dysfunction,

!

LLPs.

in 2016. Still the best employment picture

everyone has been preoccupied with

!
!

• He does not like the IRS! Read the JREI
outline on the coming CRA treatment of

Here again, the US proved that it was

back. We should have faith in our US

it, but doing it would be highly doubtful).

the US real Estate Market:
!
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• His protectionism may invite retaliation
from other countries.

FOREIGNERS AND THE US

• Extra spending will raise rates faster
than now expected. (We still think the 3

A Strong Market but Not Without

investment opportunities; it ranked third

Concerns

in terms of countries offering the best

interest rises in 2017 that were foretold

According to AFIRE, by wide margins,

capital appreciation. In terms of

by Yellen will happen.) Bond yield will

the US continues to rank as the country

providing an opportunity for capital

head to 3% (don’t go into long bonds).

offering the most stable and secure

appreciation, Australia joined the ranks

opportunities for real estate investment

in fifth place. China, Mexico, Brazil,

and the country providing the best

India and Chile were again named as

opportunity for capital appreciation.

investors’ top five emerging markets,

Foreign Investors cited the country’s

although their order shifted from last

sustainable economic growth, strong

year.

• Green energy producing towns and
areas will get hurt by his anti-climate
change stance.
• Trump’s promise to deport 11 million
illegal workers — could have a
dangerous impact on America’s currently

rule of law, transparency, and relative

tight labour market. More importantly, it

overall security for investments. More

Survey Snapshot – US - Top Five US

will empty a lot of “C’ class buildings. Sell

than 50% of survey respondents said

Cities

your C buildings now. When Arizona

Brexit would have a positive effect on

1. New York (#1 last year)

deported Mexicans in 2011 … whole

the US real estate market.

2. Los Angeles (#2 last year)

apartment buildings emptied.

US Investment Market Broadens as

3. Boston (#5 tied with Seattle last

industrial property edged out multifamily

year)

Opinions abound as to what he may do, or

to take first place among property types;

what the rest of the world will do.

hotels remain the least favored property

4. Seattle (#5 tied with Boston last

Personally, I cringe at some of the things

type. While “core” properties

he says, but I believe his being

predominate as an investment strategy,

unpredictable is a great thing in a leader.

more than half of survey respondents

Ranking of US Property Types

The leaders of the world have formed this

report plans to increase both value-

1. Industrial (#1 tied with multifamily

‘old boys club’ where everyone is to act in

added and opportunistic allocations in

a certain way. Not knowing exactly what

the coming year. Similarly, several new

the leader of the largest economy will or

cities, including Nashville, Portland,

will not do, will benefit the US.

Charlotte, San Antonio, Madison, and

3. Office (#4 last year)

Real Estate values have surged throughout

Pittsburgh, representing smaller urban

4. Retail (#3 last year)

the US in 2017. The big surge in the

markets with strong job growth and

5. Hotel (#5 last year)

Northeast and a smaller gain in the South

young, affluent populations, were cited

has pushed existing-home sales up in

as having investment potential.

Survey Snapshot – Global

November for the fourth consecutive

Global Highlights - For the second

Top Five Global Cities

month, according to the National

year in a row, Berlin ranked among the

1. New York (#1 last year)

Association of Realtors (NAR).

top five global cities, moving to second

2. Berlin (#4 last year)

Total existing-home sales at a seasonally

from fourth place last year. Germany

3. London (#2 last year)

adjusted annual rate of 5.61 million in

retained its second-place ranking in

4. Los Angeles (#3 last year)

November from a downwardly revised 5.57

terms of providing stable and secure

5. San Francisco (#5 last year) ◊

year)
5. San Francisco (#3 last year)

last year)
2. Multifamily (#1 tied with industrial
last year)

million in October. November's sales
pace is now the highest since February

buyers to close on a home before

The median existing-home price for all

2007 (5.79 million) and is 15.4 percent

mortgage rates rose from their historically

housing types in November was $234,900,

higher than a year ago ($4.86 million).

low level have combined to drive sales

up 6.8 percent from November 2015

Lawrence Yun, NAR chief economist, says

higher in recent months," he said.

($220,000). November's price increase

it's been an outstanding three-month

"Furthermore, it's no coincidence that

marks the 57th consecutive month of

stretch for the housing market: "The

home shoppers in the Northeast — where

year-over-year gains.

healthiest job market since the Great

price growth has been tame all year —

Total housing inventory 4 at the end of

Recession and the anticipation of some

had the most success last month."

November dropped 8.0 percent to 1.85

!
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million existing homes available for sale,
and is now 9.3 percent lower than a year
ago (2.04 million) and has fallen year-overyear for 18 straight months.
"Existing housing supply at the beginning
of the year was inadequate and is now
even worse heading into 2017," added
Yun. "Rental units are also seeing this
shortage. As a result, both home prices
and rents continue to far outstrip incomes
in much of the country."

• The median price in the Northeast was
$263,000, which is 3.3 percent above

According to Freddie Mac, a 30-year,
conventional, fixed-rate mortgage leaped

Seattle: We picked Seattle for the last 2
years in our top five. This is the first time as

November 2015.

to 3.77 percent in November from 3.47

No.1 Reasons abound: Higher defense
spending under a Trump administration

percent in October (highest rate since

• In the Midwest, existing-home sales are
still 18.8 percent above a year ago.

January at 3.87 percent).

• The median price in the Midwest was

Seattle economy into overdrive into 2017,

could help to boost an already stellar

Inventory data from Realtor.com® reveals

$180,300, up 6.5 percent from a year

and make the city as the No. 1 housing

that the metropolitan statistical areas

ago.

market in America. Lougheed Martin and

where listings stayed on the market the

• Existing-home sales in the South in

Boeing Corp. and Microsoft anchor the

shortest amount of time in November

November are now 11.6 percent above

Seattle employers. As 2016 ended,

were

November 2015.

housing sales in King County were up 29%

• Billings, Mont., 23 days;

• The median price in the South was

from a year earlier and the average home

• San Jose-Sunnyvale-Santa Clara, Calif.,
41 days;

$206,900, up 9.2 percent from a year

price, at US$550,00, was 10% higher.

ago.

Homes priced at more than $1 million now

• San Francisco-Oakland-Hayward, Calif.,
42 days;

• Existing-home sales in the West are 19
percent higher than a year ago.

make up a record 12% of all sales. Seattle

• Nashville-Davidson-MurfreesboroFranklin, Tenn., 45 days; and

• The median price in the West was
$345,400, up 8.5 percent from November

particularly from China. “This is Vancouver

• Provo-Orem, Utah, at 46 days.

is also attracting more foreign buyers,
2.0” said Dean Jones, CEO of Realogics

2015.

Sotheby’s International Realty, which

All-cash sales were 21 percent of

specializes in high-end homes. Jones said

transactions in November, down from 27

JREI ‘S – TOP U.S. CITIES TO BUY IN

half of the expensive homes it sells in

percent a year ago. Distressed sales,

2017

Seattle are to Chinese buyers compared to

foreclosures and short sales were down

Forecast: Seattle leads the list but watch

30% before Vancouver brought in a 15%

from nine percent a year ago. Four percent

for Tucson to surge for a share of the

foreign-buyer tax this summer. Meanwhile,

of November sales were foreclosures and

Arizona market in 2017 and for “weird”

Seattle’s condominium construction is on a

two percent were short sales.

Portland to surprise. The election of

record pace with 10,000 units underway.

Foreclosures sold for an average

Donald Trump as U.S. president has done

There is already talk of a Seattle bubble,

discount of 17 percent below market

more than help drive the U.S. stock market

but Washington’s biggest city will surprise

value in November (18 percent in

to remarkable highs: we believe it will also

on the upside during 2017.

October), while short sales were

help position some of these five U.S cities

discounted 16 percent (unchanged from

as the top housing markets for 2017.

Phoenix: Unless President Trump

October).

proceeds with election promises to build a

Regional Breakdown
• Northeast November existing-home
sales are now 15.7 percent above a year
ago.

!
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Top 5 picks:

wall along the Mexico/US border and

• Seattle
• Phoenix

deport millions of illegal workers, the

• Portland

Phoenix. The Arizona city was named the

• Tucson
• Las Vegas

No.1 housing market for 2017 by

!

election will barely be noticed in booming

realtor.com, which is forecasting a 5.9%
!
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surge in average house prices and a 7.2%
jump in sales. We enlisted the help of
Janet Lepage who is a serious Vancouver
investor in this fine city. Says Janet: “I have
been investing in Phoenix real estate since
2008 and my company, Western Wealth
Capital, is now the third largest multifamily
owner in Metro Phoenix with over 4,000
rental units owned. In 2016 alone my
company Western Wealth Capital acquired
$180 million in Phoenix multifamily
properties. We acquire under-managed,
under-valued B & C class multifamily
properties and add value to quickly
increase income and property value over

The city has everything that economists

large population in-flows from other states.

and above natural appreciation. We are

suggest lead to a high quality of life:

With some of the lowest vacancy rates in

acquiring at land value – you can’t rebuild

coastlines, mountains, mild winters and

the country and stringent constraints that

these properties this price!”

summers, restaurants, cultural institutions

restrict sprawl and limit development,

Janet makes these further points: “Phoenix

and clean air. Young people have bought

Metro Portland should continue to be a

is the capital, and largest city, of the state

in, big time, and it looks like Portland will

winning investment for years to come.

of Arizona and the sixth most populous US

continue its surprisingly strong housing

His U.S. Northwest market predictions:

city. Metro Phoenix’s population base is

market into 2017. We enlisted the help of

growing by over 100,000 new residents

longtime Canadian Oregon investors Willie

• House prices up moderately
• Rents up slightly

annually. For every person who moves to

Fisher and Ender Ilkay, who are the

the US, three move into Phoenix and the

principals of Cedar Coast, which has been

majority are renters entering a housing

investing primarily in Oregon since 2011.

market where rental demand is shortly to

(Their current Metro Portland projects

Tucson: Tucson, Arizona, has roared back

outstrip supply.

under development will have over 1,100

from the 2008 recession and is expected to

Phoenix ranks #2 for projected nominal

houses and 900 rental apartments upon

see job growth over the next 10 years of

and percentage employment growth

full build-out.)

35.6%. In 2016, 6,400 jobs were created,

through 2019 due to the huge influx of

Willie Fisher: The U.S. Federal Housing

primarily in the professional sector and

businesses relocating from California

Authority (FHA) ranks the largest 100

government. Higher defense spending

thanks to the draw of low rates, favourable

metropolitan areas in the U.S. going back

under a Trump presidency should also be a

tax breaks, a huge local labour pool and

to 1991, and during that period, Metro

job generator since local military bases

some of the lowest labour costs in the

Portland has been third best performing

account for 2.2% of employment. A city of

Western United States.” Indeed! Well said,

market nationwide with 288%

just 526,000, Tucson is ranked as the 9th

Janet.

appreciation, behind only Denver and

best housing market for 2017 by

• Interest rates up slightly
• Cap rates flat

Austin. Portland was the second best

realtor.com, but we place in the top 5

Portland: Think of Gastown and Granville

performing metropolitan market

because it is drawing many Canadian

Island, squared, and you have Portland,

nationally last year with 13% price growth,

retirees seeking affordable homes. The

the left-leaning Oregon city that would

and we expect for it to continue to

average home price is US$271,000 and

likely have a stress attack if you linked it to

outperform in 2017. Despite this, Portland

November sales were up 39% from

President Trump. But Portland was the

remains the most affordable large metro

November 2015.

second most profitable U.S. city for real

area along the U.S. west coast, measured

estate investors in 2016, the average price

by both median house price and price to

Las Vegas: We have had Las Vegas as a

of a home jumped 15% to US$321,583.

income ratio. Oregon has strong job and

recommendation for six years. This year it

Portland is proudly weird: it is where young

population growth, and it enjoys (or

slipped to our no. five spot. Why, because

people go to retire. And for good reason:

endures, depending on your perspective),

it has come a very long way. Housing
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values across the U.S. are rising at the

review of U.S. markets. Also, great smart

provide the makings for incredible

fastest pace since the mid-80s boom and

phone app at realtor.com.

discoveries, teambuilding events, and

Las Vegas is a national leader. The median

more. The Phoenix-Mesa Gateway Airport

home price in Sin City, Nevada, in

5 BEST SUBURBS (FOR CASH FLOW)

is a commercial airport located in the

November was up 9.6% from a year

IN PHOENIX

southeastern area of the city of Mesa,

earlier, to US$213,700, while new home

While supply is very gradually rising

Arizona, and 20 miles (32 km) southeast of

prices jumped 14.5% to US$329,500. The

overall, the amount varies by city. Some

Phoenix; it serves as a focus city for

Las Vegas economy is growing steadily

cities, such as Scottsdale, have seasonal

Allegiant Air. Fly direct from Bellingham

and the city now has a NHL franchise,

fluctuations that others may not. That is

for $150. Mesa is enjoying a construction

which may lure even more Canadians

why today’s supply needs to be compared

boom that will help define how the city

looking for a vacation home. Yes, you can

to where it was one year ago, to match like

looks and functions for decades.

still buy Las Vegas condo apartments for

seasons. Phoenix supply, which is the most

Major Point: Our partnerships bought five

less than US$50,000. Gamblers can also

diverse of the cities, is down 9% compared

projects totaling over 308 units here in

find foreclosed homes in Las Vegas, which

to this time last year.

2012 - 2014. You can still buy rental

are becoming rare across the U.S. as the

apartment buildings (2 bedroom, 2 baths,

American economy catches fire. One in

1. Janet Lepage’s top picks for areas to

FP, 800 square feet) for under $85,000 per

every 688 homes in the Las Vegas area

buy in 2017 are:

unit.

received a foreclosure-related filing in

Phoenix’s Southwest Valley: Hosts the

November 2016, up 4% from November

burgeoning industrial fulfillment sector

3. SURPRISE

2015. In all, 611 Las Vegas homes were

thanks to its proximity to the I-10 corridor

Again: It is the second fastest-growing

foreclosed on in November and another

putting it within overnight driving distance

municipality in the greater Phoenix

350 homeowners were handed default

of 65 million consumers.

metropolitan area (after Gilbert.) From

notices. Sharks, place your bets.

Tempe: Home to Arizona State University

1990 to 2000, it was the sixth fastest

(over 80,000 students), Tempe has over

growing place among all cities and towns

We urge you to stick to our recommended

300,000 local jobs. Tempe is an emerging

in Arizona. Tens of thousands of retirees

suburbs. We do keep hearing horror stories

as a powerhouse for the tech industry with

moved to the city in the 1990s and early

of people being rooked (in the wrong

businesses keen to take advantage of the

2000s to live in Sun City Grand, an age

areas).

educated workforce and low expenses

restricted resort-like community, with

Again, we still like SAN DIEGO. Like in

compared to California.

homes built by the property development

previous years … I confess, I love this city

Fiesta District Mesa: This area is

firm Del Webb. It also has the largest

… I call it Mexico without it being Mexico. It

benefitting from almost $500 million in

regional mall in Arizona, Prasada.

has all the charm and none of the

recent and on-going redevelopment. There

Major Point: We like the new areas (8-10

downside of Mexico. The city is located on

are 7,000 jobs within this 1.3 square mile

years old) of Surprise. Wide boulevards

the coast of the Pacific Ocean in Southern

area, particularly within the advanced

with lots of park. Prices are now higher, in

California, immediately adjacent to the

financial services and healthcare

the $220,000 to $280,000 range.

Mexican border.

industries.

Top Phoenix realtor Todd Smith, with AZ

We still like SAN FRANCISCO. We

Performance Team of Keller Williams,

recommended San Francisco in 2014 and

2. MESA

has an office in this area. His pick?

2015 and prices have risen 25% since. But

Essentially, we repeat what we said for the

Detached houses for under US$200,000

SF is expensive and primarily a flipper’s

last 4 years. Mesa is the third largest city in

that are in high demand as rentals (not just

play. Not much cash flow here. Other US

the state of Arizona (boasting a population

in Surprise). Phoenix could see the biggest

markets to watch:

greater than Atlanta, Minneapolis, St.

housing shortage in its history in 2017,

As we recommended for the last 4 years:

Louis, Pittsburgh, and Miami). Surrounded

Smith said, because new construction

Miami is continuing its full recovery and

by the Sonoran Desert – a playground for

came to a halt seven years ago and never

remains a favorite place for European and

incredible outdoor recreation and one-of-a-

recovered, but housing sales have soared

South American investors.

kind attractions: Mesa’s fabulous weather,

in recent years. Distressed sales that

Research: Research realtor.org and

exquisite dining, award-winning golf

accounted for 90% of the market five years

realtor.com for detail suburb-by- suburb

courses, and ample shopping opportunities

ago, now only make up 4% of sales.
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4. GLENDALE

Major Point: The market is moving fast but

advisory firms. The community also

Again: The super bowl was played here

you can still buy a fine property in the low

features hundreds of acres of land devoted

last year. The NHL's Arizona Coyotes and

$300,000 plus range.

to open spaces, parks and trail systems.

NLL's Arizona Sting began playing in

We still like LAVEEN and GOODYEAR

From its inception, Mountain’s Edge was

Glendale when Jobing.com Arena (formerly

from last year. We also like downtown

developed as the region’s first drought

the Glendale Arena) opened in December

Phoenix as well as PEORIA for

tolerant community. Mountain’s Edge

2003 in Westgate City Center. We have

opportunities.

saves over 200 million gallons of water

watched the Canucks play there. Also in

Major Point: Price and livability. Good

annually versus traditional grass sod

Glendale is the new University of Phoenix

rental markets.

landscaping.

Stadium, home of the NFL's Arizona

Major Point: Good value, good rental

Cardinals and the Tostitos Fiesta Bowl,

5 BEST SUBURBS (FOR CASH FLOW)

which opened in August 2006 in

IN LAS VEGAS

potential.

Sportsman’s Park. Last year the Super

AGAIN AS LAST YEAR! Essentially no

4. SUMMERLIN

Bowl was held here. Glendale bills itself

change for our recommendations of

Step outside and find nearby access to

as "Arizona's Antique Capital", with support

suburbs in Las Vegas. Prices below –

more than 150-miles of meandering trails.

for its claim from both Sunset magazine

surprisingly are still achievable.

Whichever trail you choose, you're sure to

(2004) and a 1998 article in USA Today.

end up in one of the more than 150

Glendale is home to the popular

1. SILVERADO RANCH

neighborhood parks. Along the way are

Arrowhead Towne Center mall in the

Again: Good location. The neighborhood is

picturesque streetscapes and a wide

northwest part of the city. Glendale is also

ideally located with all everyday

variety of schools, shopping,

home to Midwestern University. Major

conveniences at your fingertips. State-of

entertainment, dining options and more.

Point: An excellent selection of late model

the-art schools are just a short bike's ride

Major Point: You can find older homes

homes (2006-2008 built) of 2000-2,500

away. A neighborhood park is right around

here at the low-end of the price range of

square-foot houses, good areas, double

the corner. Everything you could want or

$200,000 - $320,000.

garages for $220,000 to $290,000. (Yes, a

need in regards to shopping and dining are

lot higher than last year.)

minutes away. The south location offers

5. ALIANTE

scenic views of the Strip, while Interstate

A master planned community in North Las

5. ARCADIA AND ‘LITTLE’ ARCADIA

15 and the 215 Beltway provide easy

Vegas, located at Aliante Parkway and the

Arcadia is highly respected as a high-end

access to locations throughout the Las

northern 215 Beltway, the 1,905-acre

area. Located within a five 5-minute drive

Vegas valley.

community includes a mix of approximately

of Downtown Scottsdale, and a 10-15

Major Point: Busy section of town. Older

6,500 homes, commercial centers,

minute drive to Downtown Phoenix and

homes, but good quality, priced from

shopping, dining, and the Aliante Station

Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport. The area is

$180,000 - $290,000. Good newer homes

Casino. 428 acres of the community are

not new, it has character and charm with a

available for $190,000 - $500,000.

dedicated to recreational and public use,

small-town feel. In 2011 it was voted one of

Investment condos are priced 80,000 -

including Aliante Golf Club, three city parks

the “Best Places to Live” by Money

$100,000.

– including the 20-acre Nature Discovery

Magazine. There are still some possibilities

Park with a scenic lake – a natural arroyo

of buying fine infill lots or updating/

2. GREEN VALLEY RANCH

and a 24-mile interconnecting trail system.

renovating of ‘character’ homes. We said

Green Valley, Seven Hills. Pricey. These

Major Point: Generally cheaper, large

last year: Great upside. Yes, there was and

areas keep great value. Huge areas. Well-

area, abundant homes but further away

there still is!

priced older homes.

from the city. Homes are priced from
$180,000 to $280,000.

CHANDLER

3. MOUNTAINS EDGE

We recommended Chandler and Gilbert

Again: Mountain’s Edge has consistently

We also like:

last year. Now Apple moved into the area

ranked as one of the best-selling master

SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS, which offers an

and … more to follow. Prices rose from

planned community in Nevada – and is

ideal setting for families of all ages, with

$250,000 to $330,000 or by 205%.

also named among the country’s top

acres of parks, open spaces and

master plans by national real estate

recreational facilities, including ball fields
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and tennis courts – providing numerous

The CIBC says medical marijuana is

MARIJUANA AND REAL
ESTATE

options for active lifestyles. For those who

ramping into a $1.3 billion industry and that

want to walk, hike or bike within the

a recreational market would be worth at

beautiful natural surroundings, a trail

LEGALIZING POT WILL AFFECT

least $12 billion annually. In Colorado,

system intertwines throughout the

INDUSTRIAL, RETAIL AND HOUSING

where pot was legalized two years ago,

community.

MARKETS

sales were more than US$1 billion in 2016,

Major Point: Good homes, good area –

Comment: The Canadian Medical

generating US$135 million in tax revenues.

$250,000 to $280,000.

Association says there is little evidence

So how will a full-on marijuana business

CENTENNIAL HILLS A 10-minute drive

that medical marijuana is helpful and much

affect real estate in B.C.?

north of Summerlin on the 215 Beltway,

more evidence that it is harmful, especially

Residential: Legalized pot would not have

Centennial Hills is one of the fastest

to young people. We agree. The medical

the positive buzz on the housing market as

growing areas in the Las Vegas valley. It is

angle is just a cover to sell recreational

in commercial real estate. Under federal

drugs and weak Canadian governments

only 20 minutes to the North end of the

laws in Canada, medical marijuana users

Strip, another 5-10 minutes to

are going along with the myth because it is

are allowed to grow six plants in their own

McCarran Airport. In addition to the

cheaper and easier to tax it than trying to

homes, but as demand ramps up expect

conveniences of the Strip, residents enjoy

fight it. It appears that pot will become legal

the number of illegal grow-ops to flourish.

Centennial Hills because of the proximity to

in Canada, perhaps this year, and we

Growing pot is bad for a house: it creates

the outdoor lifestyle in the summer. In the

should know how this multi-billion dollar

mould damage and there are often

winter, this area is only half-an-hour

industry will impact the real estate market.

electrical and plumbing changes needed.

from the ski slopes at Mt. Charleston. Golf

Also, the smell of pot production can be

courses in the area include Painted Desert,

Legalizing marijuana in Canada will have a

detrimental to neighbouring property

Durango Hills and Silverstone Ranch.

huge effect on industrial and retail real

values. The government says it will police

estate markets and could make home

Major Point: Generally cheaper, large

private grow-ops but it has been

area, abundant homes, but further away

buying a challenge due to a proliferation of

unsuccessful in controlling production for

from the city.

private grow-ups.

decades and police will have little incentive

SOUTH - Green Valley Ranch, Green

The Canadian government has said it will

to crack down on growing when it becomes

Valley, Seven Hills. Pricy. These areas

introduce legislation this spring towards

legal. Also, the need to meet high

keep great value. Huge areas. Well priced

legalization of recreational marijuana and it

mortgages in B.C may convince more

older homes. Also, might look at Fort

has appointed a nine-member advisory

homeowners to grow pot. Home buyers

Apache (between Cheyenne and

panel to come up with a regulatory

beware.

Centennial).

framework.

Major Point forecast: Residential grow-

Generally, stay away from EAST and

But, for all extent and purposes, the

ops will accelerate when pot is legalized

production, distribution and sale of pot is

some DOWNTOWN areas (Chesterton/

and homebuyers and real estate agents

so prevalent, especially in B.C., that

will have to be certain that a growop is

legalization is already a mute point. There

identified in property disclosure

Major, Major Point: We have never

are scores of storefronts selling marijuana

statements, which is already required in

wavered in our like for US real estate. Not

in Metro Vancouver and hundreds more

B.C. Landlords will have to screen tenants

for one minute. But like all investments you

across the province. One Vancouver-based

more closely, especially in house rentals. In

must do your own due diligence, you must

retailer, Canna Clinics, has 11 B.C.

Colarado, some houses with basements

go see it and if you are in a joint venture or

outlets, including seven in Vancouver, and

are being subtly advertised as being ideal

limited partnership you must check out the

eight more in Toronto – and it is not the

for growing plants and, agents say, can sell

people who run them. You cannot abdicate

largest dealer. There are also 35 licensed

at a premium.

Melon Park, Nellis).

medical marijuana growers in Canada,

your responsibility. You MUST protect
yourself and your investment.

Industrial: In Colorado, marijuana growing

including eight in B.C. and 20 in Ontario.

and distribution now accounts for one-third

Demand is so high, however, that many

of industrial leasing in Denver and is

retail outlets are buying their product from

credited with driving industrial real estate

well-established black market growers.

prices sky high in that city and
neighbouring communities. Companies,
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such as Denver-based Commercial

(one is being built in Powell River) where

shown that the average sales-per-

Marijuana Realty, have been set up just to

there is glut of older, cheap industrial

square foot of a marijuana retail outlet

sell and lease industrial space to the pot

buildings that provide the security and

is US$974, ranking it fourth overall, just

industry. The effect on Metro Vancouver

highway access producers need.

behind Costco ($1,082 psf) but well ahead

would be dramatic because the region

Retail: Expect a proliferation of retail

of pharmacies and department stores.

already has a shortage of industrial space

outlets if recreational use is legalized, (but

Forecast: Legalized recreational marijuana

– the 2.5% vacancy rate is Canada’s

there will likely be restrictions and outright

would be a boon to those leasing retail

lowest – and, unlike Denver, there is lack

bans in some municipalities). In

space, particularly in high-traffic urban

of older, vacant industrial sites

Washington State, which legalize pot in

locations. This has the potential of a $1

Forecast: B.C. commercial marijuana

2014, about 30 outlets have been

billion-per-month consumer sector. ◊

growing would move to outlying areas such

approved but the State expects 334 to

as Mission, Merritt and Williams Lake

eventually open. U.S. studies have

NOTES
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REAL ESTATE EXPERTS DO SOME 2017 CRYSTAL BALL GAZING
FRANK O’BRIEN

the stage is set for the next round of hurry-

Will the commercial real estate market

Editor of Western Investor

up construction.

thrive in 2017? A lot depends on the

(www.westerninvestor.com)

Office demand across the Metro region

recovery in the current wobbly sales of

Healthy commercial market needs a

should increase in 2017 following recent

multi-family residential.

healthy housing market. It is impossible to

federal approval of new liquefied natural

separate residential investors from the

gas and oil pipelines, an expanding tech

CHARAN SETHI

future of the commercial real estate sector

and film industry and a strengthening of the

President, Tien Sher Group

in most of B.C. because it is the lowly

mining and engineering sectors. In all, four

Transit Oriented Developments (TODs)

condo buyer, foreign and domestic, who

new towers are planned with a total of

We believe the future of prime real estate

has been driving commercial land and

600,000 square feet of Class A space.

opportunities will be focused on transit-

property deals to new levels.

Needless to say, many of Vancouver’s new

oriented developments (TODs) and

For evidence one need only look at Metro

office projects, such as the 235,000-square

retirees. Urban residents are increasingly

commercial real estate transactions during

foot Burrard Gateway by Jim Pattison

choosing pedestrian-friendly

2016: sales of land for high-density

Developments/Reliance Properties, and

communities. Foregoing car ownership

residential development accounted for 53%

the Cardero complex by Bosa Properties/

and seeking the convenience of amenities,

of total volumes and dwarfed every other

Arpeg Holdings include a residential

shopping at their doorstep a cultural shift is

type of commercial real estate.

component.

happening before our eyes in Metro

Add in sales of multi-family rental

The relatively low vacancy rate, high

Vancouver. Transit oriented developments

buildings and residential plays made up

demand and rising total lease rates – an

are gaining popularity.

$5.8 billion of the total $9.5 billion in

average of $47.28 per square foot

Eliminating car ownership homebuyers

commercial transactions to the end of

downtown – also point to office

are decreasing their costs and applying

September 2016, a dominance that has

investments breaking to the upside

these savings to better homes. Car-share

characterized the Metro market for two

early in 2017.

services, public transportation, bicycling

years.

Demand for retail properties in Metro

and walking are becoming more popular as

Yet, the muscle of the home buyer goes

Vancouver hit a near record of $2 billion in

the car-culture of yesterday fades away.

beyond these numbers. Today, many

2016. The demand is fueled by B.C.’s

Not only are homebuyers finding increased

commercial developments rely on a

stupendous retail sales. In 2016, consumer

purchasing power for their own home while

healthy mix of condominiums to make the

sales volumes in B.C. hit $74.9 billion, up

Investors are achieving higher rental return

numbers work, whether in office and retail

6.6% from a year earlier for the highest

with near zero vacancy. The latest

projects and even, lately, in industrial

growth rate in the country.

research indicates many Vancouver city

developments.

The biggest retail developments,

residents are choosing not to buy their own

The downturn in the residential market,

including the expansion of Oakridge

vehicle.

largely due to government interference, will

shopping centre, the Brentwood mall

TODs are mixed use communities marrying

present challenges for the commercial

redevelopment and the Lougheed Mall

residential, industrial, manufacturing, urban

sector in 2017. But the residential

expansion, are tied to high-rise residential

agriculture, retail and office space into

momentum, so far, should carry the office,

towers.

walkable, “live & work” districts.

retail and industrial markets to new highs in

Even industrial projects are now aiming for

Vancouver’s Strathcona Village in East

the first half of 2017.

a housing component, seen with the

Hastings is a prime example of a mixed-

Despite a rush of new office developments

Strathcona Village in East Vancouver by

use development making it the first of its

that have added about two million square

Wall Financial, where more than 200

kind industrial, retail, office and residential

feet of prime space in the past 18 months,

condominium apartments were sold out

mixed-use development in North America.

Vancouver’s downtown office vacancy

before 54,000-square-feet of new industrial

The development industry is eagerly

rate has fallen to 6.9%, second lowest in

strata was started. A similar mixed-use

awaiting the success or failure of the

Canada, with nearly 340,000 square feet

industrial project is now being planned on

project. Those waiting to see the results

taken up in the third quarter of 2016 alone,

the Coquitlam riverfront.

will later say “if only I had known”.
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Metrotown, Yaletown, Olympic Village,

destinations offering the best lifestyle,

Canada approximately 26 miles from Fort

Cambie Corridor and Richmond’s No. 3

climate, spectacular scenery, abundant

St. John. The drilling for this new oil will be

Road corridor are demonstrating the

recreational opportunities and affordable

another significant boost to the region.

increasing value of TODs. As prices in

housing. Average home prices still hover

Real estate investors remain fixated

those TODs rise the next chance to get in

under $500,000 – whereas Vancouver is

watching and waiting for the megaprojects

at the ground level is at Surrey City

well over $1,400,000. It’s an easy choice

to get announced while huge projects like

Centre. Current housing prices range from

for a retiree to sell their Metro Vancouver

the Altagas propane export facility ($500

$150,000 for studio apartments and up.

area home for those prices, buy their

million), the Encana natural gas

Affordable housing with Skytrain

retirement home in one of these

processing plant (one billion dollars) and

connectivity to Vancouver, Burnaby,

communities and still have money to invest

the crew energy drilling program ($200

Richmond, New Westminster and with

in their financial security.

million) proceed with little or no fanfare.

historically low interest rates making

Finally, people from all over the world are

2017 will be a very good year to be

Surrey City Centre the best place to invest

coming here to make British Columbia their

positioned in the real estate market in

in the Lower Mainland. It is also the home

home because it’s one of the best places

Northeast BC.

of Simon Fraser, Kwantlen Polytechnic

to live offering clean air, plenty of water,

University, Oxford Learning, Surrey

spectacular scenery, lifestyle and mild

RALPH CASE

Academy of Innovation Learning, MTI

weather conditions. We have limited land

President of the Real Estate Action

Community College as well as numerous

supply for development and it’s only going

Group

discipline driven colleges within walking

to get more expensive.

www.reag.ca

distance to most of the public amenities,

www.tiensher.com

I predicted 2016 would be a “year to buy”

Skytrain and announced 27 km of Light

and I’m happy with the way 2016 turned

Rail (LRT) network connecting City Centre

DAVE STEELE

out. The second half of the year took an

with Guildford & Newton. The addition of

CEO Western Canadian Properties

abrupt change of course in Vancouver so

LRT will provide better connection between

Group – the largest residential builder

for 2017 (as I did last year) I am advising

three of Surrey’s major town centres

in Northeast BC.

caution. Low interest rates are rising (but

while promoting more growth along the

Investors looking for positive cash flow will

they are still low!), new U.S. administration,

LRT pathway. Businesses are keen to tap

continue investing in Northeast BC as

continued doom and gloom in the

Surrey’s base of young workers – the

growth in the region re-energizes in 2017.

headlines (it sells newspapers). As

highest in Metro Vancouver – by moving

• 2016 saw the beginning of work on the

always, I am a firm believer in

within Surrey’s transportation hubs and

$8.8 billion site C dam with a big wave

fundamentals. To be a successful Real

public amenities. By reducing the cost of

of new jobs from the dam hitting the

Estate investor the fundamental principal is

living for their employees businesses like

market in 2017 & 2018.

to GET INTO ACTION! Whether it is

Coast Capital Saving Credit Union, now
located adjacent to King George Station,
are positioning themselves for future
growth.

• Drilling activity for natural gas will be
strong again in 2017.

preparation to do a deal or doing the deal

• Woodfibre LNG made their final
investment decision in 2016 on a $1.6

local area is good property management. I

itself. The secret to success outside your
had great success in Southern Ontario and

RETIREE HOUSING

billion facility in Squamish and all of the

Phoenix last year because my property

British Columbia is home to the fastest-

natural gas for this facility will come from

managers where top notch. Fort St. John

growing population of retirees in

Northeast BC.

had some struggles but 2017 promises

Canada. Our Westcoast lifestyle,

Many in the industry believe that we will

some spectacular announcements. We

temperate climate and cosmopolitan

see a final investment decision from

acquired an 83-acre subdivision on Bowen

demographics make B.C. the place to

Petronas on their $36 billion LNG project

Island which looks like it will be a

retire. Many retirees are seeking better

and Shell on their $40 billion LNG project.

smashing success.

opportunities outside Metro Vancouver by

Either one of these projects will send the

As I said last year, you must be prepared

moving further out into the Fraser Valley or

town of Fort St. John with a population of

when opportunities arise and you must

to Vancouver Island. Summerland, Comox,

21,000 people into absolute overdrive.

have a SYSTEM to find opportunities.

Sechelt, Qualicum Beach, Sidney and now

In May 2016, Crew Energy discovered

They both go hand in hand. Luck occurs

Parksville as B.C.’s top retirement

one of the largest oil finds in Western

when preparation meets opportunity. An

!
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abundance of one without the other is a

At the time of this writing, Jan 6, 2017, we

whopping 20%. Expect the annual

recipe for disappointment. So how do we

have had a carpet of ice and snow over our

decrease in common sense to carry on.

prepare? We learn to recognize a deal

city for a month, and are heading into

Expect increased regulation and increased

quickly and without doubt. It means

another ten days of subzero temperatures

rigidity in underwriting practices.

knowing the local market intimately and

and daily dustings of snow. Nothing cools

And once again the greatest threat to the

also knowing exactly what we want. Are

the Vancouver Real Estate market like ice

CDN real estate market is proving to be

you looking for cash flow, flip, or just a

and snow. No doubt the December sales

Government regulation. Clearly a far bigger

wonderful asset to own forever?

stats showed very low volume, few buyers

threat to market stability than any other

Understand that you will look at lots of

and few Realtors have snow boots, snow

economic or social influence. Once I again

duds before you find the gem. Success is a

shovels, or snow tires. Most are staying

I encourage you to beware of both 'fast-

numbers game. I strongly urge you to

home. Same story with many a seller

news' and fast-food. They both increase in

network with like-minded successful

cancelling open houses as they cannot get

blood pressure for no good reason. Instead

investors at least once a month to keep

out of their own driveways in many cases.

read books, the fine Jurock newsletters,

you on track and excited. If you are stuck

Once things thaw out, expect some catch-

and eat your vegetables.

or want to be inspired into action by

up to happen. At the moment the sound of

Continue to expand your own outlook,

watching great deals get struck all around

silence is the sound of a slingshot being

and be the calm (well informed) one in a

you … join us!! Above all TAKE ACTION!

pulled back just a bit further with each

world of short attention spans and

In 2017 I am still looking south of the

passing week. And when the sun comes

anecdotal soundbites. Dig for the entire

border and hope to find a deal in Seattle.

out and the snow all melts, the numbers

story.

The market is hot but the fundamentals

will spike upwards. Volume, and in some

www.dustanwoodhouse.ca

look good. I still like Southern Ontario and

areas prices as well.

Phoenix. I likely will be buying more in both

During 2017 variable rate mortgage

BRENT ROBERTS

markets (taking some profits too!). I also

holders will continue to rejoice as they

Realtor, Royal LePage Brent Roberts

like a little neighbourhood in Surrey

do year after year after year... The Bank of

Realty

(Historic Whalley) which we did well in last

Canada being, once again, slightly more

Brent@BrentRoberts.com

year. These four markets are my top picks

likely to decrease Prime by 0.25% as to

Surrey and the Fraser Valley are

for 2017.

increase it. Steady as she goes, as was

heading into a healthy 2017. After a crazy

2016, once again being the most likely

up and down real estate market in the

DUSTAN WOODHOUSE

outcome.

Fraser Valley in 2016; watching the prices

Mortgage Broker

Fixed interest rates, which track the

and assessments going up between 30 &

My predictions for 2017 and a gently

bond market, are a bit more of a

50% and being a huge Seller’s market, real

tempered version of those of 2016.

wildcard, although that said 'wild' is again

estate house prices have been settling and

Property Values; Detached home will, on

defined within the .50% - .75% bandwidth.

it has become more of a Buyer’s market in

average, remain stable in price year over

As with last year’s prediction I believe we

the past 6 months. This lends to a great

year. The latter half of 2016 saw notable

will end 2016 with fixed rates below 4%.

opportunity for Buyers and Investors in

decreases in sales volume, but lacked the

Recent increases in longer term fixed rates

2017.

market correcting (collapsing) – indicators

have not been reflective of increased

With the Government implementing the

of increased listings and decreased pricing.

strength in the bond market so much as

15% foreign buyer tax, sales activity

Instead we enter 2017 with consistently

they have been the result of significant

plummeted. This has made Sellers

strong values, steadily tightening listings

Federal Government tinkering (without

become more realistic with their pricing.

(less supply) and a continuation of the

industry consultation) triggering notable

These are the most opportune times to buy

theme in last years limited supply of new

increased costs of doing business for the

real estate, when it’s a balanced market.

product and steady demand.

Mortgage Finance Companies and banks

This is a great time to look for deals and

Multi-family unit values will hold steady

alike.

opportunities. Buy when others are not.

as well, rising gently the further west the

The lending landscape tightened

First-Time Home Buyers have a great

location. The greatest price strength will

massively. Buyers in the sub 1M$ markets

opportunity to buy with the new incentive

again be found in Townhouses, which are

(most of us) having our borrowing power

that has been introduced and this will be

in a way the ‘new detached home’.

reduced again in Oct 2016, this time by a

great for Surrey.

!
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As the condo market really had not seen a

commodities at competitive international

the end of a key cycle or cycles, which is

discernible increase for almost a decade,

prices. Variable rate discounts will slowly

believed to be the 50th year. It ironically

prices have been undervalued for years,

get better and Prime -.5% or even .6% will

had a special impact on the ownership and

and now this market is very hot entering

start to come back into play.

management of land in the Ancient World.

2017; it will be more active and we will

BC real estate will have lower sales by

According to ancient writings, promises

see price increases in this area. The

about 40% from last year, but prices will

and debts would be forgiven and the

detached market will be more stable in

flatten out and it will be a “normal” year.

mercies of God would be particularly

activity and pricing. I believe we will see

Low supply still is and will be a driver in

manifested in a “Jubilee” year. It seemed

stable pricing with some opportunity for

maintaining prices in Greater Vancouver,

an appropriate theme after all, because in

getting great value in 2017 in the detached

regardless of what the government has

2016 I turned 50.

home market. Government assessment

done to tinker with the demand side.

Now that I am starting a new cycle, I chose

will prove to be overvalued in many

AB will start to see small gains for the first

the word “One” for my 2017 theme. This

cases.

time in years as jobs stabilize and get

word means priority. I am curious to see

comfortable at $50 - $55 dollars per barrel

what I learn as I practice this theme

KYLE GREEN

oil.

throughout 2017. Perhaps you are

Mortgage Alliance Meridian Mortgage

Ontario will have a good year with

wondering what 2017 will bring for you, or

Services Inc.

manufacturing exports to the US continuing

what theme it may take on? Some would

Mortgage Broker

to improve. Toronto prices will outpace

refer to the past year as “Eventful”. I think

Fixed rates will rise slightly in the first

every other market and Toronto will

the word for 2017 may very well be

quarter of 2017 due to increased

consider a move similar to the Vancouver

“Healthy”.

government intervention introduced in Oct.

15% non-resident tax. In all of the other

Of course, this is the time of year I am

2016 and due to an upswing in bond yields

provinces, don’t expect major increases in

more frequently asked for market

because of the public perception that

prices or major decreases … steady as

predictions. So I thought I’d share my

Trump is the Messiah. However, by 2nd

she goes.

views once again.

quarter rates will fall back down, not quite

BOLD PREDICTION: Natural gas prices

Due in part to the B.C. Liberal

to 2016 levels (2.49% standard but as low

go up in 2017 which will result in one

Government’s recently announced first-

as 2.29% for select products) but

medium to large size LNG

time buyer down payment assistance

somewhere in between current and

announcement in NE BC or multiple

initiative, we expect a quick start to the

previous rates. This will be due to:

small-medium projects.

year for new multifamily sales. Of course,

• Realization that Trump is not the Messiah
and once economic data shows that

affordability challenges will continue to
W. SCOTT BROWN

drive many home shoppers to suburban

although signs of improvement are here,

President, Fifth Avenue Real Estate

markets including areas such as Surrey

we’re not back to 4% growth just yet.

For many, the arrival of each year new is

and Langley. In 2017 the market will see

met with a certain sense of hope. I

multifamily product become acceptable to

certainly feel that way.

a growing number of consumers. I

funding sources that pulled back when

Since I was about 18 years old, at the end

especially expect consumer demand for

the new rules hit, resulting in more

of each year I have taken time to reflect on

multifamily product priced under $750,000

available funding and slightly lower

the year that was and contemplate the year

to be strong through this quick start. This

spreads.

to come. I welcome the fresh start that

demand, combined with the ongoing

• Lower margins as banks typically go after
market share in the spring.

each year represents, and while I am not

challenge of limited supply, may result in

one to make resolutions, I do tend to

another season of price appreciation. This

Prime rate in Canada will not change

establish my direction or approach for the

could be expected in the First Quarter and

throughout 2017, even though the US will

coming year. I especially like to think about

Second Quarter of the coming year, but not

rise again before the end of the year. One

new habits I wish to see manifest. I also

likely at the same magnitude experienced

of the rare circumstances that the US and

focus on a theme throughout the year,

in the Second Quarter of 2016.

Canada will not rise/fall in tandem as low

allowing it shape how I grow, learn, and

This time of year is when public annual

commodity prices have Canada wanting a

change. For instance, last year’s theme

reports are released on the market and

low dollar to continue to be able to export

was “Jubilee”. A “Jubilee” year is a year at

authorities on our market release their

• Market figures out the real cost of funding
mortgages and work out deals with

!
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outlooks for the year ahead. It is also the

2. The Market Value of the building

The Multiplier Effect

time of year when everyone who owns

3. The return on investment of the building
by Ralph Case

property receives their annual tax

(Cap Rate)

assessment. Given the heated market

Best Advice: Master the multiplier effect

activity and price escalation of the first half

and you can make money in any real

The Cap Rate or “return on investment” of

of 2016, many homeowners are facing a

estate market.

a building is based on the presumption that

tax increase in the New Year. Sadly, this

Every year in December and January as

there is no debt on the building and there

comes at the same time as many

we embark on a new calendar year I

are no capital expenses. The Cap Rate is

consumers receive their January credit

always get asked many times what I think

defined as the NOI divided by the value of

Real Estate prices will do “this year”. 2017

card bill reflecting all those seasonal

the building. So a building worth $1 million

purchases.

is no different. What I tell people is that it

with annual NOI of $60,000 would have a

At Fifth Avenue, we have started work on

doesn’t really matter if you find a property

Cap Rate of 6%.

that has the potential to increase the Net

our own comprehensive year-end report on

What’s exciting about the Multiplier Effect

the multifamily market. Early polling on the

Operating Income. With this strategy you

is that for every dollar added to the NOI

final quarter of 2016 indicates a more

can make money in a rising , falling, or flat

bottom line there is “multiplied” value to the

positive result than the 3,004 new sales

market.

building. If the market Cap Rate for a

posted in the somewhat tumultuous Third

Net operating income (NOI) is a calculation

building is a 6% return, all an investor has

Quarter of 2016. The year total is projected

used to analyze real estate investments

to do is increase the revenue $5,000 a

to be greater than 19,000 units or a +9

that generate income. “NOI” is defined as

month or $60,000 per year and the value of

all the income from a property minus all

percent increase over the prior year, which

the building increases by $1 Million! My

means it will be establishing a new high.

necessary operating expenses. In addition

investor partners and I have done this in

This is quite surprising given that the

to rent, total income might include revenue

the past by filling 10 empty suites at $500

from parking and service fees, like vending

current reports on the annual sales figure

each. Another time we installed 100

for re-sales/MLS sales indicate a 5.6%

and laundry machines. Operating

washer dryers and charged an extra $50/

drop from 2015. That being said, the

expenses are those required to run and

month for the in-suite laundry. A third

number of pre-owned MLS homes sold

maintain the building and its grounds, such

example was purchasing a building with

across Metro Vancouver was still the third

as insurance, property management fees,

below market rents and increasing the

highest on record after 2015 and 2005.

utilities, property taxes, repairs and

rents of 100 suites by $50/month.

Simply put, new multifamily product is

janitorial fees. NOI is a before-tax figure; it

So the name of the game is to increase the

also excludes principal and

performing well, even in uncertain times.

NOI. In a 6% cap rate environment, each

This trend is expected to continue

interest payments on loans, capital

dollar increase in rent increases the value

throughout 2017. We do think that the

expenditures, depreciation

of the building by $200. Think about it: $1

and amortization. A Capital expenditure

annual sales total for 2017 may not

rent for 12 months is $12. $12 divided by .

surpass the high water mark posted in

would be something like paying for a new

06 equals $200!!

2016. That being said, we expect 2017 to

roof, new wiring, or paving a driveway. . In

There are three ways to increase the NOI.

see another 15,000+ new multifamily

other words NOI is the income you would

Increase rents, Reduce expenses, and fill

homes sold. This will result in the coming

get from a property if you owned the

empty suites. Generally all the increased

year to be one of the best years in the past

property free and clear and you had no

income from these sources goes right to

decade. Then again sales could surpass

capital improvements to pay for.

the bottom line.

The amazing thing about the Multiplier

this year’s record levels if interest rates

So in conclusion, to profit from the

and lending policies remain relatively

effect is that it allows an investor to make

multiplier effect, go out and find

stable, and developmental approvals occur

money in a flat market as well as a rising

underperforming buildings and whip them

market. IN fact, conceivably an investor

on more expedited basis. We also foresee

into shape with sound property

the new multifamily market outperforming

could make money in a falling market too.

management. Inspect your onsite staff

the MLS market on a percentage basis,

How does the multiplier effect work? There

weekly at a minimum. Determine what your

and representing a growing percentage of

are three pieces to the puzzle:

target NOI is for the next 12 months and

overall sales in 2017. Now that’s hopeful.

put it on a spreadsheet every month.
1. Net Operating Income (NOI)

!
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Master the multiplier effect and you can

Arizona both alone and with joint venture

make money in any real estate market.

partners. Their strategy is adding value by

Ralph Case is President of Worldwide

increasing the NOI. If you would be

Referrals Realty. Ralph and Ozzie for the

interested in information on our track

last six years have been focusing on

record and future opportunities please

acquiring multifamily properties in Phoenix

contact ralph@reag.ca or oz@jurock.com ◊

NOTES
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year again. We forecast it would rise

OZZIE’S FEARLESS
AND ASTOUNDING
PREDICTIONS

last year along with the price of oil. It
will gyrate with oil again.
12. Long term all prices will be higher
because of a power shift East to West Short term all prices will decline in oil
provinces and Vancouver. We had
forecast a 20% decline. We are staying

Mark Twain suggested that it is better to

who are stretched tightly don’t have an

remain quiet and be thought a fool, than

exit strategy,” said Andrew Bury, ace

to open your mouth and remove all

foreclosure lawyer. Bury: “At the

become the largest independent real

doubt. Nevertheless, here goes Ozzie…

moment, mortgage default rates in B.C.

estate newsletter in North America.

are very low, but in 2008, it didn’t take a

14. BC will do more business with China –

1. Christy Clark will win the BC election

by that (from the highs of April 2016).
13. JUROCK REAL ESTATE INSIDER will

huge decline in prices to triple the

again, I predicted it the last time she

number of defaults because of price

ran. I do so again. I think her

declines.”

government made a serious error by

the new Remnbi deal, the potential new
FREE TRADE agreement.
15. We said it for 5 years: The bottom is in

7. Massive new mortgage qualifying

place in the US real estate market.

bringing in the foreigner tax

restrictions will keep the market down

Home building stocks will outperform

RETROACTIVELY. Big mistake –

for much longer than it otherwise would.

gold and other stocks. It is still cheaper

nevertheless – she will win in spite of it.

Credit will become a major issue.

to buy than to rent in 66% of all cities in

Last year we called tightened

the US.

2. Chinese investors and families will keep
coming to Vancouver. Maybe not right

mortgage restrictions a possible

away, but by the 2nd and 3rd quarter –

“Black Swan” – boy, is it ever.

16. More people move back into the cities
everywhere – lifestyle of Millennials.

business as usual. Chinese people go

8. Massive money printing means that

17. Uber, bitcoin, trade dollars, 3D printing

where there is already a Chinese

inflation will be more visible in 2017 -

community. Is there a better, longer

worldwide – more strikes for higher

bigger and closer (to China) community

wages as people realize the reported

Realtor.ca, Realtor.com, Loopnet.com,

than Vancouver? Find out where and

inflation is wrong.

Zillow.net, and Trulia.

what they buy at www.juwai.com.

will take a bite out of normal business.
18. People will use more real estate apps:

9. Vancouver will become a “financial

3. Foreign money (more European, Middle

19. You will type less and talk more … Siri

centre” powerhouse in Canada by

– BUY: Dragon software – it

Eastern and Asian) will go into

2017. Korean or Chinese banks and

commercial/industrial investment and

other multinational companies and their

stay in Vancouver, Victoria and

employees (get easy visa) will set up in

breaks apart – either the euro crashes

Whistler. We are No.3 in the world for

British Columbia and as a qualifying

or there will be two European Common

safety. That is huge!

international business will get a 100%

markets – North and South or a total

corporate tax break.

common market collapse.

4. Foreigners can buy a vacant lot…pay
tax on lot – then build on it - and pay no

understands your accent.
20. Long shot 1. The European Union

10. We forecast last year that the Federal

tax on it – avoiding the tax on most of

Government ‘brings in foreign

the purchase.

investment restrictions on private

5. Massive inward migration (over 50,000

Long shot 2. Germany leaves the
euro.
21. Final prediction: There will be valleys

investors – or tax penalties like Hong

– but we’ll walk through them –

in 2016) will continue and prop up the

Kong’. BC pre-empted this by adding

ALWAYS!

market

the foreigner tax. Ontario will bring in a

6. SF prices will continue to fall in the first

tax, but likely a lower percentage

MONEYMAKING TRENDS

half of the year (continuing since April

(10%?) or only on condos, etc. The

last year). This will increase

Feds are easing regular inward

As last year:

foreclosures. “Any drop-in prices can

migration.

• THE REAL ESTATE TO HOUSE THE

lead to an increase in people defaulting
(on their mortgages) because people
!
!
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11. US dollar will remain strong and rise –
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• BUY/DEVELOP/RENOVATE REAL
ESTATE TO HOUSE STUDENTS OR

• Healthcare – Nurse on staff sell condos
• Shared/serviced office

Remember dear Real Estate Investor
these are crazy times:

OPEN A SCHOOL

• Data-centers
• Mini-Storage (our long-term

Protect what you have – it is

• CHINESE BUYERS ARE A TREND –
LEARN IT OR HIRE A MANDARIN

paramount!

recommendation)

Sell your losers now – keep cash flow –

SPEAKER

buy more cash flow.

• THE ENVIRONMENTAL BUSINESS IS A
TREND

WHATEVER YOU BUY STICK TO THESE

Get long term financing in place now on

PRINCIPLES:

all real estate (not because of interest

• WE ARE TAKING OUT AGRICULTURAL

It is never ‘the market’, but the well-

rates – but further restrictions to slow

LAND – AS GOVERNMENT

researched deal you personally make in

down RE markets).

RESTRICTIONS WILL BECOME MORE

any of the above markets. We have had an

Have some cash ready – up to 40%.

PREVALENT

astounding resurgence in inward migration

There will be smashing opportunities. ◊

• BUY/DEVELOP/RENOVATE REAL
ESTATE TO HOUSE STUDENTS

to BC. Look at the trends. Where do the
immigrants go, what will they buy?

…or – open a school. The dropping

(Chinese buy single family, Canadians and

• THE MOVIE INDUSTRY IS BOOMING
IN VANCOUVER

looney is a Godsend for exports,

Europeans condos for investment.) So,

including education. Factor in too that

They need empty warehouses to stage

while we look for a difficult year

with failing economies overseas schools

their scenarios and they pay a fortune in

2017(warning signs), remember – you will

and parents have their students &

rentals.

still make the most money on the day you

educational agents scrambling to get

Major Point: Buy warehouses and lease

buy. Pick your professionals carefully and

their money out before they weaken any

it to movie studios. Buy condos and

research, research, research.

further.

furnish them upscale for actors and

House hunting is a little like duck hunting ...

As a result international schools are

directors. Use your big fancy residence

When duck hunting one has to lead the

experiencing record registrations for this

and rent it out at $15,000 a month. Get a

duck. You have to shoot ahead of the duck

time of year, normally a quiet season,

hold of luxury rental companies and

so that you allow for the distance the duck

with some willing to prepay for tuition up

stagers.

is going to fly while your shotgun pellets

to a year or more in advance to protect

are getting to him. If you don't you'll always

• CHINESE BUYERS ARE A TREND
Can’t speak Mandarin – hire a Mandarin

their funds.

be shooting where the duck was, not

What's fascinating about education, in

speaking Realtor. Have him or her

where the duck is.

other countries more so than North

advertise in the Shanghai Chinese

Same thing with the real estate market. It is

America, is that it is considered sacred,

papers.

always changing. Nothing ever stays the

the only way for many hard working

• THE ENVIRONMENTAL BUSINESS IS
A TREND

same. You MUST know what's happening

than their own.

If you can buy a piece of land and store

potential purchase or the management of

Best of all, it is economy proof: when

contaminated stuff legally, you have a

your existing property portfolio. If you don't

times are good people spend, when

ticket to money paradise. Or get into the

you'll pay in real money for that ignorance.

times are bad and there are no jobs, you

business of environmental remediation.

Finally, remember no matter the dire news

upgrade yourself or your kids to school.

Understand the Phase I, Phase II, ESA -

and the doubts of the last 40 years in BC ...

English is still the business language

Environmental Site Assessments.

the real estate investor was well off. So, as

parents to offer their children a better life

with those aspects that involve your

currency of the world and North American

an investor, if you buy good selected real

education is still the most valued,

New Emerging Trends in Real Estate for

estate, manage it well, have someone else

strangely.

the Larger Player:

pay off the mortgage, you will always

Maybe what has happened in real estate

• Subsidized housing/low income housing

benefit. If you are a flipper, get in and out

here is happening in the school industry
too: the flight to 'knowledge' capital.
Major Point: With a lot more students
coming get into student housing for
overseas students.
!
!
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fast.

will attract more government capital
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• Residential REITS in Germany/US and
Canada

These remain unpredictable times.

• Student housing buy and convert
• Retirement/assisted living

WHAT TO BUY

!

!

!
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As we said in our Outlook issues of
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2012/2013/2014/2015/2016: “Over the last

every assessment and every sale that

CHANGE, CHANGE,
CHANGE! THINK
ABOUT IT:

24 years of writing more than 1,360
newsletters I have found that our
subscribers most benefitted – in general
from buying single family houses,

took place on and before July 1, 2017 to
your property or one that you wish to
evaluate (free).
• Renegotiate your office lease (particularly
in oil cities).

Uber is just a software tool; they don't

townhouses and condos (in that order).”

own any cars, and are now the

The dramatic change has been the

• Research your area through your local
real estate board statistics sections,

biggest taxi company in the world.

collapse in sales (-51%) in Lower Mainland

Airbnb is now the biggest hotel

SF homes. We expect that to continue. We

StatsCan, BCstats, CMHC for population,

company in the world, although they

continue to recommend to buy all well-

school, and rental vacancy reports. It is

don't own any properties. 2017 the

researched urban real estate that has a

free!

first self-driving cars will appear for

real use both residentially and

• As a landlord use Kijiji.ca or

the public. Around 2020, we all will go

commercially.

Craigslist.com to advertise your rental or

electric! 70-80% of jobs will disappear

job. (Free)

in the next 20 years. ◊
All residential:

• Use realestatetalks.com to chat with
other local like-minded investors. (Free)

• Investor look at condos in New
people that bought NOT in the US or

Westminster and Surrey.
• New condos – where market cycles are
over the top – Calgary, Edmonton.

stories abound but also in many other

• Subscribe to Jurock’s Real Estate Insider
– look for January special that includes 2

places … rent a hotel for 1 month a year at

condos sat vacant in December).

say $2,000 to $3,000 per month but invest

Buy all waterfront: Ocean, Lake, and

major real estate conventions – March &

in the US or Canada, where you

River anywhere.

September. ($3.25 a week and worth it)

understand the laws and you do not have

Read our recommended cities.

• Want to buy a pre-sale? Look up
assignments under Craigslist and see

to deal with possible corruption.
• Resorts: Time share – is not real estate.
Like a new car, it loses half the value the

Commercially buy:
• Strata Warehouses;
• Strata offices – in major cities (We took

who wants to assign an older presale…
some investors want out before closing

moment you buy it.

and will drop their price. Get on the list of

• Phase II (limited personal use) in
Whistler. They are at the same price that

Calgary and Edmonton off the table as
there will be pressure on office markets

condo marketing firms (Rennie, MAC, 5th
Avenue). Get on their list. Get invited to

they were in 1998.

there in general.)

every launch. Stay informed, get updated

• Quarter share units are down in value by

• Trailer parks – and if you can strata the

on new products and at the very least

over 30% in the hottest real estate

trailer park lots … great upside;

you get free shrimp.

market.

• Storage units – more and more profitable;
• Industrial land;

• Create a plan of action … that contains
ONLY actions that YOU will know that

• Hotel condos are even worse – down
over 50%.

• As a professional buy your own

YOU will do. Plan for your taxes. Keep all

• Watch out for older condos without
depreciation reports. Remember, since

building. Low rates and relatively low
prices, make owning your own building

receipts – make sure you get all
deductions.

January 2014 these reports are

(maybe with another pro) cheaper than

• Join a real estate oriented mentor type

mandatory. If they are not present, the

rent.

your own future best. 64% of the REAG

postpone. Find out why!

a passport (also in Cyprus, Ireland and

group members bought a property last
year. 88% of members – 3 years or more

THINGS TO DO

Greece).

are millionaires.

• Dispute your assessments (you have
• Check out your property in BC here:
evaluebc.bcassessment.ca Compare

Over the same time period I have had
more disaster stories than any other from
!

• Hire Ozzie as a personal mentor. Get on
waiting list. (Sorry, fully booked till

only until January 31, 2017 to do so.

WHAT NOT TO BUY

!

club (like reag.ca) and keep growing to

strata council must have voted to

• If interested worldwide, look at Spain or
Portugal. Spend $350,000 euros and get

53!

(Free)

areas. If you fall in love with the exotic

Make stink bids in Calgary (1,500 new

!
!

• Use BCRED.ca to list your real estate
oriented property, company or service.

Canada but elsewhere. Mexico disaster

!

!
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• LAST YEAR I SAID: “Get your mortgage
pre-approved in writing – even if your

financing ability. So, dear investor,

ever true in Vancouver. Prices went to their

reduce debt, renew and fix your

highs between April and June!)

mother is the bank manager. Fix your

investment mortgages to the

There will be a barrage of bad news about

investment mortgages – not just because

length of term you wish to keep the

the 'market'. There always is.

rates are low – but to make sure you

property. Maybe not a black swan – but

Remember: ALL GOOD DEALS ARE

qualify if things should get tough in the

a certainty. (I just renewed 2 of my

NEGOTIATED. In life, you do not get what

financing arena. It will be much harder to

investment properties for 5 years at

you deserve – you get what you negotiate.

3.4% - and I love it!)

This Outlook Issue will help you negotiate.

get financing. The only tool CMHC and
Poloz have is to tighten and tighten

3. Banks cancel credit. If you depend on

mortgage approvals.

Real estate is local ... so you will always

your credit line as a business, but are

find a good local deal. Look, research,

not using it right now – think about

create your team and make OFFERS. The

taking half of it out.

best deals are made in poor markets ... not

apply NOW and get it fixed. Don’t worry

Should there be a prolonged downturn

at the top. If there should be a downturn,

about interest rates, worry about getting it

(or even anticipated) banks cancel your

there is also opportunity. Remember: you

at all!” Ominous forecast came true. Still

credit lines first! In 2008/2009 even

are not buying the market you are

do it now!

long-time customers of banks all of a

schussing out your fine individual deal.

• If you have a mortgage coming due –
particularly an investment mortgage –

• Don’t have a qualified professional? Call
our office we’ll make a recommendation

sudden had their unused credit lines
cancelled.

(604-683-1111 – ask for Max. Or write

‘WAY OUT’ THERE PREDICTIONS:

4. Political uncertainty in Europe and

him at max@jurock.com).
• If you are a developer, 1. Sharpen your
pencil, make discounts until you have

• 2017 could be the year brains connect

North America. Europeans electing

without speaking a word. Science fiction

right wing anti EU governments.

here now!

5. 10 years Bonds going over 3% –

your costs covered. 2. Offer specific
“overseas investment package” –
advertise in local Chinese newspapers

• The IMF will review currencies with the

crunching the bond market and long

view of creating the yuan as a possible

term mortgages.

alternative. Experts say this will send

6. China has a hard landing, currency

• Create a team of mortgage broker, realtor

trillions of dollars moving around the

controls and/or a yuan above 8 to 1 will

world within days. This announcement is

and make offers. Make offers. Make

keep Chinese investors out of coming

expected to trigger one of the most

offers.

here.

profound transfers of wealth in our

7. Trump creates a trade war with China
BLACK SWANS THAT COULD SIDELINE

lifetime.

(and others), including Canada.

REAL ESTATE MARKETS

• China’s goal to attain endorsement of
the yuan as a reserve currency will be

8. Major stock market crash (now likely

Last year’s Black Swans of much tighter

since Harry Dent turned positive).

achieved this year.

mortgage regulations and government
taxation of foreigners – all came true, with

• All governments actively plan a cashless
society. I mean a total withdrawal of ALL

Finally: Major, Major Point

predictable changes in real estate sales

cash. They started in India, Venezuela
As last year ... DON'T worry about the

etc. by withdrawing large banknotes from

depressionists, deflationists, but DO

the market. There already is a shortage

This year’s Swans:

analyze what you own, get rid of losers

of physical US dollars. If concerned,

1. Every forecaster in the world expects

(properties that do not cash flow) and as

hoard cash. The goal? Keep better track

low interest rates for Canada. A fast –

an investor only buy that 'deal of a lifetime'.

of us, make sure we pay taxes, stop the

unexpected rise in interest rates (2%

As last year … expect unprecedented

or more) WILL derail all markets. We

volatility. Our long-term outlook is for higher

and prices in Vancouver.

underground economy.
• Virtual Reality in 2017 – We have been

real estate prices eventually. If you are a

are seeing increases now still minute –

forecasting it, but is this the year

seller, remember that historically, 62% of all

virtual reality gets real? If Virtual

sales take place before June 30 and the

Reality (VR) wants to stay, they need a

more than 3 properties (they already

highest prices achieved (on average) take

compelling reason for those who don’t

limit you to 5 – since December!). This

place between February and end of June.

care about gaming to buy in, with

further reduction will crash your re-

(we wrote this last year, but, boy was that

experiences like 360-degree video, or

but watch it carefully.
2. Banks stop lending to you if you have

!
!
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social platforms like Facebook wants to
build. Mark Zuckerberg bought Oculus

DEAR READER – Get this Outlook Issue for FREE

with the plans of offering more than just

If you liked what you read and would like to be kept

video game accessories. “Imagine

abreast of all things real estate on a weekly basis,

enjoying a court side seat at a game,
studying in a classroom of students and

subscribe to our Gold or Platinum JUROCK REAL

teachers all over the world or consulting
with a doctor face-to-face – just by

ESTATE INSIDER packages and deduct the FULL price

putting on goggles in your home,” he said

of this Outlook Issue. Look us up at

in the post announcing Oculus’s

www.factsbyemail.com or call our office at

acquisition.
• Augmented Reality – Trends in AR to

604-683-1111.

watch for in 2017 Mobile experiences
will benefit – Pokémon Go and
Snapchat both introduced AR to our

and Internet-connected everything will

phones in 2016 and we can expect those

keep making life easier—and riskier.

experiences will become much more
popular in 2017.
Augmented Reality in retail – “40%
would be willing to pay more for a product

• Drones Will Deliver Pizza, Amazon and
Facebook have jumped into online food

• There will be an iPhone 8 in the
spring.

ordering and delivery, making a crowded

• Trump will dismantle the Clean Power
Plan, the current administration’s

remain an industry leader. Its active user

field even more so. But GrubHub should
total rose 19% over the past 12 months,

if they could experience it through

ambitious attempt to dramatically cut

to 7.7 million, and an unusually high

augmented reality. “AR is a tool that will

carbon emissions via pollution

volume of social media mentions

allow you to display visual objects or

regulations. It would probably take

suggests it’s poised for more rapid

holograms overtop of your current

Trump’s team a year to unwind the rule,

growth. Bonus: It’s already profitable. ◊

environment – all in real time! It will

which was finalized in 2015 and for now

revolutionize online shopping. Next year,

remains tied up in a court challenge.
• Globalization will become a dirty word.

on-demand delivery, better virtual reality,

NOTES

!
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Addendum I
A reprint from our first Real Estate

raising low! In Britain, no man's home is

Why is the above of interest to note? Well,

his (or her) castle. Mortgage payments on

in case this sounds familiar ... it should ...

more than 900,000 homes are in six-month

to our long-term subscribers! This was the

Newsletter written in May 1993 – A MUST

default on mortgage payments; more than

first story we ever wrote in the Jurock

READ!

100 homes enter this unhappy roster each

Real Estate Insider (JREI). The date was

day. At least 10% of all homes in Britain

May, 1993. Our first issue!

“Will the economic turmoil we find

are worth less than the mortgage value

The more things change ... eh!? Well, over

ourselves in result in higher inflation of

owing. The question here: walk away now,

the 20 years of writing our JREI

hard assets or a deflation of hard

or sink later?

newsletter we have seen currency/stock/

assets and a depression?

The spectacular collapse of the stock

real-estate/country/political/business/

It may be of great interest to note:

market in Japan has only been surpassed

interest problems galore. You name it ...

Over the last few years, the world has

by the outlandish collapse in its

we experienced it. It isn't just the year

overheated real estate market. Now that its

2017 that is beginning with an astounding

estate investor, it also has become very

“bubble economy” has popped, real estate

lack of clarity. If you look back ... in fact,

unsettling. For three long weeks late last

value in Japan in general, and Tokyo in

downright scary uncertainty abounded.

year, interest rates in Sweden peaked at

particular, have deflated by more than 50

And yet, through all those dark years of

500 percent. In Ireland, rates slammed up

percent.

bank collapses (747 banks collapsed in the

1,100% overnight. In unhappy Portugal,

Sweden, Switzerland, Portugal, Greece,

US in 1990 alone) the continuous

the pain was more than doubled at

Italy, France, California, New England,

overprinting of money saw us muddle

Quebec and Toronto; the story isn't much

through – albeit it with ever higher prices of

In the same quarter Hong Kong's stock

different. What is going on?

hard assets. ◊

market hit an all-time eye-popping high,

And – as real estate investors – how much

become very interesting. If you're a real

2,800%.

while Japan's hit an all-time eyebrow

should we worry?”

JREI presents...

25TH ANNUAL
LAND RUSH
CONFERENCE
Saturday, March 4, 2017
Vancouver, BC

Land Rush welcomes back Charan Sethi, Ozzie
Jurock as well as 8 top notch real estate experts!
Get their latest take on the real estate markets.

REGISTER AT:
LANDRUSHCANADA.COM
Ralph Case

Charan Sethi

!
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BLAST FROM THE PAST
Please note that different real estate boards report statistics – well differently. Some report only ‘new
listings’ (inventory that was listed this particular month) as opposed to ‘active listings’ (all inventory that is for
sale at the end of the month). Some boards report ‘running totals’ instead of ‘year-to-date’
Addendum II totals … and others yet again changed their computer systems once or twice during the last
25 years. What JREI tries to do here is give YOU a snapshot of the trend and report active
listings when given, average prices (all averages) when given or single family home prices (if that is all that is
given such as on Vancouver Island or Victoria). We are also using the y-t-date price here … not the monthly (in
this case – December price) achieved. (You can see the monthly statistics and conclusions under The
Numbers.) Some boards are now adopting the ‘benchmark’ price. Where boards stopped producing the
average or median prices they were not included. (No point, if they can’t be compared.)
(YS = year-to-date sales, AP = Average Price, SP = Single family home Price, AL = Active Listings.)

TORONTO
1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

YS

41,700

38,900

44,237

39,300

55,779

59,000

55,344

58,957

58,343

AP

$214,900

$206,500

$209,000

$203,000

$198,200

$212,800

$217,000

$231,997

$243,255

AL

24,600

26,000

24,500

20,400

16,900

15,400

15,320

12,498

14,342

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

YS

67,712

74,579

78,898

83,501

84,135

83,084

93,193

84,522

87,300

AP

$251,508

$275,000

$284,900

$315,230

$335,900

$351,900

$376,200

$379,400

$395,460

AL

14,179

10,923

13,644

16,592

16,294

15,418

13,452

19,468

10,290

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

YS

85,545

89,096

85,731

87,111

92,867

101,300

113,133

AP

$431,300

$465,000

$479,000

$523,000

$566,600

$622,200

$730,500

AL

12,900

12,868

13,241

11,418

10,230

9,137

4,746

Record volume – more sales
than all major cities in Canada
together. New all-time record
price. 25 years of continued
growth in prices. Note: Active
listings are at all-time low.
(Look at 1992 - 1995 or 2008!)

EDMONTON
1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

YS

12,800

11,500

9,800

8,900

11,600

13,016

13,700

13,594

14,189

AP

$110,000

$111,000

$109,000

$113,000

$112,000

$113,000

$114,000

$118,800

$124,200

AL

22,300

23,300

21,400

21,700

23,100

22,470

20,200

19,715

20,527

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

YS

16,712

15,619

16,277

17,652

18,634

21,984

20,544

17,371

16,746

AP

$133,100

$150,200

$167,500

$177,718

$197,800

$286,000

$320,000

$314,000

$317,000

AL

19,838

20,166

24,701

26,288

25,820

25,393

41,030

40,173

25,739

!
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2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

YS

14,339

14,891

15,812

17,055

19,028

17,298

16,170

AP

$315,000

$316,000

$339,100

$349,200

$367,000

$372,000

$358,000

AL

27,810

26,718

26,460

24,802

27,193

31,991

31,240

Sales down %. Price down.
(Note: NEW listings are shown
for consistency – look at ‘The
Numbers’ for Edmonton for
Active listings – much higher).

CALGARY
1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

YS

19,200

18,500

16,200

14,000

19,100

21,500

20,500

20,197

19,828

AP

$128,400

$129,500

$132,500

$131,900

$134,600

$143,300

$157,300

$166,110

$176,300

AL

6,200

6,000

5,500

5,600

4,400

2,900

4,757

4,411

5,242

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

YS

22,512

25,054

24,400

26,463

31,495

32,900

33,404

23,949

25,179

AP

$182,090

$198,000

$211,100

$228,800

$251,000

$346,600

$425,900

$380,000

$396,500

AL

4,248

4,907

6,049

N/A

N/A

4,299

7,325

8,854

6,006

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

YS

21,778

23,340

27,212

30,544

25,543

18,830

17,808

AP

$410,400

$416,700

$426,500

$451,500

$482,200

$469,400

$479,500

AL

7,189

6,613

5,167

4,437

3,384

4,336

3,780

Sales worst in 25 years!
BUT: Listings down 11%!
Prices up 2%!

VANCOUVER
1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

YS

38,800

32,500

30,000

21,500

28,500

26,900

19,600

22,944

21,244

AP

$245,200

$279,800

$305,600

$309,500

$288,200

$287,000

$287,600

$281,100

$295,977

AL

9,400

13,000

12,500

14,600

16,300

16,000

15,800

13,450

13,517

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

YS

28,700

34,910

39,022

38,900

42,222

35,668

38,979

24,777

35,768

AP

$285,900

$301,000

$329,500

$374,300

$445,800

$509,500

$571,000

$594,000

$592,600

AL

10,000

9,117

7,582

10,637

7,513

9,158

9,034

15,193

8,934

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

YS

30,652

32,436

25,078

28,597

33,185

42,466

39,943

AP

$677,200

$781,600

$731,500

$769,500

$812,700

$914,000

$958,600

AL

9,868

11,148

12,937

11,561

15,997

11,725

9,020

!
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Sales down 6%. Prices up
dramatically, listings down …
A terrific year ahead.
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FRASER VALLEY
1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

YS

20,600

16,739

15,500

12,000

15,400

13,700

10,400

11,237

10,132

AP

$212,000

$231,000

$235,000

$237,000

$241,000

$244,500

$234,500

$239,210

$245,900

AL

6,000

7,900

8,000

7,600

7,000

8,400

8,900

7,701

6,250

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

YS

13,567

16,106

18,351

18,137

21,282

19,000

18,862

13,194

16,271

AP

$252,200

$278,500

$301,100

$349,000

$410,246

$460,000

$525,000

$538,000

$549,800

AL

6,258

4,602

5,429

5,435

4,163

6,070

7,168

9,960

6,534

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

YS

14,861

15,529

13,878

13,663

15,840

21,095

23,974

AP

$445,400

$506,400

$458,500

$486,700

$507,200

$627,900

$658,300

AL

8,138

7,399

7,187

7,451

6,380

4,280

3,930

Volume highest ever. Prices
up 5%. Active listings down
by 8%.

VICTORIA
1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

YS

8,700

7,600

6,200

5,500

6,600

6,277

5,303

5,440

5,029

AP

$233,000

$246,000

$258,400

$235,000

$242,000

$248,000

$246,000

$249,900

$243,400

AL

2,600

3,300

3,600

3,900

2,760

3,374

3,360

3,120

3,117

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

YS

6,542

7,725

8,105

8,250

8,532

7,953

8,467

6,451

8,986

AP

$255,500

$280,200

$329,000

$386,000

$445,000

$522,400

$583,000

$560,000

$600,000

AL

2,408

1,978

1,596

2,022

2,005

2,650

2,799

3,824

2,557

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

YS

6,155

5,693

5,747

5,998

6,304

8,295

10,622

AP

$591,000

$613,800

$603,300

$598,000

$579,000

$692,000

768,000 (SF)

AL

3,250

3,780

3,896

3,554

3,269

2,517

1,493

Volume up a whopping 21%.
Active listings down a

!
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whopping 41%. $826,500
(Nov) crashed down to
$729,300 (SF).
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VANCOUVER ISLAND
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Campbell River

383

430

411

457

512

490

654

Comox Valley

724

699

699

704

762

814

1,022

Duncan/Cowichan

605

666

554

598

728

785

1,031

1,124

1,084

1,016

1,130

1,230

1,425

1,699

581

610

512

605

692

815

935

The VIREB
switched to a
benchmark price
system for total
prices. So we
adapted the last 7
Nanaimo
Parksville

years of SF home
sales and averaged
prices only. Sales

Port Alberni

252

241

245

271

254

345

449

3,879

3,807

3,582

3,941

4,335

4,886

6,063

$342,300

$341,500

$332,400

$329,100

$345,100

$357,400

$384,300

are up by 24% and
the average overall

Total
Average Price SF

price is up by 13%.

OKANAGAN
1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

YS

4,300

3,700

3,300

2,700

3,100

3,032

2,656

2,900

2,758

AP

$136,000

$149,000

$168,000

$162,000

$160,000

$167,800

$164,800

$155,256

$156,400

AL

4,700

5,800

6,900

6,800

6,300

7,122

6,908

6,450

7,159

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

YS

3,244

3,909

4,301

4,400

4,541

N/A

10,211

6,111

6,327

AP

$157,300

$170,126

$200,397

$219,785

$355,300

$402,500

$476,500

$525,000

$469,000

AL

6,337

5,196

4,192

4,215

3,508

4,607

5,206

8,203

7,187

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

YS

5,558

5,688

6,095

6,857

8,478

8,840

11,293

AP

$482,500

$472,800

$467,800

$474,300

$475,900

$434,900

$494,800

AL

6,870

6,892

6,870

6,167

5,343

4,973

3,789

Sales are up 28% throughout
Okanagan. Listings down 24%,
price is 14% higher. Bodes well
for a strong spring. (Listings
and sales numbers are given
for all Okanagan areas.
However the average price is
given for Central only.)

Inasmuch as the above numbers represent a full years’ performance, they are much more relevant than just the month-to-month
comparisons. The numbers speak for themselves, particularly the “active listings” and “year-to-date sales” columns.

All numbers courtesy of various local Real Estate Boards carefully compiled and gratefully received.
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US NUMBERS

forecasts did – well – great again. We also liked Miami, San

As we pointed out last year, we predicted that the USA would

have picked 50 other cities. The USA is BIIIG! We prefer the

Addendum III

Francisco, San Jose and many others … but we stuck in our
recommendations to the 5 main ones. Now, we could of course

recover – since 2010 – as it did previously

west…where we can visit our investments quickly. We kept last

when over 750 banks closed in 1990, or

year’s picks, but moved Seattle to the top recommendation and

when the real estate market collapsed in

moved Las Vegas down to 5th. Here is this year’s numbers

1991.) We always believed in the US. Now more than ever. From

update. Please look at the “How did we do” section and be

2010/ 2011/2012/2013/2014/2015 we picked Phoenix, Las Vegas,

astounded as to the price increases we achieved. Also, look at

Houston and Austin as well as San Diego as the places to invest

this year’s detailed USA recommendations!

in the US. Last year we added Seattle, Portland and Tucson …
We still like Houston and – in particular – Austin. But – since they
are dependent on oil – we dropped them last year. All our

Phoenix Market

Today

1 Years Ago

2 Years Ago

3,717

4,194

4,577

3,342

$295,000

$239,900

$199,500

$168,000

0%

2%

2%

8%

65

74

65

59

Median House Size

1,827

1,766

1,676

Median $/Sq ft

$160

$136

$123

Snapshot
Total Inventory
Median List Price
% Distressed
Median Days on Movoto

3 Years Ago

4 Years Ago

5 Years Ago

37%

4,937

9,904

19%

$119,000

$99,000

22%

21%

10%

68 - 15%

83 - 30%

1,635

3%

1,620

1,542

$105

17%

$76

$65

Phoenix's home resale inventories decreased sharply, distressed

average price was at $99,000. 21% of all sales were distressed.

properties such as foreclosures and short sales remained the

What a dramatic change! The average square foot price soared

same as a percentage of the total market in January.

from $65 to $160. Yet … there are still very fine deals in Phoenix.

Major Point: Prices are 23% higher … and more than 300% from

Read our Phoenix recommendation under US – best buys.

over 5 years ago, when the inventory stood at 9,904 units and the

THE NUMBERS – LAS
VEGAS

Las Vegas

Today

1 Year
Ago

2 Years
Ago

5,518

6,572

6,055

3,368

$287,900

$230,000

$189,000

$170,000

0%

-

-

-

75

79

76

73

Median House Size

1,934

1,788

1,718

Median $/Sq ft

$137

$113

$107

Market

3 Years Ago

4 Years
Ago

5 Years
Ago

80%

7,161

10,888

11%

$123,000

$120,000

-

-

4%

77

81

1,844

7%

1,770

1,656

$91

18%

$69

$72

Snapshot

Prices are up 23%, listings are well
down. We urge you to take heed on the

Total Inventory

suburbs we recommend. We hear some

Median List Price

unhappy stories about tough areas (we

% Distressed

warned about). But overall a very, very
fine year. The price points are so low,
that almost everything cashflows.
Finally: The above US cities are good
examples of what we told our

Median Days on
Movoto

subscribers and conference attendees in the last 5 years. See
more details under US recommendations.
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THE NUMBERS –
AUSTIN

Today

1 Year
Ago

2 Years
Ago

2,408

1,954

1,653

2,034

$489,000

$461,667

$398,770

$340,000

-

-

-

90

76

70

75

Austin
Total Inventory

Price are up by 6% but inventory is
rising. The median list price in Austin

Median List Price

3 Years Ago

4 Years
Ago

5 Years
Ago

19%

2,786

3,932

17%

$274,900

$245,000

2%

4%

7%

86

93

is 17% higher over 1 year ago and

% Distressed

99% higher than it was 5 years ago!
Major Point: Price increases have

Median Days on
Movoto

slowed. We expected oil price

Median House Size

2,299

2,393

2,273

2,162

5%

1,953

1,818

decline to have an impact … but we

Median $/Sq ft

$221

$194

$178

$157

13%

$140

$138

really like Austin – it has an ongoing
bright future. We did point to the
Black Swan … OIL and Texas last
year.

THE NUMBERS –
HOUSTON

Houston

Major Point: What can I say, we liked
Houston before, it took off because of oil

Total Inventory
Median List Price

Today

1 Year
Ago

2 Years
Ago

4 Years
Ago

5 Years
Ago

7,521

5,273

5,328

6,550

19%

9,946

12,900

$349,000

$299,000

$179,000

$148,900

20%

$148,000

$144,873

0

1%

1%

1%

2%

3%

62

61

70

81

14%

3 Years Ago

declines but it still performed very well.

% Distressed

Our quote in January 2013: “Prices
have hardly moved. It is only a matter of

Median Days on
Movoto

time before they will.” Well, they did and

Median House Size

2,296

2,192

2,043

1,942

5%

continued Black Swan oil

Median $/Sq ft

$163

$137

$86

$75

15%

notwithstanding. Still we think Houston
is overbuilt and will see a marked

Houston

6/13

7/13

8/13

9/13

10/13

11/13

12/13

slowdown this year.

Price Reductions

1,318

1,475

1,503

1,312

1,474

1,142

846

New Listings

3,553

3,653

3,442

3,043

3,000

2,459

2,007

Sold/Expired

4,137

4,121

4,035

3,344

3,838

3,085

2,903

THE NUMBERS –
SAN DIEGO
Steady as she goes … as in higher.

San Diego

Today

1 Year
Ago

2 Years
Ago

Total Inventory

1,854

2,018

1,841

1,245

$599,000

$499,000

$475,000

$520,000

1%

2%

2%

3%

46

57

50

38

Median List Price

Statistics are hard to get in San Diego.

3 Year Ago

4 Years
Ago

5 Years
Ago

48%

2,607

4,010

-9%

$379,000

$350,000

14%

18%

+32%

65

72

We also included stats from ace Realtor

% Distressed

Neal Hribar (home@hribar.com). They
show a slower average home sale price

Median Days on
Movoto

(+2.4%) increase and an increase in

Median House Size

1,486

1,418

1,398

1,544

-9%

1,431

1,344

pending foreclosures over last year.

Median $/Sq ft

$392

$347

$337

$324

+4%

$257

$265

Major Point: We said last year: “Higher
inventory and longer times on the market

spot, having spent every year in a beautiful 2

livable cities … Mexico flavour, without the

all point to a slower market ahead.” We

bedroom condo on the beach in Coronado

tough side of Mexico.

then dropped it out of our top 5 city

Shores (some time ago). One of the most

recommendation. I just have a real soft

!
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San Diego

Dec 2015

Year-over-Year

Tucson

Median Home Price

$520,000

+7.2%

$485,000

Total Inventory

3,727

Average Sales Price

$656,625

+2.4%

$640,944

Average Price

$271,500

No. of Homes Sold

2008

+1.5%

1978

Median List Price

Pending Properties

2462

+22.4%

2011

% Distressed

Foreclosures Sold

42

-8.7%

46

Short Sales Sold

8

+33.3%

6

4205

-11.5%

4749

Active Foreclosures

86

-56.8%

199

Active Short Sales

17

-60.5%

43

Sales Price vs. List Price

97.7%

+0.4%

97.3%

Average Days on Market

45

-14.3%

53

Active Listings

THE NUMBERS – SEATTLE

Seattle

Major point: A fine 12% price increase. A

Total Inventory

32% increase since 3 years ago. You, dear

Median List Price

investor, did well. But you ‘ain’t seen

% Distressed

nothing yet’! As we told our subscribers
discovered Seattle. This will have a major
impact in 2017.

1 Year Ago
4,833

-22%

$215,000

$199,900

+7%

5%

6%

64

77

-16%

Median House Size

1,807

1,796

-1%

Median $/Sq ft

$124

$118

+5%

Median Days on Movoto

Major Point: A fine year. Now, inventory is down, prices are
rising. Sales are up 39% November over November.

Today

1 Year Ago

976

819

1,586

4%

1,149

44%

$670,500

$599,000

$460,000

1%

$379,000

20%

0%

1%

1%

37

71

110

Median House Size

1,756

1,908

1,714

Median $/Sq ft

$410

$312

$304

Median Days on Movoto

last summer … the Chinese have

Today

THE NUMBERS – PORTLAND

Portland

According to Zillow, the median home value in

Median Sales Price

Portland is $405,700. Portland home values have
gone up 14.9% over the past year and Zillow

2 Years Ago

3 Years Ago

2%
5%

1%

76

51%

1,560

10%

$276

9%

2017 Jan – 2016 Jan
$405,700

+15%

y-o-y

Average Price/sqft

$295

+19%

y-o-y

Number of Sales

2,639

+9.9%

y-o-y

predicts they will rise 5.7% within the next year. The
median list price per square foot in Portland is $295,
which is higher than the Portland Metro average of $209. The median

affordable prices vs. household income, a strong real estate

price of homes currently listed in Portland is $399,800. The median

market and something called the Urban

rent price in Portland is $1,795, which is higher than the Portland

Growth Boundary, which is a state controlled land use law

Metro median of $1,695. Portland is beautifully situated, has the most

similar to our ALR.
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CANADA
NUMBERS

“A relatively strong regional economy, low unemployment and very

As every year we list the background information for
each major market in Canada.

– up 17.3 per cent compared to 2015. The pace of the annual rate

low borrowing costs kept the demand for ownership housing
strong in the GTA, as the region’s population continued to
grow in 2016,” said Board president Mr. Cerqua. Indeed! The
overall average selling price for calendar year 2016 was $729,922
of growth for the average selling price also picked up

Essentially – in this section – we report each real estate market’s
performance for December 2015 and y-t-d 2015 and measure it in

Addendum IV

percentage terms against December 2016
and y-t-d 2016. We also added – where

throughout the year, including a climb of 20 per cent in
December. “Price growth accelerated throughout 2016 as the
supply of listings remained very constrained. Active listings at the
end of December were at their lowest point in a decade-and-ahalf. Total new listings for 2016 were down by almost four per

available – the market performance for

cent. In 2016, we saw policy changes and policy debates pointed

2011 – which was a banner year before the a) sharp real estate
sales collapse of 2012 and b) the huge recovery in 2015-2016 – to
help you get a clearer picture to compare. If you notice different

at the demand side of the market. If we want to see a sustained
moderation in the pace of price growth, what we really need is
more policy focus on issues impacting the lack of homes available

prices as in the “Blast of the Past”, note the difference between

for sale,” said Jason Mercer, TREB’s Director of Market.

the December price achieved in this “numbers” section and the

Major Point: Toronto is big. The board separates its reporting of

25-year y-t-d average price comparison.

the average price by area code. Thus, the new number for single
family homes price of 1,016,145 is comprised of 1,286,600 for

Price
CITY

Dec

Dec

2016

2015

Toronto AA

730,500

Edm. AA

area code 416 and 934,055 for area code 905. Whichever you

Sales

pick the average price of a single-family home is up by 23%!

Dec

Dec

%

2016

2015

%

608,700

+20%

113,133

99,557

+12%

358,000

366,000

-3%

16,710

17,325

-6%

Calgary AA

479,200

469,382

+02%

17,812

18,839

-6%

Vanc. AA

958,600

989,500

-3%

40,063

42,427

-6%

Fr. Valley AA

658,300

627,900

+05%

23,974

21,095

+13%

Victoria SF

826,500

692,500

+19%

10,622

8,295

+22%

Van. Isl. SF

404,695

357,500

+13%

6,063

4,885

+24%

Kelowna AA

494,800

434,900

+14%

10,377

10,192

+02%

Similarly, the condo price for area code 416 is $466,600 and for
905 $375,600. In our view a lot of foreign money fled Vancouver’s
tax and soared into TO. The otherwise fine board released a report
in December that seems to indicate only 5% of sales go to
foreigners. We do not believe this! It is very similar to Vancouver
reporting a year ago, that the component (of foreign buyers) was
below 5% and CMHC reporting it at below 3%. Now we learn that
‘after studying stats closer’ that the government reports 1 10.3%
component before August! The same will take place here. Ontario
will bring a foreign tax … but more selectively and not retroactive!
A powerful spring ahead! LISTINGS CRUNCHING TO ALL TIME
LOWS MET HEAD ON BY RECORD SALES = HIGHER PRICES.

(AA = All Average, SF = Single family average)
NOTE: All cities above showed total sales
TORONTO

109,486. Compare that to POWERHOUSE

Dec 2016

Dec

%

Dec 2012

YTD 2015

2015

Toronto where sales hit a whopping new
Units Sold

YTD

%

2014

5,338

4,945

+09%

3,600

101,300

92,867

+09%

Average Price

730,500

609,100

+20%

478,800

622,200

566,600

+09%

THE NUMBERS – TORONTO

Active Listings

4,756

9,137

-48%

13,241

Toronto clocked in a second consecutive

Avg. SF Home Price

1,016,000

825,500

+23%

609,700

440,600

372,000

+18%

325,700

record of 113,133 unit sales.

record year. An astounding 113,133 home
Avg. Condo Price

sales up by 11.8 per cent compared to 2015.
The calendar year 2016 result included 5,338

sales in December – an annual increase of 8.6 per cent. The
strongest annual rate of sales growth in 2016 was experienced
for condominium apartments followed by detached homes.
!
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THE NUMBERS – EDMONTON

Ozzie Jurock brings
together 47 real estate
professionals and some

The Edmonton Board reports a consistently stable year.
Condominiums and single family home prices decreased.

newbies who "can" and
continue to "do." It
draws on their
experience and
expertise in order to

Duplexes and rowhouses, which account for approximately 10% of
all unit sales, experienced the most decline in prices, decreasing
5% compared to 2015.
There were 16,170 sales as compared to 17,325 in 2015. In

bring to you an insider's
view on essential real
estate subjects, ranging
from making the right
purchase for first-time

December 2016, single family home unit sales were down only
3%, condominiums were unchanged and duplexes/rowhouses
increased 19% from December 2015.
December average days on market increased. Single family
homes required on average 62 days to sell, compared to 52 days

buyers to what the keys
are to becoming a
successful investor.
RealEstateActionBook.com

in November. Duplexes/rowhouses took 78 days to sell and
condominiums took 80 days. Active listings stood at 5,208, which
is up 2.4% compared to the same month in 2015.
YTD

YTD

Dec 2016

Dec 2015

%

2016

2015

%

2011

716

747

-4%

16,170

17,325

-6%

784

Average Price

358,000

366,200

-3%

372,700

372,200

+00%

321,000

Active Listings

5,208

6,249

-20%

Avg. SF Home Price

421,000

422,000

-1%

434,600

437,600

-1%

381,000

Avg. Condo Price

247,600

249,100

-1%

250,300

252,800

-1%

230,000

EDMONTON
Units Sold

Dec

Major Point: The numbers don’t lie. A relatively stable
performance. Surprising small decline in prices. Solidly higher
when measured against December 2011 in all areas. A real bright

“Ninety percent of all millionaires become so through owning real

spot? Listings are down by 20%!

estate. More money has been made in real estate than in all
industrial investments combined. The wise young man or wage
earner of today invests his money in real estate.” – Andrew

THE NUMBERS – CALGARY

Carnegie, billionaire industrialist
Major Point: We left the previous years for comparison. Sales are
higher over 2015 but clocked in at 17,808 in total annual sales
versus the 25,543 achieved in 2014 (-31%). Also, sales for the
month of December in 2011 were substantially higher (+28%).

CALGARY

Dec
2016

Dec
2015

%

Dec
2014

YTD
2015

YTD
2015

%

Dec 2011

Units Sold

932

878

+06%

1073

25,543

17,811

-31%

1,289

Average Price

495,000

462,600

+04%

472,200

479,500

469,400

+02%

410,200

Active Listings

3,756

4,336

-13%

3,336

3,754

6,613

Avg. SF Home
Price

574,500

533,700

+08%

550,900

548,200

537,000

+02%

Avg. Condo
Price

303,300

305,300

0%

318,600

307,600

309,600

0%

!
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THE NUMBERS –
VANCOUVER

VANCOUVER / RICHMOND
Dec 2016

Dec 2015

%

April/May/
June/July 2016

%

1,734

2,836

-39%

4,777

-64%

Average Price

958,600

989,500

-3%

1,092,200

-13%

eyebrow raisers. As in the dollar volume in

Active Listings

6,134

6,690

-8%

8,758

-30%

December clocked in at 1,662,156,700

Total Detached Sales

548

1,049

-52%

1,971

-73%

versus 2,806,950,500 or down by 41%! And

Total Condo Sales

922

1,230

-25%

2,113

-57%

1,676,600

1,656,500

+1%

1,811,900

-8%

591,200

500,300

+18%

570,100 (May)

+4%

Westside SF Avg. Prices

3,742,800

3,365,000

+11%

4,245,000 (July)

-12%

Eastside SF Avg. Prices

1,448,000

1,423,600

+02%

1,704,000 (July)

-15%

Richmond SF Avg. Prices

1,846,000

1,612,000

+15%

1,976,000 (June)

-7%

Westside Condo Avg. Prices

856,900

750,400

+14%

912,100 (July)

-6%

Eastside Condo Avg. Prices

544,000

449,000

+22%

525,000 (June)

+4%

Richmond Condo Avg. Prices

439,000

393,200

+12%

460,000 (June)

-4%

Total Sales

We assembled the numbers from the fine
Vancouver Real Estate Board and found

compared to April 2016 down by 69% (down
from 5,217,137,103)! We added the
All Single-Family Avg. Prices

comparison to last year and to the highest

All Condo Avg. Prices

price or sales volume achieved in a given
month this year. Also, the average condo
price is 18% higher over last December and
still 4% higher over the previous high in
April. (Whereas most prices are higher from
last December but down over April.) Overall
prices tightened in December…I.e.
Richmond single-family home prices were
down by 14% over April, in December they
were down by ‘only’ 7%!
Major Point: The sharp decline in sales
continues in December. An overall sales
decline of -39%, a sales volume decline of

Westside SF Sales

64

134

-52%

229

-72%

41% and a price decline throughout when

Eastside SF Sales

64

121

-47%

219 (May)

-70%

Richmond SF Sales

61

178

-66%

257 (March)

-74%

measured against the highs achieved earlier
this year in each area. The sales decline in
the single-family segment are even more

On the bright side, listings are NOT surging, in fact are 8% lower

astounding when you look at Richmond at –66% and the West

than they were last year at this time (no one is running for the hills).

Side at -52% (measured against last December) and a whopping
decline of over -70% against the high achieved in most suburbs.

THE NUMBERS – FRASER VALLEY

FRASER VALLEY DETACHED AVERAGE PRICES
Fraser Valley real estate
Price Y-T-D 2016

Price Y-T-D 2015

Price Y-T-D 2014

Price Y-T-D 2011

Abbotsford

670,600

526,200

452,700

464,700

Langley

873,000

780,000

653,200

581,900

Surrey Central

939,300

887,500

606,200

590,600

1,563,700

1,365,600

1,122,900

944,100

in 2015, and 12.6 per cent more

536,900

478,000

385,300

364,600

than the previous record of

804,000

667,500

594,400

White Rock
Mission
Overall
FRASER VALLEY

experienced the strongest year in
its history in 2016, with recordsetting numbers.
23,974 sales in 2016, 13.6 per
cent more than the 21,095 sales

21,282 sales in 2005. The total
dollar volume of MLS® sales
was a record setting $16.2

Dec 2016

Dec 2015

%

YTD 2016

YTD 2015

%

Dec 2011

966

1,543

-37%

23,974

21,095

+13%

890

Average Price

658,300

627,900

+5%

N/A

N/A

Active Listings

3,930

4,280

-8%

7,399

Condo Prices

260,100

224,300

+16%

218,300

apartments, the highest each category has

Detached Prices

914,700

804,400

+14%

594,400

reached in the Board’s history.

Units Sold

!
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billion, four billion more than the
previous record set in 2015.

506,400

!
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Of the total transactions for the year, 5,369
were townhouses sold and 5,069 were
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For inventory, a total of 34,768 new listings were received by the

However, the 'average price' was up 6% over the same period,

Board’s MLS® system during 2016, the second highest in the

from $704,542 to $749,307, although it should be noted the

Board’s history and only 883 behind the 35,651 received in

average price was $852,590 in November 2016.Measuring

2008.

December 2015 against November 2016, the average price is

In December the Board processed 966 sales, a decrease of 37

19% higher. The sharp decline into December distorts the

per cent compared to December of 2015, but level with the ten-

average percentage. Adds Hoogendoorn: "We have so little

year average for the month. December’s total inventory in the

inventory that many potential sellers are scared to list their

Fraser Valley was 3,930 active listings; 30 per cent fewer than

homes now because they don't have any confidence they will

were available in November 2016 and 8 per cent fewer than

be able to find a suitable place to move to, elsewhere in town.

December 2015.

The year started off with a bang, as the majority of properties

Major Point: A record year, the price comparison shows the

sold in the spring in the CORE of Victoria sold well above the

relentless climb and y-t-d record. But sales are down by 37% in

asking price in bidding wars. A high percentage of homes in key

December over last December. SF homes performed the worst

neighbourhoods like Oak Bay and Fairfield routinely sold

showing a 54% decline, condos saw a 4% increase and a solid

hundreds of thousands of dollars over the list price at the time.

increase in prices across the board. When measured against

One of the highest-flying areas was Oak Bay's Gonzales which

2011, prices increase astound.

was up a whopping 35.22%. However, if you are keen on this
area, note there are only three homes for sale in the entire

VICTORIA – THE NUMBERS

neighbourhood at present.

A total of 471 properties sold, 1.3 per cent more than the 465

says there are still opportunities: Colwood and Langford have

properties sold in December last year. Active Listings levels edged

only recently exceeded the market highs set there back in 2010.

lower than last year, with 1,493 active listings for sale at the end of

The Westshore is also experiencing low inventory though. The

December 2016, 41 per cent (!) fewer than the 2,517 active

entire municipality of Highlands only has 8 homes on the

listings at the end of December 2015.

market at present. In Metchosin - 12. In Colwood, just 13. In the

"As we expected, 2016 broke records in terms of the number of

CORE, there are only 4 homes for sale in all of Esquimalt, and

properties sold in our area," notes Mike Nugent, outgoing 2016

there are just 12 out in Sidney.

President of the Board. "10,622 properties sold, which exceeds

"Our hot market had an often unseen impact on renters too,"

our previous high of 9,241 sales in 1991."

Hoogendoorn said. "The first sellers in Victoria last year were

“Despite the heavy competition and low inventory, Hoogendoorn

the landlords because they could take advantage of the
VICTORIA

Dec
2016

Dec
2015

%

YTD
2016

YTD
2015

%

Units Sold

428

442

-3%

10,622

8,295

+22%

Active Listings

1,493

2,517

-41%

think it's actually at an unhealthy level at this point," he added.

Avg Price S.F.
Dec-Dec

729,300

692,000

+05%

Finally, condo prices also increased dramatically in 2016.

Avg Price S.F.
Dec-Nov

826,500

Avg. Condos

386,400

increase in prices without worrying where they, themselves,
would move to. But the consequence was that many tenants
got displaced in an environment of already low vacancy (.5%). I

Major Point: Huge turnaround in condo prices over 2014. While
692,000

Victoria looks more expensive to Victoria residents, it is

+19%

definitely ON SALE compared to Vancouver, where many
319,700

homeowners might be looking to downsize and retire to the

-21%

Island.
Ace Realtor/developer (and speaker at the Insider Outlook
conference) Rick Hoogendoorn added: “Victoria smashed a 25-

THE NUMBERS – VANCOUVER ISLAND

year old area sales record in 2016, as 10,622 properties sold

Sales of single - family homes in December were lower than

compared to the previous 1991 record of 9,241. In the meantime,

In November, but annual sales volume rose 24 per cent over

inventory was at record low levels throughout the year, driving

2015.

prices ever upward.

A total of 6,063 single - family homes sold in 2016, an increase

“The Benchmark Price for a single-family home at the end of

of 24 per cent over the 4,885 sales recorded the previous year

December 2015 was $613,600, compared to the Benchmark Price

VIREB’s housing market hit its peak in May, which saw 771

at the end of 2016 of $758,500 - an increase of 23.6%. “

sales.
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ZONE

2016 Sales

2015 Sales

%

Avg. Price 2016

Avg. Price 2015

%

654

489

34%

344,450

319,007

8%

Comox Valley

1,022

814

26%

413,478

363,631

14%

Cowichan Valley

1,031

785

31%

389,947

360,361

8%

Nanaimo

1,699

1425

19%

447,336

391,313

14%

Parksville/Qualicum

935

815

15%

482,475

404,700

19%

Port Alberni/West

449

345

30%

260,963

227,963

14%

6,063

4,885

24%

404,695

357,448

13%

Campbell River

Board Totals

The average sale price of a single - family home board wide

Health building, The Centre for Innovation, 2 newly announced

increased by 13 per cent in 2016 to reach $404,695. Inventory of

20+ storey towers near Prospera Place, Highpointe Terraces

single-family homes dipped to 859

single family home development, the Capri Mall redevelopment

in December, a historic low, down 17 per cent from November

of 15 buildings commercial and residential 6 to 26 stories, and

and 37 per cent from one year ago. This figure is the lowest

at UBC Okanagan, the Airport Village Mall and condo

recorded in the VIREB area since the board began tracking

apartments at U-Two.”

inventory in 1999.

Bert calls the Okanagan “a desert with lakes! It doesn’t get any

Major Point: A very fine year for all of the island. Last year we

better than that.” We share his enthusiasm. Kelowna was one of

recommended Nanaimo, Cowichan, Sydney and several ‘sleeper’

our top recommendations in the last two years. The rewards are

towns. All of them are substantially higher in price. We expect

here!

even the foreign buyer (that is still coming … or left over – read

Major Point: Please note the vast Okanagan Real Estate

China piece) to start looking at residential property. They already

Territory, from Revelstoke to Peachland. Market areas, sales

are buying a lot of commercial real estate here.

and prices vary dramatically. Make sure you hire a quality local
realtor (like Bert).

THE NUMBERS – OKANAGAN
Bert Chapman (bert@pcrealty.ca), ace realtor, past president of
the Okanagan Mainline Board and speaker at the Insider Outlook

“Now, one thing I tell everyone is learn about real estate.

conference, says: “The Central Okanagan real estate market just

Repeat after me: real estate provides the highest returns, the

completed a record year, the most sales and highest average

greatest values and the least risk.” – Armstrong Williams

home prices. 4000 people moved to Kelowna in 2016 making it
one of the fastest growing cities in Canada. Kelowna’s current
KELOWNA

Dec 2016

Dec 2015

%

YTD 2016

YTD 2015

%

352

340

+04%

7,322

5,788

+26%

1,841

2,440

-25%

Average Price SF

618,600

508,600

+21%

597,700

511,000

+17%

Condo Prices

272,300

257,300

+06%

291,800

258,600

+13%

Units Sold
Active Listings

population has topped 127,500. The rental vacancy rate is 0.5%
fueling the demand for purpose-built rental home construction. The
inventory of home listings is the lowest in 20 years. Builders are
scrambling to supply single homes and condos to a waiting
market. This, along with technology, tourism, education, health
care, manufacturing, agriculture, and wineries provide jobs. The
downtown has revitalized and now projects both commercial and
residential are taking shape.
The 21 storey 1151 Sunset Drive residential tower is leading the
way along with the new Police Services building, the Interior
!
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CENTRAL OKANAGAN STATISTICS – DECEMBER 2016
Central Okanagan

CM This Year

CM Last Year

Increase

This YTD

Last YTD

Increase

Units Listed

355

376

-5.59%

10,337

10,192

1.42%

Units Sold

352

340

3.53%

7,322

5,788

26.50%

Sales Volume

$174,306,068

$148,143,749

17.66%

$3,578,210,673

$2,473,249,106

44.68%

List/Sell Ratio

96.82%

96.73%

97.38%

96.59%

75

96

-21.90%

68

84

-19.08%

1,841

2,440

-24.55%

CM This Year

CM Last Year

Increase

This YTD

Last YTD

Increase

Units Listed

136

146

-6.85%

3,910

3,931

-0.53%

Units Sold

116

85

36.47%

2,595

1,896

36.87%

Sales Volume

$40,417,196

$29,798,529

35.63%

$1,030,095,589

$667,489,086

54.32%

List/Sell Ratio

96.61%

93.88%

96.46%

95.96%

97

137

-28.91

111

116

-3.70

1,136

1,558

-27.09

CM This Year

CM Last Year

Increase

This YTD

Last YTD

Increase

Units Listed

65

63

3.17%

2,365

2,262

4.55%

Units Sold

64

57

12.28%

1,376

1,151

19.55%

Sales Volume

$19,323,670

$19,228,893

0.49%

$449,678,727

$361,331,439

24.45%

List/Sell Ratio

94.17%

92.39%

95.51%

95.16%

Days to Sell

166

176

-5.43%

141

143

-1.13%

Active Listings

812

975

-16.72%

CM This Year

CM Last Year

Increase

This YTD

Last YTD

Increase

Units Listed

556

585

-4.96%

16,612

16,385

1.32%

Units Sold

532

482

10.37%

11,293

8,835

27.82%

Sales Volume

$234,046,934

$197,171,171

18.70%

$5,057,984,989

$3,502,069,631

44.43%

List/Sell Ratio

95.56%

95.85%

97.02%

96.32%

91

113

-19.38%

87

98

3,789

4,973

-23.81%

Days to Sell
Active Listings
North Okanagan

Days to Sell
Active Listings
Shuswap / Revels.

Grand Total

Days to Sell
Active Listings

-11.77%

to the 120 properties in 2015. Houston, Burns Lake and

THE NUMBERS – THE NORTH

Vanderhoof had sharp declines while Smithers clocked in at

The BC Northern Real Estate Board (BCNREB) reported 4737

about the same as last year.

property sales down a tad from last year’s 4840 sales.

The Southern parts were the shining stars this year with

The North West of the province was ‘steady as she goes’. Prince

Quesnel, Williams Lake and 100 Mile House posting double

George had a solid year as expected. The diversification of the

digit gains in activity and sales volume, and with 100 Mile

city’s economic drivers and the size of the city are seeing it grow

House hitting a fantastic greater than 60% increase in activity.

into the center. In Prince Rupert 198 properties changed hands in

Overall, in 2017, the outlook for the North looks positive.

2016 compared with 209 properties in 2015. 239 properties sold in

In Fort St. John 397 properties sold in 2016, down from 691

the Terrace area in 2016 compared with 2015’s 271 properties. In
the Kitimat area, 91 properties changed hands in 2016 compared

!
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properties that sold in 2015. A very sharp decline. At the end of
December there were 642 properties of all types available up
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Community

Dec 2014

Units

Dec 2015

Units

Dec 2016

Units

100 Mile House

243,605

119

226,984

114

250,312

178

Williams Lake

253,773

138

237,103

134

263,483

159

Quesnel

212,152

123

213,704

121

209,312

131

Prince Rupert

217,651

212

260,604

158

264,745

157

Houston

157,063

44

157,487

32

156,095

23

Smithers

247,458

106

273,241

113

248,386

103

Burns Lake

117,815

35

133,756

45

127,759

29

Vanderhoof

204,255

52

211,179

44

186,750

32

Fort St. James

192,276

21

171,139

27

191,768

22

Fort St. John

418,646

422

425,083

266

405,203

180

Fort Nelson

302,961

27

280,278

19

229,387

8

Mackenzie

164,662

61

169,321

47

176,871

55

Prince George

271,580

950

284,611

976

297,185

905

Terrace

302,340

177

308,436

153

309,915

139

Kitimat

318,046

78

298,624

82

279,385

60

from the 479 properties at the end of 2015. 28 properties sold in

Site C dam is well underway and employment is increasing. If,

the Fort Nelson are down from 2015’s 41 properties.

however the construction of the LNG plants is delayed or even

Major Point: This is the year where major announcements could

cancelled (not likely) that would change the outlook dramatically. ◊

change the flavor of the North. Petronas is likely to announce its
$13 billion or so investment time table as will other LNG players.
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